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Military Posture Statements, RDT&E Budget Presentations
Advise Congress Regarding Views of Top Defense Leaders
Several hundreds of pages of prepared statemenl presentations to
the Commit/ee on Armed Services of the United Slates in recenl
weeks have detailed the views of all the highesl officials in Ihe Na·
tional Defense Establishment regarding the critical considerations 10
support their FY 1975 budgetary propo also
Speakers have included Secrelary of Defense James R. Schlesinger,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Thomas H. Moorer,
Army Chief of Stoff GEN Creighton W. Abrams, Direc/or of
Defense Research and Engineering Dr. Malcolm R. Currie, Sec·
retory of the Army Howard H. Callaway, Assistant Secretary of the
Army (R&D) Norman R. Augustine, Chief of Army Research and

Deveklpment LTG John R. Deane Jr., and many others.
Members of the Army Research and Deulopment community, currently in the throes of widespread changes-some announced in
February and March and others said to be forlhcoming in the near
future-would find each of these stalemenls well worth reading as an
exposition. of Ihe State-of-the.Nntion defenses vis·a·vis Ihe potenlial
enemy. Within the limited space available, Ihe editors of the Army
Research and Development New magazine attempt here to provide
some insight into what Congress considers in defense allncations.
Dr. Currie's volumJnou8 presentation was released too late
for inclusion and must be reported in our next edition.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE Schlesinger's FY 1975 Defense Budget
and the FY 1974 Supplemental Budget Requesl to the House Com·
mittee on Appropriations and selected excerpts from his subsequently
released "Annual Defense Department Report FY 1975" follou:.
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

It is my privilege to present to you the
FY 1975 Defense Program and Budget. This
is the first budget in a decade or more that
doe not provide for the support of U.S.
forces in combat. At the same time, it is a
budget that must carry us, through main·
tenance of a military equilibrium, on the
passage from the cold war toward a period
of enduring peace.
In such a difficult period of transition, I
have a special duty to review with you the
fundamental strategic issues that we face
and the basis on which we are developing
what we consider to be our minimum peacetime defense and deterrence posture. As the
Psalmist tells us, "Where there is no vision,
the people perish."
As in the past. the Chainnan of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Thomas H. Moorer,
will give you his report on our military posture. He will discuss, in more detail than I
shan here, the current and developing balance of military power.
Tile "1lenuJtional Situation and the Defense
Establi,hr'tlenl. The first issue we must face
in our planning is how, at any given time.
the international situation should affect
the shape of tbe U.S. defense establishment.
[t is a well-worn truism Lhat OUT [orcel;
exist to support our foreign policy, but what
operationaJly does that mean? Are there
pacific elements in the external world that
c....ate the need for military capabilitie,
overseas deployments, military a istance,
and continuing programs of .... earch and
development? When and how should changes
in the international situation justify alter·
stions in the size and compos.ition of our
force structure?
Illteresr•. The di"isions brought on by our
involvement in Southeast Asia have left an
understandable desire on the part of many
Americans for some respite from foreign
troubles and responsibilities. But recent
events in the Middle East have sharply ,'C.
minded US that the United States still has
very large and important moral, political

and economic interests outside its borders,
and that these interests may require military
protection.
Recent events have also underlined the
extent to which di tant troubles can affect
and even jeopardize the United States itself
unless our defenses are strong.
Opposing Capabilities. It is no secret that,
in the past, certain nations have shown
themselves hostile to the worldwide interests
of the United States wld have acquired the
military capabilities to threaten them-and
us. We live in the constant knowledge that
the Soviet Union. at any time, could launch
a nuclear Rttack-Iarge or small-on the
United States itself, and the Peoples' Re·
public of China (PRC) could well develop
at least a modest capability for such an at·
lack during the next decade.
It is generally agreed that some relation·
ship must exist between these capabilities
and the defense posture of the United States.
Indeed, we consider it fundamental that at
all times we must have available a sufficiency
of ready strategic offensive forces to retaliate
against a Soviet nuclear attack.
The Soviet Union (USSR), its partners
in the Warsaw Pact, and the PRC a1so
maintain large and ready generaj·purpose
forces. These forces aTe in fact the most
usable elements of their considerable and
diversified power. It is noteworthy, however,
that many Americans do not insist on a
comparable availability and readiness for
U.S. and Allied general·purpose forces, and
even suggest that in a period of nuclear
parity we should I'educe them below their
current levels.
It would be economically intolerable,
inefficient and certainly undesirable for the
United States by it-self to develop a force
structure lhat mirrors this entire rangethe Soviet Union, the Warsaw Pact, and the
PRe-of potential threals.
In any event, the Soviet Union is the only
other superpower in the international political
arena. Accordingly. it is primarily in light
of Soviet capabilities that we must judge
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the adequacy of our own nuclear and nonnuclear deterrent forces,
Commitments, Contingencies and Objectives.
Another factor shaping our over-all defense
posture is the large number of forma] com~
mitments for mutual defense that the United
States has accumulated since World War
II. Not counting the collective security
provisions of the United Nations Charter,
we are allied to more than 40 nations in
nine multilateral and bilateral treaties. In
addition, we have informal but nonethele
real commitments to olher nations that our
defense programs must take into account.
These commitments are important to both
our nuclear and our nonnuclear force planning. In varying degrees, they reflect an
obligation to maintain military capabilities
in support of our Allies. They give us in·
sights about the types of contingencies that
could arise and about the threats that
require deterrence. They also enable us to
share the burden of collective security with
a number of other nations. In some instances
they lead us to provide military assistance
as a substitute for the maintenance of additional U.S. forces and deployment abroad.
Above all, when worldwide equilibrium and
orderly change constitute basic U.S. objectives. commitments and contingencie tell
LIS where points of potential pressure exist
and where, for purposes of deterrence, specific balances of military power must be

(Continued on page 10)
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Under the close cooperative relationship
provided by agreement between the U.S.
Army Air Mobility Research and Develop.
ment Laboratory and the NASA-Ames Re·
earch Center, Moffelt Field, CA, the basic
cover design was prepared hy a NARC staff
artist alurembelli4hea a bit by aliI' .taff.
The USAAMRDL is compri4ed o( (0111'
directorates, one at the NARC, one at the
Army's Fort Eusti4, VA, and the others at
NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton,
VA, and Lewi4 Re earch Center, Cleveland,
OH. This cooperative arrangement makes
available to the Army (acilities o( NASA
that would have cost the Army more than
S/OO million 10 construct:
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Selective Scanner ...
AMC Briefs ASA (R&D) on Weapons, Battery
Results from U.S. Army Materiel Command in-hause laboratory efforts considered to have potential for application to highpriority military requirements are presented in recent reports.
Details were given in brieflngs delivered Mar. 13 to the
Assistant Secretary of the Army [R&D) on lengtl1 and Weight
limits far Shoulder-Fired Antitank Weapons, James T. Torre,
U.S. Army Human Engineering laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD; Thermally-Regulated Thermal Battery, Fronk C.
Krieger, Harry Diamond laboratories; and Squad Automatic
Weapon, Curt Johnson, Rock Island Arsenal, Il. Abstracts follow.
Length and Weight limits for Shoulder-Fired Antitank Weapons
has gained considerable attention, particularly as related to
development of the 5hort-Range Man-Portable Antitank Weapon
Technology (SMAWT).
A system was developed to measure key aspects of an in·
fantryman's activities as influenced by different weights, lengtl1s
and bulks of experimental configurations. Specifically, a field
study was conducted to determine tI1e effect of weight ond
length of an antitank system on infantryman performance.
Utilizing a bipolar adjective rating technique, soldiers were
asked to discriminate among various loads. Test results revealed
a reduction in infantryman performance when 81 mm antitonk
systems which are longer tI1an 31 inches and heavier than
8 pounds are added to current combot loads.
Thermally Regulated 80ller;es are used extensively in rocket
and mortar fuzes because of tI1eir superior shelf-life and wide
ambient temperature range. However, their high operational
temperatures and lock of adequate controls often couse short
operating lifetimes and electrical noise and shorts.
Development of fusible heat reservoirs helped significantly to
absorb excess heat during fusion and to maintain constant cell
temperatures during cooling. Digital computer programs aided in
design of tI1is system and may ultimately make possible the use
of thermal botteries in artillery shells.

EPA Unit to Monitor Alaska Pipeline Impact
Monitoring tI1e environment impact of tI1e 7B9-mile stretch of
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline to carry oil from Alaska's North Slope
deposits is a respansibility assigned to a newly established unit
of the Environmental Protection Agency in Anchorage, AK.
Recoverable reserves at the Prudhoe fields are presently estimated at 10 billion borrels of crude oil and 26 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas.
Working with the U.S. Department of the Interior, tI1e EPA
unit will become part of the ogency's existing Alaska Operations
Office. Their function is to insure that construction of the pipeline and related facilities complies with EPA's regulatory authorities in the areas of oil spill prevention, air and water pollution
control, solid waste management and pesticides use.
Other environmental protection efforts, including the maintenance of timber, mineral, water, ond wildlife resources on
federal public lands crossed by the line, will be the responsibility of the Interior Department. Roughly three-fourths of the
pipeline is expected to cross fede'ral property.
The Interior Deportment is primarily responsible for reviewing
the design and construction of the pipeline from engineering
and environmental viewpoints. An "authorized officer" and his
staff will represent the Department in Alaska.
Among EPA's duties regarding tI1e pipeline will be:
• Insuring that builders of the pipeline system have on hand
oil spill prevention procedures including control equipment, contingency plans and training programs.
• Reviewing an estimated 350 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
permits needed for pipeline stream crossings.
• Monitoring compliance of 12 pump stations and the pipe2
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line's terminal facilities with air and water pollution control
regulations.
• Providing policy liaison and technical assistance to other
federal and Alaskan State agencies cancemed with the line.
• Reviewing plans for solid-waste management at work sites
and otl1er communities.
• Insuring proper use of pesticides for rights of way dearance, insect control, or other uses.
• Investigating alleged violations of environmental statutes.
The EPA pipeline unit will be headed by Dr. Oscar E. Dickason, director of the Alaska Operations Office, which is under
the supervision of EPA's regional administrator in Seottfe, WA.
Legislation approving construction of tI1e pipeline was signed
by President Nixon Nov. 16, 1973. Construction camps for the
line are now being made ready.

Army Continues 60mm Weapons Development
Continued development of a new lightweight 60mm weapon
system at Watervliet (NY) Arsenal has been approved by the
Deportment of tI1e Army following progress reports on system
management, weapon proper. firing control, ammunition, fuzing and testing.
Scheduled to replace tI1e B1mm mortar in use at infantry
company level, and intended for both Asmy and Marine Corps
use, tI1e new system is designed for improved firepower and
mobility. It is expected to increase combat effectiveness of units
where man-portability of weapons is a primary requirement.
The recent progress reports at a meeting choired by John A.
Purtell as systems manager disclosed that elimination of a fuze
dustcap resulted in saving in excess of $1,000,000. Extensive
operational and development testing at various proving grounds
has been scheduled. The ultimate aim of the project is the
production of significant quantities of the new mortar at Watervliet Arsenal.
Support for development of the system is provided by Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, PA, fire control; Picatinny Arsenal,
Dover, NJ, ammunition; Harry Diamond laboratories, Washington,
DC, fuzing; U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
[MOl Research and Development Center; and HQ U.S. Asmy
Training and Doctrine Command, fort Monroe, VA.

MERDC Unveils Aircraft Runway Light Set
Aircraft visibility limitations encountered during night and
certain daylight take-off and landing conditions may be lessened
with on improved 1 V2 kilowatt runway light set.
Developed at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment R&D Center
(MERDC), Fort Belvoir, VA, the set's most significant improvement
is replacement of a bulky, expensive 30/45 watt pawer isolation transformer with on economical, easily adaptable by-pass
circuit assembly.
Additionally, the assembly housing serves as an excellent heat
sink for tI1e light's silicon control rectifiers, thus eliminating the
need for costly commercial heat sinks.
Estimated cost for production quantities of 50 to 100 improved light sets is approximately $3,400. This is a $1,200
reduction fram currentfy produced sets of equal quantity.

Japan Duck Deaths Laid to Botulism Poisoning
Identification of Type C botulism poisoning in Japan was reported for tI1e first time at a recent meeting of the Toxic Microorganisms Panel of tI1e United States-Japan Cooperation on
Development and Utilization of Natural Resources.
Investigation that resulted in . 'the first time demanstration of
Type C botulism paisoning of any kind in Japan" followed a
mass outbreak of deaths of ducks, migratory and otherwise, on
certain fresh water pands and rivers in tI1e Tokyo area ond
adjacent prefectures. Since these waters ore contaminated with
industrial waste products, Japanese investigators looked to this
source of poisons for on explanation.
This action followed a repart by a U.S. Army Director of ReMARCH-APRIL 1974

search and Advanced Systems representative that the symptoms
of poisoning "appeared to resemble in some respects those
associated with epizootic outbreaks of Type C poisoning of wild
birds on alkali lakes of the Western United States."
Subsequently, Dr. Kageaki Aiboro, Deportment of Food Research, Notional Institute of Health, Tokyo, delivered data collected on the poisoning outbreaks among wild birds in Japan
at a meeting in Washington, DC. His findings established Type C
botulism as the cause of the outbreak of duck deaths.

Pulse Unit May Ease Tire Retread Decisions
Greater reliability in selecting tires for retreading, by using a
Pulse Echo Ultrasonic TIre Inspection System now under development to detect hidden defects such as ply separations, is the
goal of a research task in the Army Tank-Automotive Command.
David Gamache, special assistant to the chief of the Quality
Engineering Division, Product Assurance Directorate, said the
investigative effort, now in its second year, has resulted in
fabrication of a successful breadboard model.
The model includes a manual scanning device mounted in a
water tank, tire-handling equipment, and electronic signal generator. The tire is rotated about two revolutions a minute and
the ultrasonic signals transmitted to the tire are echoed back to
the scanner for display on a viewing screen. Defects are determined by interpretation of the echos.
Tests of the model at the Red River Army Depot, Texarkana,
TX, have thus for indicated that background noises indicative of
faults vary from one type of tire to another. Conversion of the
breadboard model into several prototype models has been
scheduled. The prototypes will have on automatic scanning device and built-in recording units.

Improved Field Fortification Concepts Studied
Methods of improving field fortifications for anticipated requirements of the battlefields of the future are receiving extensive consideration in MASSTER (Modem Army Selected Systems
Test, Evaluation and Review) at Fort Hood, TX.
The MASSTER study is port of an Army-wide program involving a mix of research, conferences and evaluations to determine
specific requirements for different situations. Army schools and
centers are considering adequacy of standard field fortifications,
designing new structures, and determining camouflage needs.
Studies include the use of
new materials (fiberglass,
aluminum and plastic) for protective structures, the manpower, equipment and time
needed to build them, and
the amount of training soldiers
will require to build the structures correctly. New concepts
also are being explored, including airlifting prefabricated
modules that can be rapidly
emplaced in the ground.
Results of the studies will
be
considered by a group of
SOLDIERS from the 17th Engeneral officers at Fort Bengineering Battalion, 2d Arning, GA, the Infantry Cenmored Division stretch a wireter, with a view to directing
reinforced Fatiric over the
specific attention and testing
metlll frame of an underground bunker in MASSTER
to shelters and fortifications
(Modern Arm~' Selected ysbelieved to show the best potem8Te8t,Evaluation,Review).
tential for future needs.

Dol, Air Force Initiate Energy Research Effort
Expansion of the thermal energy output of coal at reduced
pollution levels is the purpose of a recently announced joint research effort between the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Department of Interior's Office of Cool Research.
Participants in the project will utilize magnetohydrodynamics
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(MHO) technology, which involves extraction of electrical energy from a high-temperature gas and subsequent passage
through a magnetic field. The process might be comparable to
the flaming exhaust of a rocket of jet engine.
Announced by Secretary of Defense James R. Schlesinger
and funded by the Office of Coal Research, the project will
utilize Air Force facilities including a unique MHO generator at
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma, TN. Initial tests will determine whether thermal energy extraction capabilities of the MHO generator are superior to those of conventional steam generating plants.
Previous research has indicated that efficiencies ranging from
50 to 60 percent may be possible in converting cool to electrical energy through MHO. This contrasts with 40 percent effi·
ciencies of steam plants.

Congress Expands MAST Medical Program
Expansion of the Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic
(MAST) program, designed to augment civilian emergency medical systems, was authorized recently by Congressional approval
of Public Law 93-155 (Military Authorization Bill for FY 1974).
Initiated in July 1970, following recommendations of former
Secretory of Defense Melvin R. Laird (see Dec. 1969 and
Oct.-Nov. 1972 issues of Army R&D Newsmagazine), MAST
hos utilized Army and Air Force capobilities on a trial basis.
Military vehicles have thus for accounted for more than 2,400
MAST missions and transportation for more than 2,700 patients.
Expansion of the program includes authorization for wider use
of military helicopters and paramedical personnel and activation
of nine additional MAST sites, including Fort Jackson, SC; Fort
Benning, GA; Fort Sill, OK; fort Hood, TX; Fort Bliss, TX; Fort
Riley, KS; Fort Bragg, NC; Fort Ord, CA; and MacDill, Af8, FL.

ECOM Updates AN/TPQ-36 Radar System
Five engineering models of a new mortar locating radar, expected to replace the AN/TPQ-36 Army standard model used
for 15 years, are being developed under on $8.6 million contract announced by HQ U.S. Army Bectranics Command.
Technical direction for the new system has been assigned to
the Product Manager Office, Mortar-Artillery Locating Radars.
Performance capabilities specified for the new system include
electronic scanning of a wide sector of any combat area, that
it be highly automated, and thot it will indicate the location of
an enemy mortar by pin-pointing it with a spot of light on a
rotating, cylindrical contour mop.
A computer and a sophisticated signal processor will filter out
much of the interference caused by birds, adverse weather,
ground clutter and even insects. The new system also will be
effective when several mortars are operating simultaneously.

MICOM Expands Simulation Center Facilities
Symbolizing transfer of the
Electrical Optical Simulation
Facility (EOSS) from industry
to the Army and opening of
the door to advanced missile
technology, a key is turned
over from Fred Payne, Martin
Marietta's vice president of
Technical Operations, to MG
Vincent H. Ellis, commander
of the U.S. Army Missile
Command (MICOM), Redstone
Arsenal, AL.
The EOSS is one of three test chambers in MICOM's Advanced Simulation Center (ASC) that will enable the Army to
simulate, under one roof, environments that affect a missile in
flight. Expected to be fully operational by 1975, the ASC also
will house on Infrared Facility and a Radio Frequency Simulation System that will enable the Army to evaluate any missile
known today or foreseen for the future.
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SLAR scan of Straits of Mackinac is shown in npper half of the
illustration, which indicates land masses, waterways and ice to
trained interpreters. The black band with the white line running

R&D News

horizontally through the radar picture is the flight path of the air·
craft. The lower portion of the illustration is the NASA interpretation of the scan, which indicates location, depth, character
and even the age of ice formations obstructing shipping in the area.

• • •

SLAR Finds New Application as Scientific Research Tool
Side.looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)
in the Great Lakes area, with daily recon·
oaissance flights over the waterways in speci·
mounted on the OV·ID Mohawk aircraftfied pa ttems.
ooe of the dramatic developments to serve
Results reportedly are almost unbeli vable,
U.S. Army combat requirements-is linking
research capabilities of the U.S. Army Eleceven to the NASA experts accustomed to sur·
tronic Proving Ground (AEPG), Fort Hua·
veiLling the Earth from the unlimited horizons of space. In spite of temperatures rang·
chuca, AZ, to a Great Lakes navigation survey.
What can be done to keep the Great Lakes
ing from minus 34 degrees up, 3O-knot winds,
and the SI. Lawrence Seaway open to hip·
sleet and ice, the AEPG crews have produced
a steady stream of data.
ping during the winter ice pack? Essentially,
that is the question the Fort Huachuca unit
Bad weather conditions resulted in 90
is trying to help answer.
"weather hours" (flying only on instruments)
The action is in response to a request for
with no visual ground contact in a 35·day
assistance originally given to the National
period-possibly an Army record.
Aeronautics and Space Administmtion and
The sophisticated navigation system built
into the Mohawk has a great deal to do with
its Lewis Research Laboratories. The need
was for surveillance ideas to acquire a better
its ability to map the ice movements Pilots
can plot a pair of points on the map, locate
understanding of the magnitude of the problem.
themselves and their aircmft exactly on one
Through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
point, and fly in a straight line to the other
which has the responsibility of maintaining
point with less than 600 meters variation,
many areas of inland waterways, the AEPG
even in zero visibility.
was assigned the task of surveying the Great
This capability makes it possible to scan,
Lakes area.
with the SLAR, a 25- to 5O-mile strip-then
Since Dec. 17, two specially equipped Mocome back an hour, a day, or a year later
hawks and a C-47, based in Cleveland, OH,
and scan the exact same area. This penuits
and Sault Ste. Marie, MI, have been working
compari ons as time changes conditions.
4
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Another advantage of the Mohawk is that
the radar data can he electronically transmitted to ground stations and thereby be
available almost instantly, in "real time."
Heavy weather does not obstruct the radar.
The SLAR pierces cloud cover, snowstorms
and other disturbances, and gives the observer
a detailed picture of the ground surface.
More than 200 hours of "on target," that
is, with the radar actually in operation on
site, flying had been compiled as of Feb. 22
by the two Mohawks and their crews. Their
data is transmitted to NASA interpreters on
the ground, who produce ice maps similar to
that shown in the lower half of the photo
above. The top portion of the photo is the
actual radar scan from the SLAR.
The experimental Winter Navigation SeaSOn Program so far has heen an outstanding
success, reports MAJ Richard E. U rick, chief
of the AEPG Aviation Branch. "We are really
opening up new fields of use for the Mohawk
and the SLAR," he says. "They were originally develnped for military surveillance purposes in combat. Now we are turning that
same capability to scientific research, em·
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ployed in the national interest."
Twelve members of the AEPG team have
participated in the project. In addition to
Urick, they are: CPT Richard P. Wolfe, mission commander and the second Mohawk
pilot; CPT Rodney W. Callaway, ground operations commander and C-47 pilot; Eugene
C. Paulsen and Carl A. Vanderpool, civilian
C-47 pilots.
Also, crew chiefs; SFCs Bemis B. Allensworth, C-47, and Oltis C. Griffy, C-47 and
OV-ID; SP5s David W. Little, C·47 and
OV-ID, and Bobby L. Mahannah, OV·ID.
Sensor specialists are SSG Michael S. Castro,
SP5 Richard G. Miller and SP4 WiLliam D.
Andrews.
Peacetime aircraft support challenges are
greater even than those in wartime. Wolfe,

the mission commander, believes. But he
poims out that finding new applications for
this sophisticated equipment also advances
the mititary's tach:cal po ition, and keeps the
expert,:se of the men who work with the Mohawk at a high level.
"We are, in essence, carving out historicaJ
data building blocks in the Great Lakes proj·
ect," he said. "We can go back anytime and
duplicate any given run. Then investigators
and interpreters can compare the previous
data and the new data, and draw conclusions
based on the changes they see-with accuracy."
The AEPG participation in the cUlTent
program will continue through about the first
of May, when the spring thaw arrives in the
nortb country.
Until then, the Mohawk pilots and ob·
servers will continue to furnish the NASA experts and the scientific community with additional historical data "building blocks" on
which to base an entirely new concept of
navigation assistance.

Skylab 3 Astronauts Photograph
New England Flood Damage Sites
Under spollSOrship of tbe U.S. Anny Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Labora·
tory (CRREL), Hanover, NH, and the New
England Division of the Army Corps of En·
gineel'S in Waltham, MA, Skylah 3 astronauts
photographed the New England area to study
Oood damage.
Astronauts William R. Pogue, Dr. Edward
G. Gibson and LTC Gerald P_ Carr, while
orbiting the Earth in their 86-ton Skylab,
photographed an area along Windsor, VT, and
Canaan, Plymouth and Conway, NH. CRREL
pel'Sonnel photographed the Franklin Falls
(NHl Reservoir from an altitude of 4,000
feet.
ASA aircraft photographed the area
from 60,000 feet.
The photographic imagery is being used
for an evaluation of the damage to vegetation
caused by the July 1973 floods, the second
highest reported in the New England area
since the early 194Os, and the December
floods, rated as the fifth highest in history.
Ice damage to vegetation following the December flood also is believed severe.
The photographic evaluation is part of a
larger study being made of the New England
Reservoir System, using the remote sensing
images from Skylab and the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS). (See cover and
center spread feal:JJ.re story on ERTS in the

August 1972 Army R&D Newsmagazine).
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MICOM Considering New Laser Guidance System
Plans for developing a unique sysU>m that
conceivably could guide Anny missiles as well
as conventional artillery have been submitted
to HQ U.S. Army Missile Command, Red·
stone A1'Senal, AI., in proposals from two
contractors.

The system is called Ground Laser Locator
Designator (GLLD) and consists of a laser,
rangefinder, day sight, tracking unit and
tripod ground mount.
"We told contractors what we wanted. ow
PhiIco-Ford and Hughes aircraft have told us
how they would build it-right down to the
last nut and bolt," said MAJ Phillip Williams, chief of MICOM's Precision Designator
Management Office.
Williams said the Army will evaluate both
proposals along with contractor prototypes
that have undergone testing at Redstone and
Fort Sill, OK, and that a contractor could be
selected by spring to move in to engineering

development.
"We're the tri-service flashlight for a family
of terminal homing weapons-both ground
and airborne," he said... Right now we're trying to cut costs 8S much as po ible. emphasizing maximum commonalit.y between

the designator and rangefinder for both ground
and air ro les."
Both contractors responded to the question
of interchangeable equipment in their en·
gineering development proposals. Using the
GLW, it was explained, a designator operator
could literally steer a terminal homing weapon
co a target whether the weapon is a miooi1e,
a bomb or an anillery shell fitted with a laser
seeker.

"We're not limited to one type weapon,"
Williams explained. "We can support laser·
guided weapons like HELLFIRE or conventional
artillery like a 155mm shell"
A "highly successful" test program demon·
strating the value of lasel'S in a conventional
artillery role was completed recently. Helbat
IV (Human Engineering Laboratory Battalion
Artillery Test) was conducted at Fort Sill,
OK, by the Human Engineering Laboratories
and the Fort Sill ArtiUery School personnel
to improve accuracy of conventional artillery
against moving targets.
I n addition to supporting Army programs,
Williams said GLLD has supported Air Force
Maverick firings a nd is scheduled to support
some Navy Bulldog tests later this month.

Army Assists in Helicopter Fire Fighter Evaluation
Evaluating methods of fighting forest fires
is not in the normal routine of the U.S. Anny
Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker, AL, but
that type of technical assistance was provided
recently at Apalachicola, FL.
The Northern Forest Fire Laboratory, Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment
Station, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, Missoula, MT, requested help
in evaluating a large helicopter fire-retardant
delivery system in comparison with that of a
Lockheed C-I30 airplane presently used.
The test involved 128 air drops, half of
them using water to estahlish a baseline and
the remainder using a fire-retardant mi.xture
with iron oxide added for color to aid pilots

in loca ting previous drops. The drops were
made from heights of 75, 150 aod roo reet and
airspeeds ranging from hover to 125 knots in
25-knot intervals. Flow rates from a slung
bucket and internal distribution systems were
also controlled.
Evaluated alao were ground distribution
patterns, aircraft stahility and performance,
and the effects of rotor downwash. U.S. Anny
Avia tion Test Board preliminary determina·
tions were that the drop characteristics of
the helicopter were superior to those of the
fixed· wing aircmft because of the inherent
ability of the helicopter to maneuver at low
speeds.

GRID SYSTEM used to measure quantity
and quality of retardant included 1,600
"cups" that covered an area 2.000 feet by
400 feet to form the drop zone pattern.

FIRE·RETARDANT LIQUID ;s dropped
from CH-47C Chinook helicopter onto
measuring grids at Apalachicola airport.

INDIVfDUAL CUPS used to collect fire·
retardant liquid during testa to determine
effectivene•• of helicopter delivery system.
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Soaring Manpower Costs Impact

Secretaries of Defense, Army Announce Maior Realignments
Secretary of Defense James R. ScWesinger
and Secretary of the Army Howard H. CaUaway are effecting broad-scale realignments of
functions and disestablishment of many major commands, principal Army staff agencies
and subordinate units to offset lIOaring man·
power costs.
The streamlining of organizational struc·
tures and relationships is termed the most
sweeping change since the 1962 Army-wide
reorganization, which created the Army Materiel Command as a consolidation of the
materiel functions of six of the seven Techni·
cal Services. The reduction was explained in
Secretary ScWesinger's Mar. 5 announcement,
coincident to release of the annual Defense
report to Congress:
"In this time of high person nel costs, it is
more imperative than ever that we utilize our
people in the most effective manner possible.
Although substantial personnel saving'! have
been made, I am persuaded that further economies sre possible. We are presently studying
way to make further cu ts in our headquarters
establishments without adversely impacting
combat force effectiveness."
Army actions being taken, as explained by
Secretary Callaway, are designed to eliminate "duplicatory functions and unnecessary
interfaces, establish broader and more reatistic spans of control within internal staff sections, reduce administrative overhead, eliminate vertical layers in staff organizations, and
more fully exploit the capabilities of the Army
Forces Command, Army Training and Doctrine Command and the Army Materiel
Command."
Over-all impact of the changes already direeted or projected is estimated to reduce
management headquarters strength by 10
percent from FY 1974 base levels. The Joint
Chiefs of Staff force cut over FY 74-75 is
planned at 15 percent. Actions under consideration for the Navy, Air Force and Marine
Corps "will average 15 percent for each Service."
Since the FY 74 budget submission, the
Army Staff and its support activities have
been cut 23 percent (1,611 spaces--18.3% elirninations).
In announcing disestablishment of positions
and agencies-Chief of R&D, Chief of Reserve
Componenta,AssistantChiefofStalffor Force
Development, Assistant Chief of Staff for
Communications-Electronics, The Provost
Marshal General-Secretsry Callaway explained that the major thrust is to improve
efficiency, effect substantial manpower saving'!,
and more clearly delinea te responsibilities in
Army management.
Replacing the Chief of R&D ,viU be a Del'uty Chief of Staff for Research, Development
and Acquisition, with responsibility for aU
phases of staff management of the Army's systems acquisition policy. He also will be charged
with procurement and production of all major
items of Army equipment.
Certain functions of the Assistant Chief of
Staff for Communications-Electronics and the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development also will be transferred to the Deputy
Chief of Staff for R&D and Acquisition.
Remaining ACSFOR functions will be assigned to the offices of the Deputy Chief of
6

Staff for Plans and Operation, and the Deputy
Chief of taff Personnel. Similarly, ACSC-E
remaining functions will go to the Deputy
Chief of Staff 'for Plans and Operations. Responsibility of the Office of the Provost Mar·
shal for military law and order wiU be vested
in the Office of the DCS for Personnel.
Secretary Callaway's actions were further
explained: "In this reorganization, the Army
wiU move a long way toward its goal of fixing
clear responsibilities in the major areas of
budget, manpower management, plans and
operations, materiel acquisition and logistics."
Additional objectives are improved alignment
of programing and budgeting functions with
elements of the staff that discharge associ·
ated policy-making functions, and more coherent development of management infonnation systems.
A new Director of the Army Staff will consolidate the functions of the Assistant Vice
Chief of Staff and the Secretary of the General taff.

OTHER ACTIONS: Newspaper reports
of plans for other major changes within Army,
Navy and Air Force functions were officially
unconfirmed at press time. Similarly, many
detailed impacts of the Army realignment were
unannoullce{L

Announced in February were plans to phase
out in the coming months six commands:
U.S. Army Alaska; U.S. Army Forces, Southern Command; U.S. Army, Pacific; Theater
Army Support Command, Europe; Engineer
Command, Europe; and U.S. Army Intelligence Command, Fort Meade, MD. The Intelligence Command will be phased out by June
30 and the others during FY 1975.
Elimination of the U.. Army Land Warfare Laboratory, and the Army Chemical and
Coating Laboratory, both at Aherdeen Proving Ground, MD, and the U.S. Army Materiel Concepts Agency (AMCAJ, located in
the Army Materiel Command Building,
Alexandria, VA, also was announced in February. Actions will be completed by June 30_

MASSTER Evaluates FAAR Field Capabill"tl"es
FAAR (Forward Area Alerting Radar), a
vehicle-mounted system for front-line troops
to detect and monitor moving aircraft, was
tested recently to its full range of field condition capabilities by MASSTER (Modern
Army Selected Systems Test, Evaluation and
Review) at Fort Hood, TX.
FAAR consists of a stable frequency radar
from which infonnation on either jet aircraft
or helicopter gunships flying at or below treetop level is transmitted to individual Target
Alert Data Display Sets (TADDS) operated
by field gunnery units.
Each TADDS has a monitor screen containing a 49-grid display board that locates
and plots aircraft, and can distinguish between
enemy or friendly aircraft. The 49 grids, each
representing an area of five square kilometers,
have distinguishing green and orange indicator lights.
When an aircraft is spotted by FAAR, the
proper light appears in the TADDS grid corresponding to the aircraft position. The orange
light represents an aircraft tentatively unknown. The green light is activated by friendly aircraft equipped with a special unit that
automaticaUy respond to FAAR signals. The
aircraft flight path is monitored by gunnery
units through the TADD activated lights
"moving" from one grid to another. Once a
unit's grid light is activated, air defense units
must locate and identify the target before
engaging it.
During the MASSTER test, FAAR personnel were required to denote the range at
which each aircraft was visuaUy identified,
whether the aircraft was positively identified
as friendly or hostile, and when engagement
took place. Direction. altitude, and type of
aircraft encountered were detailed for each
engagement.
"What we are looking for most of all is the
identification and engagement of aircraft,"
MAJ David L. McKee, FAAR project officer,
stated, "but the key to success is the engage·
ment. That is, how soon can proper engagement take place?"
The effect that enemy jamming will have
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on various portions ofFAAR communications
also was tested by jamming the radar and the
links between the FAAR unit and the individual TADDS. Results of these tests indicate at which points FAAR is most vulnerable.
Half of the FAAR personnel conducted the
test without the aid of TADD5-detecting,
identifying and engaging the target by eyesight alone. Data coUected will serve as a
control for evaluating lhe true effectiveness
of FAAR.
"With infonnation from the test groupsthose with and without FAAR-we will be
able to determine if FAAR is indeed capable
of alerting gunnery units before a hostile aircraft is sighted," MAJ McKee said. "Mo t
important will be whether each unit has
ufficient alert to permit adequate detection,
identification and engagement of aircraft."

CAMOUFLAGED FAAR leaves only the
radar antenna a8 evidence of its presence
88 it disperses information to individual
Target Alert Data Display Set8 (TADDS)
operated by gunnery units i.n the field.
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HDL Completes TEMPS Initial Deployment Tests
Initial deployment testing of the Defense
Nuclear Agency's 'ITansportable Electro·
magnetic Pulse Simulator (TEMPS), capable
of releasing up to seven million volts of elec·
mcal energy in pulses lasting less than a
millionth of a second, ha been completed.
During the seven months of testing of the
Defense Commwlications Center Autovon
Switch Center near Polk City, FL, U.S. Anny
Harry Diamond Laboratories engineers pulsed
the system about 2,700 times. More than
13,000 simulated electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
measurements were made,

TEMPS is now relocated to HQ U.S. Anny
Communications Command, Fort Huachuca,

AZ, where testing of another Defense Com·
munications Center radio telephone facility is
programed to extend into May. The next

WSMR Automating Calibration
Of Data Retrieval Equipment
Charged with a mission of making more than
36,00:> calibrations annually, in-house or under
contract, to assure the validity of instrument

measurements in collecting missile launch
data, White Sands (NM) Missile Range has
successfu L1y tested a new system.
The 8580B Automated Spectrum Analyzer,
a computerized calihration system termed the
fust of its kind in the field, demonstrated two
significant improvements compared to the
previous methods.
System project leader H. F. Gonzales said
the analyzer permits "complete calibration of
8 signal source in about 22 minutes," a opposed to 2.4 hours required to calibrate the
same equipment using the manual methods.
Manual calibration procedures necessitate
use of several different calibration standards
and actual transcribing of data by the operating technician in Line with tolerance limits.

The 8580B system permits automatic reo
cording of calibratioo data; data storage in
the computer; and automatically printed devi·
ations, diagnostic messages, and test reports.
WSMR performs about one-sirth of the Anny
Materiel Command's calibration workload.
Operator intervention is required only to
answer a series of programed questions which
establish test parameter criteria such as fre-

quency, band widths, attenuation, power,
pulse rate, pulse widtb, delay, and stability
of the instruments being calibrated.
Calibration processes are completely con·
trolled by the automated system which pro·
vides a predetermined value judgment, thus
eliminating human iudecision.
The calibra tion technician sits in front of
a video terminal screen and responds to pro·
gramed questions by pressing appropriate con·
trol keys on the console. Programed fail·safe
factors prevent errors which might otherwise
result from pressing incorrect control keys.
Following the calibration of a component
it is either returned to the field or sent for
repairs. Prior to development of the 858OB,
the calibration/repair cycle required up to two
weeks time. WSMR officials have estimated
that use of the new ystem may reduce this
time to an average of less than two days.
Officials note that the amount of equip·
ment needing calibration will not diminish.
However, more rapid calibration techniques
will provide more frequent opportunities for
calibration of equipment.
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scheduled relocation is to Delta, UT, where
a DCA Autovon Switch Center will be sub·
jected to tests similar to those conducted
near Polk City. A multiyear test program is
planned at locations throughout the U.S.
Thousands of current and voltage versus
time measurements made during the Florida
testing have been forwarded to Stanford Re·
search Institute, Menlo Park, CA, and to Boe·
ing Aerospace Co., Seattle, WA, for analysis.
Described in detail in a feature article on
pages 12-13 in tbe November·December 1973
edition of the Army Research and Dewlap.
ment Newsl7Ulgazine, TEM PS is termed a
"threat level" simulator, designed for the col·
lection of data on methods of hardening criti·
cal electronic components for survivability
against nuclear weapons effects.
The Department of Defense recognized the
need for a transportable simulator system to
conduct electromagnetic effects testing in the
late I 960s. TEMPS was built by Physics In·
ternational Co., San Leandro, CA, to speci·

TEMPS aa deployed for EMP testing at
the AUTOVON switching center at Polk
City, FL, extended over about 984 feet.
fications prepared by the Harry Diamond
Laboratories and was first tested at HDL'.
Electromagnetic Effects Lah., Woodbridge, VA.

BECAMP Program Assists Munitions Community
What corrective action can be taken when
artillery shells undergoing operational testing
enter the ground, reemerge and travel downrange before detonating beyond target?
That was the challenging problem assigned
to the U.S. Anny Materiel Command's Picatinny Arsenal, located at Dover, NJ, as an
element of the Armament Command head·
quartered at Rock Island (lL) Arsenal.
The problem developed during' testing at
the Army Artillery School and Center, Fort
Sill, OK. The solution required, at the out·
set, a determination of the impact velocities
and the angles of shell reemergence at which
the phenomenon occurred. This determina·
tion could have required firing a large number
of rounds over a period of many months, at a
cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
BECAMP, a little-known Army Materiel
Command program, provided the essential
answers in a few weeks a t a cost of only
computer time and data processing-without
any need for firing tests to make the right
decision for corrective action. BECAMP
denotes Ballistic Environmental Characterization and Measurements Program.
Under an approach fostered by Dr. J. V. R.
Kaufman, Anny Materiel Command deputy
director, Plans, Research, Development and
Engineering Directorate, BECAM P co·
ordinators at principal laboratories and coin·
modity centers review and coordinate work
within their installations.
Over-all coordination responsibility is assigned to the Army Armament Command at
Rock Island, IL, and the Ballistic Research
Laboratories, Aberdeen (MD) Research and
Development Center.
During the initial project reviews, it was
found that fuze designers seemed to have the
most critical needs for input data. Consequently, much of the program has been ori·
ented to gathering infonnation which is
sufficiently defined for design engineering.
In particular, Picatinny Arsenal has, for
several years, funded work at the AVCO
Systems Division which has led to the ability
Ul calculate "post impact trajectories"-the
behavior of a projectile from the time it first
contacts the ground until it either comes to

rest, or "broaches." A 3-dimensional computer

program is now operational at the arsenal
for performing these computations. It has
been used to assist Air Force and Navy de·
signers as well as Picatinny engineers.
BECAMP bas provided tbe gmund work
for the broad exchanges and extension of tech·
nical knowledge within the munitions com·
munity. In November 1972, at a joint govern·
ment·industry symposium held at Picatinny,
some 2() papers were presented on all aspects
of munitions environmental characterization.
A steering committee has been established
with experts from both the academic and
private research communities serving to plan
future symposia on a hiennial basis.
Activities moved into a new phase of maturity in FY 1974 when the Army Research
Office, Durham, NC, provided a grant for
university-eanducted research identified by
Pica tinny as fundamental to fu ture interest in
super·quick fuzing behavior.
One of the original BECAMP objectives
was to establish a technological base that
would penn it a reduction in the number of
tests without compromising test goals. Based
upon Picatinny's experience in solving the
problem cliscu9led in this article, engineers
believe this capability is being achieved.

AEC Realigns Reactor R&D Division
Accelerated development of the Equid metal
fast breeder program and other advanced
reactor concepis is a U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission objective in a recent reorganization of its Division of Reactor Research and
Development.
Key actions include provision for 10 assistant directors having specific program responsibilities, an assistant division director,
and a special a",istant to the director. COL
William F. Reilly will remain the sole assistsnt director for Army Reactors.
Anticipated improvements include addi·
tional engineering and technical support for
project managers; strengthened organizational
R&D capabilities; a more cooperative effort
anlOng AEC facilities and segmenta of the
nuclear industry; and an improvement in ad·
ministrative and budgeting functions.
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Interactive Computer Graphics In Materiel Acquisition
U.S. Army Materiel Command Director of Research, [}e.
velopment and Engineering MU Stewart C. Meyer presented
tIu! keynote address at a recent Defense Systems Management
School seminar on Interactive Computer Graphks for Project
Manager . His address, focused on achieving the potential
of this new technology to e/fect dramatic savings in time and
costs In Department of Defense materiel acquisltwn, follows.

•
It is a pleasure for me to be here and I am indeed complimented to be asked to address you on a subject that has such
dynamic and far-reaching impact as does interactive computer
graphics.
Anticipatioo of and the proper exploitation of the very rapid
technological advances going on in thj field
tioh-such as those of mathematical modeling,
drafting design, and test sinlUlation taskscan be an increasingly important factor in the
success of our materiel project managers in
where graphics is not necessarily involved.
the Department of Defense. GEN Scott has
The "why" of computer graphics in CAD-E
shown a good measure of vision to make interis to provide amplification to the value of scientiftc and engineering computing in the
active computer graphics the subject of this
Defense Systems Management School symmateriel process. [t increases the band width
posium.
and timeliness as well as the effectiveness of
My purpose is to mention but a few of tbe
the computer in arriving at optimum and
many examples of work projects initiated or
lowest cost d igns.
Computer graphics output is viewed alcarried out in tbe area of computer graphics
that bear directly on the programs being
most immediately by the engineer, as opposed
to waiting for and then interpreting involved
executed under the direction of oUr Army
computer printouts. It has been observed
Materiel Command project managers.
AU of our major commands and laborathat graphics is to CAD-E as TV is to radio
tories have a vlltying and expanding capain the communications medium. It is another
bility in interactive computer graphics tailrlIeans of input and output tp the computer.
Man's visual capacities are by far the most
ored to suit their mission needs.l will illustrate
some uses of the variety of equipment reprepowerful of his senses in absorbil:ig and then
sented in these capabilities.
utilizing communicated knowledge. When we
introduce the man-in-the-Ioop concept to
Additionally, 1 believe you will be interested in the efforts we have undertaken to
computer graphics, and make the process
truly "interactive," we have taken a giant
solidify AMC's position on interactive computer graphics and develop a coordinated,
step in increasing the productive output per
standard approach to guide our new equipunit of computer interaction pel' dollar.
ments acquisition and programing capabilities.
As CAD-E is called upon to address today's
Computer graphics has a commanding role
more complicated tasks with less people, interactive computer graphics (ICG) comes more
in the broad spectrum of computer-aided design and engineering. This is true to a degree
to the fore. I can commend this field most
that we must all resist the temptation to
llighly to the attention of the assembled comview, erroneoWlly, computer graphics as being
munity of project managers as an abundant
synonomous with Computer·assist.ed Design
source of cost-effective, conceptual. engineering
and Engineering (CAD-E).
design and problem-solving techniques.
This misconcept could result in neglect of
AMC's direct involvement in interactive
the other very important applications of the
graphics began in early 1971 with the investicomputer to the design and engineering funcgation of an ICG terminal device at head-

INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEM showing (from left) graphics display
with keyboard and light pen, teletype for
input/output, data communication, and
Varian 620-Fll Mini-computer. Included
in the system (not shown) are an electro'
static printer-plotter, disc storage, and
the paper-tape puhch and card reader.
8

STATIC DISPLAY OF AN/l\IPQ-4 mortarlocating radar. The upper portion of the
screen shows B readout to an MPQ-4 operator; the lower part is B scene of an
an.imated simulation of an MPQ-4 intercept of an ammunition round in trajectory,
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qulirters of tbe Electronics Command, Fclrt
Monmouth, NJ. Monies were put into procurement of an interactive graphics terminal,
associated minicomputer and applications
programs.
Work on this project, termed MEDEA (for
Multi-Discipline Engineering Design Evaluation and Analysis System), is continuing. The
objective is to develop a design terminal concept, including hardware and
oftware,
whereby remote interactive graphics terminals are made available to the scientist or
engineer at his proce of work rather than clustered around the main computer.
The system consists principally of a 16-bit
minicomputer, interactive graphics display,
complete with light pen and keyboard, disk
memory, teletype and printer-plotter. The
system is connected to a distant central computer facility through voice grade communication circuits on a time-shared basis.
This MEDEA System is being put to use
in support of the project manager for
MALOR (Mortar Artillery Locating Radar).
The particular problem addressed is how to
simulate actions of the radar in searching
for and acquiring for defensive interception
incoming shells that present varying detection difficulties, based on angle of approach.
Identification of these critical rounds
through simulation and application of lOG
permits significant economies in the reduction
of test range firing ...,,;ons. I t is now possible
for an artillery officer operating the display
console Lo work out the most economical
schedule of firings to meet the test condition
and reliability criteria.
Use of ICG technology in the conceptual
design stage is a major effort of the Preliminary Design Group at the Aviation Systems Command in St. Louis, MO. Last year,
a simple on-line CALCOMP plotter was used
to conduct extensive engine and configuration
design trade-off studies for our Heavy Lift
Helicopter (HLH) program manager. It has
also been used to conduct parametric perfonnance determinations in attack helicopter
studies.
I n our Armament Command, interactive
graphics have been productively employed in
arsenals to design fuzes and printed circuits,
and to make finite stress analyses of structo res subjected to operational environments.
The routine time to condnct a typkal stress
analysis on one artillery shell was reduced
from two months to two !wurs.
I don't need to tell a project manager what
a reduction of two months in design, or in
solving a development problem, saves in costs
when a whole program is under way.
1 would emphasize that in teractive computer graphics is not just a research tool in a
yet undeveloped, embryonic stage. In its
various devices and mechanisms, ICG technology enables project managers to attack
design tasks and solve real-world problems.
The rapid growth of this technology has
raised an important question; How are we in _
AMC attempting to control the proliferation
of available devices and equipments so that
they and the supporting hardware and software are compatible and can be economically
operated?
Recently, two significant steps were taken.
The first was an Army Materiel Command
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ICG symposium at Picatinny Arsenal. The
second ill the report of a working group on an
AMC approach to ICG systems, chartered
under the auspices of AMC's CAD.E Council on which I serve a chairman. What I say
in drawing from both of these sources is not
representative of a staffed AMC position.
But at least you will know in what direction
our best educated minds on this subject are
pointing us.
The ICG problems confronting us might be
summarily placed in three categories. Firstly,
ICG technology is in such a rapid state of
development that our automated data processing equipment procurement policy and procedures al'C not keeping pace in regard to the
response time required. We have had another
CAD-E Council working group looking at this
set of problems. They are trying hard to get
regulatory relief in the form of a more streamlined, decentralized authority and process for
meeting scientific and engineering computer
needs.
Secondly, we need greater in-house com-

petence in '!Jeas critical to the technical
support and implementation of ICG systems
such as software, communications and cen-

tral processor SUPPllrt functions.
We have taken steps to identify and form
a cadre of expertise in defined technological
areas of CAD·E that can coordinate and pro·
vide consultant or exchange of infonnation
and data services. The ICG working group is
comprised of many of our best personnel in
this field.
In addition, AMC sponsors a graduate program in CAD-E at the University of Michigan for bench·level engineers and a series of
one-week seminars at the U.S. Military Acad·
emy for senior-level executives. We are also

engaged in the formation of a CAD-E data
bank to advance the storage, interchange
and dissemination of CAD-E information
throughout AMC.
Thirdly, the ICG field is deficient in standards, which restricts transportability of soft·
ware and the implementation of interactive
graphics in compu ter networks. This causes
considerable duplic~tion of effort, limited
availability, unreliabi~ty and increased costs.
The problem is one that should be of concern
to all U.. military services, and one to which
the computer industry might address itself

in the common interest.
It would appear that interchange of programs and data between graphic systems
would be enhanced by adoption of two tandards:
• The American standard code for infonna.

tion interchange (ASClI) for all data exchange.
• The use of FORTRAN IV callable subroutines for at least the

near~term

implemen.

tation of standard graphics functions.
In addressing the development of an AMC
approach to standardizing ICG sy tems, we
have had to recognize a number of salient
conditions:
• A variety of interactive computer graphic
systems are installed or being iusta lied in AMC.
These existing systems were not specified,
acquired or installed with due consideration
explicitly given to an AMC-wide approach.
• The inordinately long lead-tiJ]1e asso·
ciated with computer-based systems, coupled
with the increasing demand for their capability, makes it impractical to forestall acquisition of additional ICG systems pending
adoption of an AMC-wide approach. We
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need an immediate near·term resolutlon that

will accommodate long-range evolution in
technology and future AMC requirements.
Properties the AMC preferred approach
might well have include:
• It should accommodate all existing systems.
• It should apply over a wide range of

equipments-relatively smal~ limited need, lowbudget applications to extremely large, technically demanding, costly applications.
• It should allow for expansion in the nomber of users. types of applications and types of
display devices.
• It shou Id be capable of utilization in the
context of a variety of approaches to providing
computational support-for example, stand
alone or use local time·sharing or computer
networks.
• It should promote the exchange and
utilization of applications software and appli.
cation data banks.
This is a tall order. It is an extremely
complicated and difficult task. It needs the
undeTStanding and support of project man·
agers and olher customers that the standard
sy tern wou Id be designed to serve more
effectively.
For that matter, I woold hope that project
managers would be receptive to the financial
support of advancing interactive graphic
techniques where they can be related to elements and tasks within their projects.
To our mutual benefit, I urge our Anny
project managers to contact the CAD-E
Council for assistance or to lend their support. There is a principal or alternate council
member in every command. arsenal and COT-

porate laboratory.
It i a fact that this new technology of
interactive graphics is being applied to a wide
variety of AMC commodities. Included are
aircraft preliminary design, munitions and
demonstrable
communications gear-with

time saving and economic benefits.
10 my mind, there is little question that
ICG will be applied to essentially all aspects
of the AMC materiel acquisition proCeg;concept formulation, design and evaluation,
performance simulation, component and sub-

system modeling, drafting and numerical
control.
I have outlined a number of the problems
to be solved if lCG potential is to be realized.
Interactive graphics merits and needs the
support of project managers. This symposium
will accomplish a useful purpose to the e.tent
that it serves to stimulate the potential of
recognition and implementation of lCG
systems in project management.

EDITOR'S NOTE. Employment o[ interactive
computer graphics in materiel acquisition. as
discussed in tim presentation by MG Stewart
C. Meyer, is clnsely relnted to but, as he ex·
plains, is /Wt to be considered synonymous
with CAD·E (Computer Assisted Design and
Engineering).

CAD·E was the subject o[ a [eature orticle
on U.S. Army Materiel Command activities in
this relatively new area when it appeared in
the Januory 1970 edition o[ the Army R&D
Newsmagozine. Paula. Langguth, a general
engineer still assigned to the AMC Research,
Development and Engineering effort as a
CAD-E action officer, was concerned with
the initiat program development effort.

Night Vision Goggles May Provide Sight for the Blind
One of the paradoxes of war is that instruments contributory to combat wounds

later may, in variou applications of the technology involved, b come instruments
mercy responsive to urgent human needs.

of

Pointing to this possibility is the recent
announcement that U.S. Army-developed night
goggles, designed to take the cover of darkness
from the concealment advantage of the
enemy. now hold the promise of giving sight
tomorrow to many who are blind today.
Application of the technology of the Night
Vision Goggles to aid those alllicted with the
night blinding disease, Retinitis Pigmentosa
(RPl-several thousand are estimated to be
so affected throughout the United Stateswas reported at Fort Belvoir, VA, by the U.S.

Army Night Vision Lahoratory. The NVL is
an element of the U.S. Army Electronics
Command, Fort Monmouth, J.
RP victims using the NVGs can begin to
do things during the hours of darkness which
the disease previously prevented them from
doing, according to the report. Some victims
are blind under lighting conditions as high as
normal street lighting; many cannot walk
down the street after sunset.
"Goggles therapy" feasibility tests were
conducted at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary in Boston under the direction of
Dr. Eliot Berson. His experiments proved
that by using the NVGs, many patients
with RP could become mohile at night.
Army Night Vision Laboratory scientists
joined with Dr. Berson in 1972 by using the
"second-generation" VGs approach to RP
therapy. Once the effectiveness of the equipARMY RESEARCH AND

AN IPVS/5 Night Vision Goggles
ment was detennined, NVL representatives

brought together representatives of industry
to manufacture the system for the Army.
Consequently, through mutual endeavors
a redesigned, lower-priced pair of NVGs may
soon be available for sale to RP patients,
NVL officials state.
Military applications require that NVGs
meet rigid specifications to satisfy operational
requirements under a variety of environmental
conditions. RP sufferers do not need as rugged
a device as the Army version. "Softening"
NVGs for RP users is expected to lower their
price tag considerably.
Working with the researc!>, ipdustrial and
medical community to fight RP i the National Retinitis PigmentoSll Foundation,
which maintains a registry of RP sufferers.
Further infonnation on RP may be obtained
by contacting the foundation at Rolling Park
Bldg.,8331 MindaleCirc1e,Baltimore,MD21207.
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maintained. On that score, I believe that
we must keep a visible strategic nuclear balance, contribute to a number of regional
balances-in Europe and Asia-and help to
ensure the freedom of the seas, as has been
tbe long tradition of the United States.
Pwrming the Forcel. In light of these factors,
we can arrive at the specific nuclear and nonnuclear forces required for a particular contingency. But those factora do not automatically dictate what over-all force structure the
United States should maintain in this period
of transition. Not only does the final calculus
depend on a number of additional considerations, including various perceptions of the
key milita,ry balances; it also turns on our
assessment of the international environment
and the degree of menance that it poses to
our essential interests.
All through the previous decade-quite
apart from our special buildup for Southeast
Asia-my predeceB80ra interpreted these factors to mean that we should maintain Active and Reserve forees (nuclear and nonnuclear) sufficient to deter hostilities by:
• Giving us counterforce and damagelimiting options, as well as the ability to retaliate with devastating power sgainst citie ,
even after a surprise nuclear attack by the
USSR;
• Coping simultaneously with two major
contingencies (one in Europe and one in
Asia) and one minor contingency;
• Maintaining superiority in a war at sea
and control the sea lines of communication
necessary to the support of our forces and
allies overseas.
Admittedly, the assessment of tha international situation during that decade was
more pessimistic than our current estimate.
But it also L~ noteworthy that the large active
forces then at our disposal were intended,
in most contingencies, to operate in conjunction with Allies and to receive early re-

inforcement from our reserves and the draft.
Indeed, despite a peacetime military establishment of 2.7 million men and women,

we added another 900,000 (starting in 1965)
both to strengthen our forces in Southea t
Asia and to maintain our capability to deal
with other contingencies. Only in 1969, with
the advent of this Administration, did a
significant reduction in the force begin to
take place.
The CU1T8fIt Forceo and Their Cost.. Since
that time, estimates of the international
situation have become more optimistic, in
large measure because of initiatives taken
by the United States. To the extent that we
now consider the political environment Less
threatening, it is largely because President
Nixon terminated the U.S. Military involvement in Vietnam, made successful diplomatic
overtures to Peking and Moscow, achieveq
agreements in the Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks (with the' Antiballistic Missile Treaty
and the Interim Offensive Agreement), and
began the negotiations on mutual force
reductions in Central Europe.
As you know, U.S. force levels have de·
clined substantially in the wake of these

lO
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initiatives. Not only has the general-purpose equity to make military and civil service
force structure now fallen well below the pay comparable to remuneration in the pripeak levels of 1968; it is actually smaller vate sector of the ecnnomy, the bill for dethan it was in 1964.
fense has gone up by a large amount. Despite
In other words. we maintain a much more the resulting burden, I doubt that we would
modest defense establishment in 1974 than want to reverse earlier decisions and implicitly
was considered neceseary in peacetime only tax our military personnel for service to the
a decade ago. It is equally noteworthy, how- country-with or without the draft.
ever, that the considerations which affect our
Instead, I believe we will want to accept
defense planning are no less demll11ding.
the fact that, becauae of truly national deThe sheer physical threats, as measured cisions in favor of equity-shared in by the
by the military capabilities of potential executive and legislative branches alikeadversaries, have actually increased during a unit of defense is now more expensive than
the last 10 years. At the same time, so have it waB 10 years ago. Whether we can bring
our foreign interests, with expanded external these unit costs down, and whether we should
investments, a large volume of international consider reviving the draft at some future
trade, and growing dependence on raw rna te- date, are separable issues that I shall discuss
rials from sources overseas. Meanwhile, our later in more detail.
political coromibnents remain essentially con·
The Baseli"" Requirement. Becaqse defense spending appears so high compared with
stant, as do the capabilities of 04r Ames.
To underline these developments, and the past, and because the international enparticularly the decline in the U.S. defense vironment is Less bostile, we have faced and
posture, is not to imply disapproval of pre- will continue to undergo pressures to reduce
vious initiatives, although some of the force our defense posture still further, to cut back
cuts may have gone too deep. Nor is it unilaterally on our strategic offensive forces,
to pretend that, in real terms, we now have and to thin out haseline deployments overasas.
a small defense budget as a result nf the reDespite these pressures, I believe that we
ductions in our force structure.
have already overshot the mark in previous
It is true, of course, that defense outlays reductions, and that, to the extent that we
are consuming a decreasing fraction of our can expand the combat strncture (particgro national product (now less than 6 per- ularly where the general-purpose forces are
cent) and federal revenues. It is also true concerned) without adding real costs, we
that in constant FY 1975 prices, we are should be authorized to do so. I have several
spending $8 billion less than in FY 1964, grounds for this view.
the last pre- Vietnam budget year: NevertheThis is the fullt peacetime defense budget
less, by any measure, $85.8 billion is a large in many years.
evertheless, I would be
outlay.
remiss if I pretended that our need for
The nation should understand, hnwever, military strength is substantially less than
that the total looks so large-and is so large- it waB a decade ago, before our major decompared with the $50.8 billion we were ployments to Southeast Asia. It is true that
paying for defense in FY 1964 primarily be- our relationships with the USSR and the
PRe have improved since then; Sinn-Soviet
cause of four factors:
differences are more visible; and we no
longer think it so important to insure against
In FY 1975 simultaneous conflicts in Europe and Asia.
(billions of current dollars)
But, tul I have already indicated, the military capabiliti€s of tlw e nations in a posi- the rema ining co ts
tion to threaten our interests haue not deof Southeast A ia
$ 1.8 clined; they haw increMed. There is. in
related support
fact, no evidence what oeuer that unilateral
-the increase in
reductions indnce reciprocity on their parI.
military retired
pay since FY 1964
4.8
Considering the cuts we have already made,
further reductions should now be dependent
-the growth in military
and civil service pay
upon in emational agreement with potential
and allowances since
adversaries. And, with SALT and MBFR
FY 1964 . . . . . . . .
. 21.1 (Mutual Balanced Force Reduction), we
have created' the mechanisIrui for just such
-the effects of inflation
on the purehase of
hoped-for reductions. While we await their
results, growth in the force atructure hrought
goods and services
aince FY 1964 .
14.4 about by increased military efficiency should
Total cost growth
$42.1 not be denied ua, especially since estimates
of our haseline requirements are not precise
to the last detail.
Were it not for these factors, we could
As I hardly need remind ynu, to move
be maintaining our baseline force structure- from a Btate of cold war tlu'ough a condition
the posture we design for long-term, steady- of detente and improved diplomatic comstate, peacetime purposes-for about $43.7 munication to an era of greater mutual trust
billion. However, inflation and real pay in- and cooperation between East and West is
creases (not cost-of-living increases) granted an involved and lengthy process. It is particprior to the end nf the draft have been sub- ularly difficult when our negotiating partners
stantial aince 1964.
in the enterprise are closed societies.
As recent events in the Middle East have
Because our society decided on grounds of
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demonstrated, tests of will and resolution
may be with us for some time to come, and
military strength appropriately displayed
will playa meaningful role in their resolution.
Furthermore, unlike the role circumstances
and disposition allowed us to play prior to
World War II, we now unavoidably bave
tbe leading part in the defense arrange·
ments of the Free World. There is no sub·
stitute among the other industrialized de·
mocracies for the power of the United States.
Whereas prior to World War II the United
Sta tes could serve as the arsenal of democ·
racy and its great reserve force. now we constitute democracy's first line of defense.
There is no longer any large and friendly
shield of defenses behind whicb we can take
two or more years to mobillie our forces. It
is our own ready defenses that constitute so
much of the deterrent shield.
Nor is that all. We must also recogoize
that Large and sbrupt changes in our posture
and deployments could well produce major
effects in the world-not only on the calcu·
lations of the USSR and the PRC, but also
on the perspectives of our Allies and on sucb
long· term trends as nuclear proliferation.
We are not the policeman of the world, but
we are the backbone of Free World col·
lective security.
To summarize, this is not only the first
defense budget of the post·Vietnam era; it
is also the first defense budget for wbat
President Eisenhower once called the long
baul. Short of a sudden and dramatic im·
provement in the international environment.
this means tbat we must provide offsetting
power to multiple capabilities of potential foes.
Deterrence must operate across the entire
spectrum of possible contingencies; we can·
not afford gaps in its coverage that migbt
invite probes and tests. Ai; far as we can
see, a triad of strategic nuclear, tactical nu·
clear and conventional forces will be required.
In such circumstances, tbe force structure
we propose for FY 1975 and the years that
follow must rest on the concepts and meth·
ods that I have alluded to here. That is to
say, U.S. interests, the potential threats to
them, our commitments, the range of con·
tingencies that might arise, allied capabilities,
and our conception of the role we should
play in world affairs, must continue to shape
the defense posture and budget of the U.S.
llelOU""" and P'og,ams, FY 1974 Suppkmental and FY 1975 Budget. The President's
budget proposal ... was developed with:in
this over-all context, and includes requests
for both FY 1974 SupplementaL<-the result
of pay and price increases and necessary
readiness improvements-and the FY L975
budget.
The FY 1974 Supplemental requests total
$6.2 billion in addition to the amounts already
appropriated by the Congress, raising the
proposed FY 1974 total obligation authority
(TOA) to $87.1 billion. Of lhis Supplemental
amount, $3.4 billion is required for pay and
rate increases. The balance of $2.8 billion is
required to maintain the desired readiness
level of U.S. forces.
This "readiness supplemental" is largely
the result of our recent Middle East experiences and includes fuel price increases
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in the amount of $480 miWon. Also included
are the extra costs of our arms supply to
Israel, consisting of increased operations and
maintenance co ts and tbe additional costs
for replacing in U.S. inventories the material
provided to IsraeL. These extra costs amount
to $231 million.
The Supplemental request also reBects
the most urgent deficiencies in tbe condition
of our forces that were made apparent by
the Middle East hostilities. With these th:ings
in mind, I have included $1,397 million to
improve the readiness of our forces, $169
million to increase our airlift capability, and
$516 million to buy certain high-value weapons and equipment which are now in short
supply in our Services.
The
readiness
improvements include
adding to our ammunition stocks, reducing
the maintenance backLog on our ships and
equipment, making sure prepositioned equipment is ready for use, improving our defense
auppression capabilities, and purchasing
short-supply items important for over-all
readiness.
The airlift improvements I recommend are
modest first steps in a more fundamental
examination of our airlift capabilities which
I believe is necessary. These first steps in·
clude buying additional C·5 and C-141 spare
parts, developing a stretched version of the
C-141, and examining the possibilities for
relatively inexpensive improvements to civil
airlift to pelmit them to carry military cargoes
in an emergency.
Tbe FY 1975 budget request in TOA is
$92.6 billion, an increase of $5.5 biWon over
FY 1974, and outlays for FY 1975 are estimated at $85.8 biWon. This request is a substantial one, but I offer no apologies for it.
It bears directly on wbether or not the United
States will continue to fulfill the responsi·
bilities it has around the world.
In real terms, moreover, it means doing no
more than holding our own as compared to
FY 1974, for the $5.5 billion increase i wholly
consumed by pay and price increases. In fact,
the FY 1975 budget in constant dollars is
maller tban tbe FY 1964 budget of a decade
ago. Similarly, the FY 1975 budget outlays
continue for the second year to claim less
than six percent of the gro national product
-the lowest allocation of re$OUl"ces to Defense
since FY 1950-and continue also the declining trend of Defense pending 8S a percen t of
the total federal budget, at 27.2 percent for
FY 1975.
We do propose in the FY 1975 budget cer·
tain new emphases which are meant to insure
that we have the ability to maintain in tbe
future a worldwide equilibrium of military
force. This requires that there be a stahle
balance of strategic forces, of general·purpose
forces-particularly in central Europe-and
of maritime forces.
. . . The FY 1975 prog,am reJlec~ th... liglIifiea"t trends ill ou, forcel:
• We will continue to maintain the triad
of ICBM (Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles),
SLBM (Submarine.Launched Ballistic Missiles) and bombers in our strategic forces,
improving them and replacing them as ap·
propriate, within the confines of the SALT I
agreements.

• We will proceed with several strategic
sy tems research and development programs
wh:ich might serve either as replacements for
existing allowed systems or as hedges against
tbe uncertain results of SALT II.
• We wiH decrease our active Air Defense
of the Continental United States, reducing the
number of air defense fighter squadrons and
SAM (Surface to Air Missile) batteries. Witb·
out an effective anti missile defense, precluded
to both the U.S. and USSR by tbe ABM
Treaty of 1972, a defense against Soviet bomb·
ers is of little practical value. We will, how·
ever, retain the capability to protect the
sovereigoty of our airspace and to defend
against limited threats.
• We will continue improvements in our
strategic command and control systems. In
our general-purpose force structure, we wiJl
halt, and in SOme a1eas reverse, the steady
reductions that have occurred since 1968.
- We will increase the numbe, of active
Army divisions, from 13 to 13'1.1, add new
battalions, and convert certain Reserve
component infantry units into armored and
mechanized units. We will do this within
manpower authorizations, by making reductions in beadquarters and support establish·
ments.
-For the first time in many years, we will
be adding more new ships to the Beet than
we will be retiring from the Beet, thus reo
versing the trend tbat brought us from 979
general. purpose ships in 1968 to 526 ships at
tbe end of FY 1974.
• We will apply the lessons of tbe recent
Middle East War, by giving high priority to
programs sucb as modern antitank weapons;
tanks; air defense of land forces and its opposite. defense suppression; improved munitions and more substantial stocks, aircraft
helters, and the like.
• We will improve our readiness by aeeel·
erating aircraft modifications and reworks,
restoring ship overhaul schedules, and other
maintenance.
• We will increase our total airlift and
sealift capability, as far as possible, through
the use of existing resources, commercial as
well as military, Allied as well as our own,
in order to be able to deploy clivi ions even
more rapidly to Europe in an emergency.
Chief procurement programs for strategic
forces involve continuation of production of
Minuteman III missiles at the minimum
rate, completing SSBN (Submarine Nuclear
Ballistic) conversion to POSEIDON, and
the continuation of the TRIDENT SSBN
and air-launched missile programs.
In addition, there are several research
and developmenl programs under way as reo
placements for existing systems allowed
under SALT I or as hedges against the un·
certainty of SALT II and the lapsing of the
Interim Agreement.
These R&D initiatives include continued
development of the B-1 (bomber), Advanced
ICBM technology, the cruise missiles, advanced ballistic missile reentry systems and
tecbnology (AERES), and a new, smaller
SSBN. No production decisions on these
systems have been taken or are required this
year.
(Continued on page 12)
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In addition, we will complete deployment
of Safeguard (Ballistic Missile Defense System) at Grand Forks, and continue our ABM
technology development. We will not go
ahead with antiballistic missile defense of the
National Capital Area at the present time.
De pite the enormous importance of

stra~

tegic programs, TOA for FY 1975 comes to
$7.6 billion, or only 8.4 percent of the tocal
budget, as compared to a TOA in 1964 of
sa.5 billion (16.7 percent of the budget).
The major land force procurement and
development programs involve tank/antitank, air defense, surface-to-surface missiles
and mobility systems. The principal procurement programs are the M60 tanks and
TOW and Dragon antitank missiles on an
accelerated schedule, the Sea-Cobra and
Cobra-TOW attack helicopters, the improved
Hawk surface-to-air miasile system, and the
Pershing and Lance surface-to-surface missile
systems.
The major development progrsms are for
a new main battle tank, a Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle (MICV), and Ad·
vanced Attack Helicopter (AAH), testing of
alternative mobile, short-range air·defense
systems, and the continued development of a
tactical transport and Heavy Lift Helicopter
(HLH).
In order to maintain naval forces of ade·
quate size and capabilities for the future,
in the face of obvious budgetary limitations,
we are giving great emphasis in our FY 1975
programs to the high/low mix concept for our
surface fleet.
Accordingly, we look to the Sea Control
Ship and Patrol Frigate to take on tasks in
lower threat areas previously undertaken by
aircraft carriers and destroyers. We are also
continuing in 1975 our emphasis on ASW
(Antisubmarine Warfare) capabilities, on
acquiring an antiship missile (the HAR·
POON), and in pursuing new technology for
the 1960s.
The chief procurement programs are a

continuation of the 00-963 destroyer program, and the DLGN-38 nuclear frigates;
the design and procurement of the Sea Control Ship, the patrol frigate, carrier and
land-based ASW aircraft and helicopters,
antiship missiles, attack ubmarines, amphibious assault ships, and a number of
supporting systems. For the longer term, we
are exploring surface effect technology and
its implication for our surface fleet.
Tactical air forces programs this year reflect the application of the high/low mix concept. Major aircraft procurement programs
include the F-14A and F-15, which will replace a portion of the long-service, F-4 tactical fighter. There will also be more of the
latest versions of several Navy attack aircraft
-the A-4M, A-6E and A-7E.
We have included in the FY 1975 budget
the initial procurement funds for the A-10
close-air-support aircraft, and development
funds for new lightweight fighters, both examples of low·cnst but capable systems
tailored to particular miasions against timited
threats.

* *---------.'"

We also include fund for the initial procurement of 12 tactical AWACS (Airborne
Warning and Control Systems) whicb are
expected to improve in significant measure
our ability to control tactical air operations
and to provide long-range airborne surveillance and warning for our tactical air forces.
Finally, we are giving greater emphasis in
our FY 1975 procurement and development
progrsms to sy tems that will locate, identify
and suppress ground air defenses. In this regard, we will continue procurement of the
EA-6B tactical jamming aircraft as well as
a number of new development efforts.
We are not proposing new procurement
programs for our mobility forces in FY 1975.
Instead, we propose to make our existing
forces more ready and capable of more extensive operations, by higher crew ratio and

more certain availability of spare parts and
the tike.
We also propose to modify all of the existing C-141 cargo aircraft to increase their
capacity by about 30 percent. We are tudying ways to identify and mobilize necessary
shipping early in a crisis.

We are working with our AUien to insure
greatar cooperation and availability of Allied
sealift resources in an emergency. We are

also proposing m the FY 1975 budget to
modify civilian aircraft in cooperation with
U.S. commercial airlines in order that they
might have tbe necessary capacity to meet
the military cargoes requirements and be
available in time of need. This, of course, is
a much less expensive alternative than buying
and maintaining our own larger airlift fleets.
Our over-all aim, underlined by the Middle
East hostilities, is to improve substantially
our strategic airlift capacity to deploy forces
overseas swiftly in time of crisis.
Penonnel for Def....e. One side, and traditionally the less publicized side, of the Defense programs is the weapon systems and
equipment programs I just discussed. The
otber and now more costly side is manpower.
In FY \975 we are aiming to maintain a
peacetime deterrent force structure of sufficient size, quality and readiness by using our

will have to use our personnel resources more

efficiently.
Third, we must improve tbe organization
and readiness of the Reserve and National
Guard SO tbat they can assume their increasingly important rote in our total security posture. And finally, we must do all of
this at as low a cost as is possible, since
manpower already consumes approximately
55 percent of the Defense Budget and further
increases would jeopardize both needed improvement in readiness and weapons development programs.
It is clear not only that the best efforts

of the Defense Department will be required
to succeed, but also that we must have the
active support of the Congress and the American people as well.
Secretary of Defense Schlesinger-at this
point in his statement to the House Committee
on Appropriations to expound and justify
the Department of Defense budget-launched
into a discussion of "the first {lL1l year of
operation" of the Volunwer Services Concept, then. turned to <?Yew Directions" in
maintaining the "delicate balance of deterrenee," and closed with praise of the Armed
Forces, saying:
"The men and women of the Department
of Defense are without peers as servants of
the Nalinn. It does not follow, however, that
patriotism can proceed without respect. We
must give them the respect, dignity and support that are their due. Equal opportunity
will continue to be a DoD watchword."
SECRETARY SCHLESINGER'S "POSTURE STATEMENT," foUowing the general pattern of this annual document as
presented by his predecessors, actually is
titled "Annual Defense Department Report
-FY 1975." Released for public diasemination
Mar. 4, only a couple of day • before this
edition of the Army Research and Development Newsmagazine was submitted to the

printer, the report is a 237-page publication.
Within the space that could be made available by late changes in make-up, it was pos·
sible only to excerpt (rom the report as
manpower more efficiently. with particular follows:
emphasis on getting more combat capability
"The Strategw Nuclear Balonce. There have
by reducing the headquarters and support been two aspects in tbe development of Sostructure. And we will continue programs to viet strategic forces, one long-term and the
improve the quality of life in the military other more recent, thai. affect our present
ervices.
strategic forces planning and the deterrent
These are formidable tasks. First, our force value of our strategic systems. The long-term
st";'cture is much smaller than it ha been in and quite well-known factor i that over
more than two decades, and smaller by almost many years the Soviet have been steadily
40 percent from the \968 Vietnam peak. We closing the gap in nuclear capabilities between
cannot prudently allow it to shrink further. them and us....
"... The Soviet Union now has the capaMoreover, we must take steps to increase our
readiness and to continue to overcome nagging bility in its missile forces to undertake selective attacks against targets other than
deficiencies.
Second, FY 1975 will complete the transi- cities. This poses for US an obtigation, if we
tion to tbe All-Volunteer Force; and, despite are to ensure the credibility of our strategic
our smaller active force, we still must recruit deterrent, to be certain that we have a
one of every three eligible and available men comparable capability in our strategic systo man the force adequately. We wilJ increase tems and in our targeting doctrine, and to
al 0 recruiting of young women. Attracting be certain that the USSR has no misunderand retaining a sufficient number of qualiiied standing on this point....
individuals will perhaps be our mo t signifi·
"During the past year alone, the Soviets
cant personnel test in FY 1975. We obviously have tested four new ICBMs (the SS-X-16,
j
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SS-X-l7, SS-X-18 and SS-X-19) and have
developed their first MRV (M ultiple Re-·
entry Vehicle) submarine-launched missile.
The new ICBMs are of special interest_ Three
of the four have been flown with MIRVs
(Multiple Interceptor Reentry Vehicles),
and all of them are being designed for in-

creased accuracy.
"The very large SS-X-18 will have about
30 percent more throw-weight than the currently deployed SS-9. The SS-X-17 and
SS-19 are considered as successors to the relatively light SS-I1. They will have from three
to five times the throw-weight of the earlier
model SS·l1s, which now constitute the bulk
of the Soviet ICBM force.
"If aJi three new and heavier missiles are
deployed, Soviet throw-weight in their ICBM
force will increase from the current 6-7 million
pounds to an impressive 10-12 million pounds.
"This throw-weight, combined with increased accuracy and MIRVs, could give the
Soviets on the order of 7,000 one-to-two
megaton warheads in their ICBM force
alone. They would then possess a major onesided counterforce capability against the
United States ICBM force.
"This is impermissible from OUT point of
view. There must be essential equivalence
between the strategic forces of the United

* *-------.. . .

Ststes and the USSR-an eq uivalence perceived not only by ourselves, but by the
Soviet Union and third forces as well. This
was the essence of the SALT I agreements.
"The NA TO· Warsaw Pact Balance. There
are some who feel that the United States entered indiscriminately into security commit·
ments in the post-World War II period, and
that it is now time to review those commitments. I agree that we ought to review our
commitments. Bnt the worst thing of aJi
would be if the United States, in reviewing
. . were to abandon
those commitments
these commitments indiscriminately-because
many of these commitments are vital to our
security, and to the place and role of the
United States in the world today...."
Secretary Schlesinger then compared his
views of the combat capabilities of the NATO
Forces with those of the USSR, concluding
with: ". . If the NATO countries do not
falter in their defense programs. and if we
can concert our defense efforts more effectively. there is no reason why NATO should
not be able to achieve and sustain an adequate defense posture for the long haul. ...
"The second major objective I have pursued
with our European Allies is the achievement
of an equitable adjustment of the defense
burden. In fairne , we should acknowledge

at the outset that NATO defense has been
far from a single-handed effort hy the United
States.
"Of the peacetime forces deployed in the
European area, our Allies contribute approximately 90 percent of NATO' ground forces,
80 percent of the ships. and 75 percent of the
aircraft. In the critical central region of
Europe, the United States contributes only
23 percent of NATO's manpower-compared.
for example, with the Soviet Union's ahare of
46 percent of Warsaw Pact manpower.
"Middle East Lessons. Soviet actions during the October 1973 Middle East War abow
that detente is not the only, and in certsin
circumstances not the primary, policy of the
USSR. The immediate Soviet arms shipment
to Egypt and Syria at tbe outset of hostilities, the deployment of nuclear-capable
SCUD missile launchers, the peremptory
Soviet note to the United States Government
imploying the possibility of direct oviet
military intervencion with ground and air
forces. and the forward deployment of izeable Soviet naval forces-over 90 oviet ships
in the Mediterranean at the height of the
hostilities and maller naval forces in the
Indian Ocean-provided another lesson in
Soviet willingness to take risks with world
peace.... 11

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF STATEMENT before the Defense Appropriations Subcommittee
of the House Committee on Appropriatwns. JCS Chairman (Admiral, USN) Thomas H.
Moorer, in making his fourth annual "United States Military Posture" statement w Congress, a
92-page document, used 15 c1w.rts w depi<:t comparatiuely the capabilitiEs of the United States
and the USSR-based on inteLLigence reports and estimates.
The chart titles are: Significant U.s. and USSR Initiatiues, Strategic Offensive Systems. Com·
parison of U.S. and USSR Intercontine,rJ;al Ballisti<: Missiles (ICBM). New USSR ICBMs.
U.S. and USSR ICBM Launchers. Comparison of U.S. and USSR Submarine-Launched Bal·
listi<: Missiles (SLBMs). U.S. and USSR SLBMs. U.S. and USSR Intercontinental Bombers.
U.s. and USSR Operational Strategi<: Offensiue Delivery Vehicle .
Also: Significant U.S. and USSR Initiatiues, Strategi<: Defensive Systems. U.S. and USSR
Strategic Defe7U3we Forces. Significant U.S. (md USSR Initiatives, General-Purpose Forces
Systems. Ground Forces, Major Weapons and Equipment. Tactical Aircraft. Major Operational
Combat Surface Ships. Cruise Missile and Attack Submarines.
"In my opinion:' Adm Moorer tated at the
outset, "no task assigned senior military
leaders is more important than the duty of
keeping Congress and the American people
fully informed on military matters. in the
final analysis, our military posture and our
national security can be no stronger than the
determination of the American people to defend our Nation and its freedoms..
"Tbe military posture of the United States
can be judged meaningfully only by relating
our military forces-both strategic and generalpurpose-to those of our most powerful potential adversary, the Soviet Union.
"In this regard. the negotiation and signing
of the Treaty of the Limitation of AntiBallistic Missile Syatems (ABM Treaty) and
the interim Agreement on Certain Measures
with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic
Offensive Arms (I.nterim Agreement} constituted first steps in our effort to restrain
the obvious and destsbilizing momentum of
the U SR strategic force buildup, and to
est.eblish some control over the deployment
of significantly increased strategic forces by
both the U.S. and the USSR.
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"The force levels for the U.S. and the USSR
established by the ABM Treaty are equivalent,
but the numerical ICBM and SLBM force
levels authorized for the Soviet Union by the
Interim Agreement are larger than those
authorized for the United States. ...
" ... In the Joint Resolution authorizing the
acceptance of these agreements, however, you
will recall that the Congress specified that
the President should seek a future agreement
which 'would not limit the United States to
levels of intercontinentaJ strawgic forces inferior to the limit provided for the Soviet
Union: Compliance with this Congressional
mandate is a primary objective of the current follow-on negotiations to conclude a
pennanent agreement.
"I report to you today that aggressive
modernization programs, which could place
the United States in a position of strategic
inferiority in the foreseeable years ahead, are
now being taken by the Soviet Union. These
programs, although aggressive, are within the
terms of the Interim Agreement now in effect.
"If we are to maintain our relative posi·
tion, we must continue the deployment of

Admiral Thomas B. Moorer
Chairman of Joint Chief. of Staff
the sb:ategic ystem requested by the President, and must continue to insist upon the
equivalence whicb tbe Congress so wisely
has called for as an ultimate goal in our
Strategic Anns Limitations negotiations.
"With regard to the general-purpose forces
of the Soviet Ultion and the United States,
I have noted with apprehension for the past
several years that a major shift in the naval
balance is taking place.
"The U.S. still has the edge with regard
to the projection of our naval power as th
result of the glohal reach of our fleets through
our carrier and amphibious task forces. The
USSR, however, is building a modem and
increasingly powerful naval force capable of
interdicting sea lines of communications and
obstructing this projection of our military
power across tbe ocean to assist our Allies.
uThe exact role of the new Soviet carrier
force is not clear, but we may be sure that it
portends a new era in the projection of seapower by the USSR.

(Continued
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(Continued from page 13)
"The tactical air forces of the Soviet Union
are in the midst of a major and significa nt
modernization program. Tbe program appears
to be directed at overcoming the longstanding qualitative advantage beld by U.S.
tactical air fo~ in the ground attack role.
The Soviet tactical air forces hold major
quantitative and some qualitative advantages
in the air superiority role....
"The Soviet weapons and equipment observed in the Middle East (War), together
with other evidence, clearly show that the
large USSR ground forces also are being modem ized with new tanks and new com bat vehicles, as well as new and sophisticated combat support weapons and systems.
"Additionally, there are indications that
the Soviet Union is developing airmobile
units witb ground attack helicopter support
which, when combined witb its tanks and
combat vehicles, will increase tbe tactical
mobility and firepower of its ground forces.... n
Adm Moorer then turned to a discussion of
the strategic programs of the Peoples Republic of China as another potential enemy "continning to increase its over-all military power,"
and to a detailed comparison of the U.S. and
USSR developmen t of strategic offensive
systems.
The SALT I Agreement, he said, prohibits
converting any of the "older" or "light"
launcbers into "heavy" launchers for ICBM,

stantial quantitative lead over the USSR,
even after considering tbe deployment of a
portion of the BACKFffiES (under development by the USSR and described as weighing 21'z times as much as the U.S. FB-H1
and about four-fifths as large a the U.S.
B-1 (also under development) in an inter-

but that SLBM launchers may be ubstituted
for tbe older launchers, if desired. He explained:
"Under the terms of the Agreement, therefore, tbe U.S. could 'modernize' all of its
1,000 MINUTEMAN and its 54 TITAN 11
launchers to MINUTEMAN III or any other
modem 'light' ICBMs; but it could not replace any of the TITAN II or MINUTEMAN
launchers with modern 'heavy' ICBMs.
"Similarly, the USSR could 'modernize' all
of its ICBM but only the 313 SS-9 associated launcheIS (288 operational SS-9s and
25 new silos under construction in SS-9 complexes at the time tbe Agreemeut Wll.'l signed)
can be converted to new 'heavy' ICBMs.
"All of the 1,030 SS-Il and SS-13 (Soviet)
launchers, operational at the time the Agreement was signed, may be modernized for new
'light' ICBMs . . . (which) also may be intailed in the 66 new silos, under construction at the time of the Agreement, provided
the dimensions of the launcbers are not increased by more than 10-15 percent. As I
already have mentioned, the 209 'older' SS·7
and SS-8 launchers (and 54 U.S. TITAN II
launchers) may be replaced by SLBM

con tinental role. .. ."

The B-1, be said, will begin flight tests late

this year and a production decision will be
made, after detailed evaluation of the four
RDT&E aircraft, probably in late 1977. After
describing the operational characteristica of
the B-1, which is not expected to become
operatioll81 until tbe 19808, Adm Moorer
continued:
"We also believe that it will have important
qualitative advantages over the BACKFIRE
in range, payload and penetration capabilities.
The B-1 represents a major technological
advance over tbe B-52 and the FB-Il1, and
I strongly nlcommeod your continued support
of this extremely important program. .. ."
Mucb of the information preaented by the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff during
the remainder of his presentation to Congress
explained, in precise detail, the intelligence
views of U.S. and USSR current and anticipated strategic weapons systems capabilities,
and the over-all strategic balance.
In different terms, /hi. information i. covered
ip tIle "reoenlations -by other Departmenl of
Defense leaders that will follow.

la unchers. It

In comparing U.S. and USSR intercon·
tinental bombers, Adm Moorer continued:
"In terms of just intercontinental bombers,
the U.S. now has, and most likely will continue to have, at least into the 19/JOs, a ub·

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY Howard H. CaUlU./Jay's 40-page presentation to the House
Committee on AmU!d Seroices 0/1 "11,e Posture of the Anny" opened with a clUcussion of "Why
an Army?" More 8lJ than in the recent past, he said, "we seem to be concerned with uncer·
tainty about the Anny's role and Ihe contirwed aUocation of resources to support 01U' progranL
He perceived the question, "as at least three different questionlJ posed by differing groups."
In one case, he said, HWhy an Army?", is
actually asking why we have not found ways

realize that military programs, if they are
00 be successful in deterring war. must be

to resolve conflicts peacefully, and hence
why we haven't abolished war. At that philosophical level, I really have no satisfactory

based on a realistic appraisal of the demonstrated capabilities of potential adversaries,

answer. ...

must be ready to fight if we a.re to avoid war.
"Governments change, as do policies and
intentions and perceptions of issue that
warrant the use, or threatened use, of military force. It is rare in history that a power
preferred the use of force to that of acbieving the same ends through the threat of force.
It is freedom from coercion, from the threat
of force, which we gain by being ready to
fight if necl!9lary.
"In this ligbt, I think you must agree
that the most important ingredient leading
toward successful detente is that we maintain an adequate and stable posture of military balance between the negotiating
parties. Detente is most unlikely by negotiation if one of the parties believes it bas an
exploitable military superiority. The history
of the 19308 demonstrates that detente is
possible only wben there i a balance of military force that stops would-be aggressors.
"As tbe Secretary of the Army, I support
the President's policy of detente. This policy
appears to have significant political and public

"From another group the question, 'Wby an
Army?', is really couched in relation to the
current major policy goal summarized as
'Detente.' In effect, they are asking, 'Since
Our major policy is aimed at detente, and
since we seem to be making some real progress,
can we not now (or very soon) make ubstantial reductions in defense expenditures
and divert thooe resources to other urgent
national needs?'
"Tbe answer to this question seems clear
for thooe of us whose formative years span
the period from World War II, through the
Berlin Blockade, Korea, the Cuban Missile
Crisis, Vi toam and to tbe recent conflict in
the Mideast. With theae events as background, we developed a set of assumptions
and associated priorities which accepted as
self-evident the need for the Army and other
military forces.
"Thooe who now question tbese assumptions
and ll.'lk, 'Why an Army?' need only glance
at the history of warfare in this century to
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Howard H. Callaway
Secrelary of lhe Army
upport. We in the Army see the same hopeful signs that others see, but we see dangers
ll.'l well. I believe tha t the Army Ca.n make
its greatest contribution to detente by
maintaining its nladiness as part of our contribution to the essential military balance.
"A third group asking the question, 'Why
an Army?', concedes that continued military
stnlngth and large defense expenditures are
necessary but is reaUy asking, 'Why must the
Army of today be so much larger than the
Army we bad before World War [11 Surely,'
they say, 'there is not a threat of invasion
of any part of the Western Hemisphere. So
why not an Army like that of the 193Os,
a base for mobilization rather than a large
force in being?'
"I agree that there is ao credible threat of
military invasion of the United States or the
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Western Hemisphere from any power or
combination of powers at this time. The development of such a capability would require
such an obvious and lengthy effort that our
forces could mobilize to react to it.
"But I cannot accept the implied conclusion that defense of the United States
from direct threat of invasion is the only
viable threat to the national interest of the
Uni!ed States and, thus, the only valid basis
for tbe allocation of resources or for design of
the Army.
"This view rests not merely on a philosophical commitment to freedom as a political concept,. nor OD an automatic, unthinking desire to continue our role as
leaders of the Free WorLd. We grew into the
mantle of world leadership. It was not attained as a result of a long-term national objective which was deliberately sought.
"Those are, of course, sound enough reasons, and either we believe in freedom and
make commitments to this belief or we will
see it lost. But I think it also true, and increasingly more evident, that the United
States must prevent """,ntially hostiLe
powers from denying peaceful access to
critical resources.
IfWe do
not, of course, desire or require
satellite nations, and do not seek the degree
of control such arrangements imply. We do
require the reasonable degree of access that
can be attained by negotiation between free
people acting in their own seLf-interest.
HFinally, since we cannot yet guarantee
that wars will not occur, we should commit.
ourselves to insuring that any which do occur,
do not occur here and are terminated without the destruction of modern society, and
without the loss of interests vital to us or our
Allies.
uEven though a substantial fraction of our
real military capabilities resides in our National Guard and Reserve forces and our
generaL mobilization potential. the objectives
I ouUined above cannot be attained in today' world with an Army that is merely a
cadre for expansion.
"To rely upon a cadre force is to court
disaster should a major conflict erupt. A fundamental requirement for the success of such a
concept is the time to mobilize. It is highly
unlikely that in the future we, or our Allies, will enjoy the luxury of the time needed
for extensive preparation and mobilization. The recent Middle East War, which
lasted only 19 days, is a case in point. The
speed and violence with which an aggressor
can attack dictates that we have an Army
ready to fight.
"We need not and bould not and, of
course, we do not carry tbe burden alone. In
none of the wars of the twentieth century
bas the United States provided either the
majority of the ground forces committed to
comhat or even the largest Anny in the
field. But we have, and we must continue,
in concert with our Allies, to insure that the
total military capability is adequate to Free
World needs.
"The long-standing policy and practice of
partnership is another of the fundamental
elements of the President's foreign policy. To
the extent ow' Allies cannot provide needed
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specialized and technical combat support, we
are prepa red to assist them. When compared
with tbe threats, none of our Allies is selfsufficient in nuclear weapons. Many, accepting the United States promise to protect them from nuclear blackmail or to support them sbould nuclear war occur, have
foregone development of their own capability.
"Our programs must be based on a realistic
appraisal of the protracted capability of
potential adversaries. Our major potential
opponents have given, and till give, great
emphasis to ready military forces. These
forces continue to be improved and modernized. They stand poised as fotnlidable warwaging threats to our Allies, and hence to
our own vital interests. The size and technical sophistication of this threat is beyond
the capacity of our Allies to matcb ingly.
"The Soviets know, and their recent writings
show, that their military posture in the 19308
was wrong, as wa

out'S. Both the U Luted

States and the USSR underestimated the
speed with which mechanized forces supported by tactical aircraft cou ld achieve decisive results. They thought, as we did, that
there would be sufficient time to mobilize
and methodically prepare for war. They
paid a vastly greater price for the misealeulatio n tha n we.

"A major tenet of Soviet military policy is
that such a debacle will not be pennitted to
occur again. I ca n betieve them when they
say their intent is peaceful, as they see no
inconsistency between a peaceful intent
and readiness for war. I also see no such
inconsistency in our case, and because they
are ready we must be.
"We can believe and we can hope. But I
cannot suggest that tOOay's peaceful intent
is unchangeable or that it will endure the
rna ny crises that surely will erupt before a
lasting peace is achieved. Until then the United
States must have an Army ready to fight. ready
to meet each of its commitments, worldwide...."
Secretary Callaway then turned to a discussion of "Today's Challenges" as pertinent
to the role of the modem U.S. Army and the
problems of recruiting, retaining and training
"good people," saying:
"I want to assure you that we will continue to do our utmost to make the valunU!er system work for the essential Army. We
feel confident that opportunity for meaningful service to the Nation, in a well-trained
and well-led Army wbich is concerned about
the individual soldier and his contribution
to Illl.ssion accomplishment, will attract sufficient young men and women to maintain

both the strength and the quality of lhe
Army.
"Another aspect of this challenge is to
maintain a competent civilian work force in
support of the military. For every two men or
women in unifonn, we have one civilian who
performs a vital support function, These
civilians share fully the responsibility for
mission accomplishment.
"For example, our largest s.ingle civilian
group are scientists and engineers, who perfonn the majority of our research and de·
velopment work. A large group is engaged in

maintenance and repair facilities, especially
in support of iDstallations. SixtY-<light percent of our civilian employes are in white
collar jobs and 32 percent are in the skilled
and unskilled labor group.
"The civilian fnrce has been declining as
the uniformed force has been cut back, and
every effort is being made to keep the civilian
force at the maximum required for mission
accomplishment. Reorganization and consolidations that have recently been carried
out have reduced the civilian force, and
planned consolidations In the future will
result in additional reductions."
Secretary Callaway called tbe second
major challenge to the U.S. Army that of
"getting the most we can out of every budget
dollar. This is the central goal of all our
managing, programing and budgeting efforts.
Additionally, certain aspects are getting
particular emphasis as people and weapons
costs go up and as we see the capability of
our potential adversaries increasing.
"We are disciplining our equipment acquisition process-development time must
be shortened and costs must be carefully controlled. Our procurament, carefully pruned
for economy I emphaslzes essential programs-

directed at force readiness and modernization.
Finally, our conservation efforts in the areas
of energy and supply economy will enable
us to realign operating and maintenance
outlays to ma:cimize their return.
"The third challenge is to make full use of
the capability of our Reserve Component resources as a distinct but integral and essential
part of the One Army-Our Total Force concept. We are aware of the need for a highest
possible state of readiness in our Reserves.
Today, Reserve forces must he ready to fight
within two or three months or they may be
too late to participate.
"However, on the scale now envisioned,
this level of readiness has never before been
achieved by the Reserve Components. This
Nation owes a great debt of gratitude to
the hardy Guardsmen and Reservists who,
with limited time and resources for training,
are striving to attain the readiness goals
established. The Reserve Components have
the added incentive that goes with a meaningful, important mission.
"These are the challenges confronting the
Army. Our efforts to overcome them provide
the very essence of the Anny's budget
philosophy of FY 1975. This basis for the
budget request will become clear as I discuss
our program makeup.... ff

Secretary Callaway devoted the remainder of his presentation to budgetary,
Volunooer Army, management, materiel
acqui ition, and research, development, test
and evaluation objectives and problems,
including conservation measures.
.!Many of tJu: RDT&E and the materiel
acquisition problems ~nd goals he discussed
are topics of attention of other Department
of Defense leaders who submitted Military
Po ture Statements or proposed budget requests to Congress, particularly the Assistant
Secretary of the Anny (R&D) and the Chief of
Research and Development, that will follow.
(Continued Oil page 20)
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Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory . ..

Focuses on Designing Superior Combat Aircraft
Positioning the U.S. Army Air Mobility
Research and Development Laboratory in
proper perspective within the Army-wide
structure of in-house laboratory capabilities
requires only due recognition of the criticality
of designing superior aircraft for future U.S.
Army needs.
The primary thrust of the laboratory is to
develop tbe tools and techniques to design
the best possible aircraft for tbe Army that
will reliahly meet their mission objectives.
Tbis effort ranges from the problem of today's aircraft through the advanced aircraft
of tomorrow.
If you would imagine an aircra ft that can

fly up to 400 mph, one which can take off
and land vertically, and transport combat
troops and suppli.es to the battlefield, then
your imagination would be running parallel
to the advanced planning of OSAAMRDL's
bighly professional staff.
"Today's dream is tomorrow's reality"
is, to them, basic to goals for improved air
mohility, surveillance employing advanced
aerial sensor concepts, and aircraft firepower
that helps to win battles.
Headquartered at the NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, the
USAAMRDL consists of the Ames Directorate, the Eustis Directorate at Fort Eustis,
VA, the Langley Directorate at Langley
Research Center, Hamilton, VA, and the Lewis
Directorate at the Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, OR.
The USAAMRDL-now the Army Materiel
Command's Lead Laboratory for aircraft aeronautics, and the principal Department of
Defense agency for small gas-turbine technology-had i beginning in 1965 when the
Army signed a joint agreement with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
providing for mutual benefits in a cooperative working relationship.
Credited with a key role in the negotiations
was the late LTG William B. Bunker, then
deputy CG of the U.S. Army Materiel Com-

TILT·ROTOR VTOL (Vertical Take-Oft' and Landing) aircraft (artist's concept) is being
developed by Bell Helicopter Co., under a joint contract, for the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory and NASA. The scheduled prototype completion date is early 1976.
organization, and established in July 1970,
mand, and in 1948 the director of terminal
under its present director, Paul F. Yaggy, the
operations during the Berlin Airlift. LTG
Bunker later became cbief of the U.S. Arm
USAAMRDL prides itself as an outfit that
Air Transport Division between Japan and
produces full-value resnlts for dollars ex, pended.
Korea. Thus he was greatly concerned with
improving aircraft capabilities.

Oharlie Zimmerman, then AMC Chief Engineer and earlier with NASA, along with
Dr. Robert C. Seemans Jr. and Dr. Smith J.
DeFrance of NASA, also were recognized
ror major conlributions in working out the

arrangement. The first commander of the
Army Aeronautical Research Laboratory, as
it was then known, was COL Cyril Stapleton, who resolved many of the difficult problems of making the joint effort successful
despite differences in Army and NASA procedures.
Assigned responsibility as the Army's principal aeronautical research and development

LSTge·scale doUar savings were incorpo-

rated in the basic agreement with NA A in
1969 that provided for the use of NASA'
complexes of aeronautical research facilities

at Ames, Langley and Lewis Research Cent"rs in exchange for sharing of research personnel. Tbis pooling instead of duplication
of resources has been estimated to have

saved the U.S. Government as much as
$100 million.
Although the directorates are located far
apart, the USAAMRDL is one laboratory
under one command. The U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command, headquartered in
St. Louis, MO, is a coounodity command of
the U.S. Army Materiel Command, headquartered in Alexandria, VA.
The

cooperative

arrangement

conserves

the funding and manpower resources of both
agencies in the performance of research of
mutual interest. The Army derives the benefit of direct access to NASA facilities and
NASA expertise for application to specific
Army requirements.
Special effort, from the Army viewpoint,
is placed on immediate and long-range research and development objectives for advanced aircraft. Interests include improvements in propulsion, flight testing, control
systems, structures, composite materials,
safety, bigher speed, maneuverability, V/STOL
(Vertical and Sbort Take-off and Landing)
ability, maintainability aod reliability.
Three-fourths of the U AAMRDL's 540
civilian employes and 40 military personnel

are
DIRECTOR of the U.S. Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory (USAAMRDL) Paul F. Yaggy
(center) discnsses ongoing projects with Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, stall'
members (from left) Dr. Richard M. Carlson, chief of the Advanced Systems Research
Office; Frederick H. Immen and John B. Wheatley, aerospace engineers; and COL Norman L. Robinson, USAAMRDL deputy director.
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cientists.

engineers,

technicians

and

other professionals directly associated with
aviation research. To provide the reader with
some understanding of the nature and variety
of current Army aviation R&D efforts. a brief
review of some of the more important ongoing
MARCH-APR[L 1974

programs follows.

REPRESENTATIVE FY7J ACCOMPLISHMENTS IDENTIFIEO TO MAJOR THRUSTS

Tilt-Rotor Research Aircraft. Under specifications of a $26.4 million, 4-year cOntract,
the Beil Helicopter Co. will huild, and provide for government test. two twin-engine
tilt-rotor research aircraft for use in a joint
Army-NASA flight research program.
I n addition to proving the tilt-rotor concept, the program wiil explore the operational
flight envelope and assess the application of
the technology to military and civil transport
needs.
A tilt-rotor aircraft uses wing-tip l'Otors
for direct vertical lift to take off like a helicopter. The rotors are then tilted gradually
forward to provide propulsion for cruise flight.
The concept has application for quiet, versatile VTOL (Vertical Take-off and Landing)
operations, hoth military and civilian.
Advanced technology will he incorporated
in basic configuration components. For example, the tilt-rotor concept will provide a
VTOL aircraft with high-speed (300 to 400knots) and other performance improvements.
A cross-shafted transmission system will en·
able the aircraft to continue powered flight
after one engine failure. Autorotatinnal capability for an emergency landing also will be retained in event of complete power failure.
The developmental aircraft will include
advanced flight control and communicationsnavigation system to be evaluated for possible use in VTOL aircraft in a combat operationaJ environment. FOT military use, a
VTOL or tilt-rotor aircraft would combine
the tactical utility of helicopters with advantage of longer-range, higher-speed, fixed-wing
transport aircraft.
Analytical and experimental research has
proved the feasibility of the tilt-rotor concept.
Flight tests of the experimental aircraft currently are scheduled for 1976.

Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA).
The RSRA Program is termed a "unique
effort" to build a research aircraft testbed
that will enable engineers to develop solutions to many helicopter technical problems.
This approach by way of a single adequately
instrumented aircraft contrasts with previous
practices of modifying all, existing vehicle or
building a new Qne for every experimental
development.
A joint study by the Army and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
resulted in a decision that a specially designed
RSRA aircraft-fully instrumented and
capable of operation over a wide range of test
conditions, with ftexibility of configuration to
penuit rotor systems testing-would be more
effective, less expensive and faster than the
methods now in use.
The negotiated can tract with Sikorsky Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Corp.
provides for design and construction of two
RSRA aircraft that will have features such as:
• A removable wing that will allow testing
as a pure helicopter (rotor only) Or as a Compound helicopter (rotor and fixed wing). A
variable wing concept provides for effectively
varying the weight by changing the lift, or
vertical force, developed during flight.
• Removable auxiliary turbofan engines
to provide additional thrust, or horizontal
force, on the vehicle and a sp..,d brake which
can increase the drag if required. These devices wiJI extend the operating envelope of the
experimental aircraft as desired.
• An interchangeable rotor to permit testMARCR-APRIL 1974

FY 73 AecompllJhment

MajOl'thrusts
salcty &: survivabilily

New analytical technique
lor crashwonhy design

Projeetlld beneflu and Impacts
Will mlnimi2:e need lor experimental \/erific:ation, Inilial
COSI S8\1ings estimated III aboul 52 million per new air·
~rll1t

design. Additional savlng~ projected due to

increased rCp<lilability poli!:ntial lind decreased pel50nnel
injuries and fatelities.
safety & SlJrvlvabllity

Armoring concepts
evaluation

Established superio-rity of selective IIrmoring concept!
Integral annor for reconnainance helicopter I~

v~.

expected 10 result in :50.5 to 52.0 million SlIvil'lg5 per
heli4:opter.
Safety & 1urvillability

New takeoff techr'lique
for heawily lol'lded

Comparable perfOrmatICe for UH, 1 Ble USi"9 currer'll
tlirChniques would require aboul

500

additionil hp_

This would r!tpresent iJbout $15 milllon investment in
1M Army's CUtTent imentorv. Additionel savlnilS a~u'b-

helicopters

uted to aln:r~ft and lives 100t

1ft iI

resuh of limitations 01

current lechniQull'.
Composites for ballistkallV

Safely & survi....abllity

20-25% cost sa.. . lngs oller conventional materlall

tolerant control systems

Rlllillbility & maintillmlbility

75% reduction in vulnerability and beller R&M

Structural crack sensor

Aeliabilily 80 maintainability

plu~

Imj)fo\/ed rOlor & othel ~y$'em~

Safew

& wrvil/ability

Signilicanlly earlill'r d(lt~,ion of crack$ will improve flight
wl~ty

and reduce airClah lossc~ dull' to struc:tunl failurei.

control loads WIll

Stall fluller wppression

Safety oIL slIrvivab-iliw

40% reductiOn 10 peak

sySlem

Reliability & maintainability

cant eKpanslon or hellCop.ter operalior'lal envelope.

perm.t signifi·

ImprOllOO rotor & other systems

& Olher syStems

Increased proouCtivilV re~ulling from increased f1ighl

Ell. ternal payload

ImprOlled rotor

stabilization system

Safew & sul'\livabllirv

Tad·rOIOI deficienCies
I,'Xphllned

Safely & survi\/ability

Impro\/ed lail·ro-tor deign Will mean adequate direclional

lmprO\l!d rotor & other system~

control. Will reduce loss 0' llircrah due to 105$ 01 direc·

~peed capability and reducl!d lime '0' aec:urate &CQuiSltl0n
and placemenl of loiKb. Improved Wlfet.., due to bette,
flyin~ qUll'nie~

tional control. replacement COS15 due to operatio-M abol'e
raled lailrotor power I1mits, and mGdillcalion casu fo-r tall
rotor changes
Smilll, hIgh-temperaturE'
combu'Stor

Propulsion system

Elfeca of turbmc-blSde
COill[inllS quantified

Propulsion system

New in'Spection S(;hedule

Reliability

Extlmilted S15 million saving.

Substanllal Sailings resuiling from efficienl analytiCli1 design
melhods. MOfe efficient combustor means lowl!!!r weight and
lower emiSSions
Quanlilied mechanICal degradauon will permit more efflci{:nt
and ethx:uvE' deSIgn and Will minimize turbine bll'ldll rf"place
menu ill ollernaul Ptojl!CU!d S,J\Iings aboul S 15 million lor
fleet With 1000 engines

& maintainability

More effective sehedulin!l promises to reduce MHIFH rale
lor the UH·' by aboul25% while dec~easltlg the total "Not·
Openlllonally-Ready lor Malnlenllnce" INORMltlme by

methodology

o... er 45%.
Oscillaung airfoilles1S

Impi'OIIed rotor & other systems

at actual helicopter.

Reliabilily

& maintainability

rOlor Revnolds numbeu.

Potenlial for significant exp.,..,\siOn 01 11191't erlllelope
Increased blooe life and reduced co-ntml loads could result
m 55 to $25 milliOfl

ing of various rotors by making minor modifications to the vehicle. Interchangeability
is to be achieved by using a transmission
mounting system that can act as a wide· band
vibration isolation system and a force measurement system to gauge rotor forces directly
independent of other components,
The HSRA aircraft will permit testing
over a broad envelope of current and fu·
to, re rotors to be developed during the 10year operational life. The built-in safety
""stem for the crew and the aircraft includes
an escape device that gives the crew two
options.

58VIt1g5 ba~

on C"urTl"n' inventory.

In case of rotor failure, the rotor blades
can be jettisoned and the crew cao fty the
aircraft home as a fixed-\ving aircraft. The
second option is that in event of a failure
that would preclude continued flight, the
crew will be able to use a seat·escape system
to reach ground safely_
Specifications require that the HSRA will
be capable of speeds up to 300 knots (345 mph)
with a 2·man crew, plus the possibility of a
third man to operate and monitor recording
devices.
The planned test program for the RSRA
(Continued on page 18)

Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (artist's concept).
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of better aircraft.
Smalt Turbine AdooTl£ed Gas Generator
(STAGG). This is an example of a less dramatic program that started with award of
contracts to four engine manufacturers in

Test of hingeless rotor with all... lectronic
feedback control systefll in wind tunnel.
aircraft is expected to advance knowledge of
all areas of rotorcraft capabilities. The objective is knowledge essential to design of
faster, quieter and more maneuverable helicopters-thereby increasing urvivability of the
vehicles in a combat area. The research contract is expected to be about $25 million.
Fan·in-Fin to Replace Tail Rotor. Feasibility of a fan-in· fin concept as a replacement
for the tail rotor On rotary·wing aircraft is
being explored under provisions of a 2-year
contract with the Sikorsky Aircraft Division,
UAC. As major subcontractor to Sikor&kY,
the UAC Hamilton Standard Division designed and built a varieble-pitch, ducted,
directional-control fan for the S-67 "Blackhawk" helicopter. Testing is in progress.
Substitution of a buried ducted fan for tile
conventional tail rotor is expected to result
in greater reliability, reduced maintenance,
and reduced hazards to ground personnel,
along with decreased vulnerability to terrain
or tree·contact damage. The concept also
promises advantages for operation at high
speed by being less susceptible to instabilities
than a tail rotor.
Disadvantages of the fan-in· fin, a applied
to the same helicopter, include increased
weight and higher cost than the standard tail
rotor. Current technology, however, indicates
improvements in safety, vulnerability, reliability, maintenance and forward speed are
expected to more than offset disadvantages.
Many of the major programs here described
can be termed "dramatic developments."
Many other USAAMRDL programs fall
short of that description but are viewed as
significantly important to the development

Dr. Irving C. Statler
Director
ARID Directorate
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December 1971. Envisioned was the establish·
ment of a continuing gas generator developmental effort to provide the nucleus for
demonstrator or developmental engines oriented toward future Army aircraft and
a'lxiliary power units in the 200- to ~
borsepower range.
Current technical objectives of this effort
include demonstration of a 20 to 30 percent
reduction in specific fuel consumption and an
increase of 35 to 45 percent in specilic power
relative to current production engines in this
airOow range (1 to 5 seconds). The goal is
a core gas generator that can satisfy a wide
ra nge of power in the spectrum for which the
Army has the greatest requirements.
AIRCRAIT STRUCTURES. Structural
designs and materials most suitable for rotarywing aircraft comprise an area of R&D effort
of prime concern to USAAMRDL scientists
and engineers. Over the past four years the
laboratory has initiated a rather comprehensive Rotary Wing Structures Program.
Much of the ongoing effort involves applica~ion of composite materials to primary
air-frame structu.res such as rotor blades. One
of the concepts being investigated is known
8S the multispar blade, providing sufficient
structural redundancy to allow a helicopter
to return safely despite major rotor damage.

Other laboratory structural programs are
concerned with ballistically tolerant control
linkage and the application of compo ites
to transmission and gear cases. U those appli·
cations are uccessful, considerable savings
in cost and weight are envisioned.
ASSIGNED MISSION. As stated in its
recent 1973 annual report, the mission responsibilities of the USAAMRDL are to:
• Plan, develop, manage and execute for the
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command the
research and exploratory development programs and the advanced development program
through demonstration of technology to provide a firm technical base for future development of superior ainnobile systems.
• Manage and direct on a task basis, as
assigned by the commander of USAAVSCOM, tasks in advanced and engineering
development subsequent to demonstration of
technology.
• Maintain cognizance of, and provide
consultative support for, advanced development subsequent to demonstration of technology, engineering development, operational
development and test for all Anny ainnobile
systems.
• Provide technical consultation and independent risk assessment to the USAAVSCOM commander for systems and com·
ponents under development.
The USAAMRDL achieves its mission
througb in-house studies, utilization of the
resoun;es of academic institutions and commercial research organizations, close cooperation with other U.S. Government agencies,
and the award of contracts to aerospace in·
dustrial firms, research institutes, and universities.

Despite the broad scope of the laboratory's
millsion, its budget has represented a relatively small percentage of the to!jll Army
research, development, test and evaluation
program funding. The laboratory receives
~jJout $50 mil.lion annually, exclusive of aupport for aviation systems project managers.
Flexibility of management to accomplish
th mission has been provided, since its inception in 1970, under Project REFLEX
operational principles. The acronym denotes

USAAMRDL Director Paul F. Yaggy
(right) receives American Helicopter Snciety's Dr. Alexander KleInin Award from
Dr. Robert Loewy, dean of Engineering
and Applied Sciences at Rochester Univ.

Resource Flexibility-Reconciliation of Work·
load, Funds and Manpower. Under an experimental program directed to long-term
policy evaluation, the concept is applied
currently to 13 Army laboratories.
The concept provides that each laboratory
director and office chief has authority over

John Acurio
IJjrecwr

Larry M. Hewin
A cl ing Dj clO'

Thomas 1.. Coleman

Lewis Directorate

Eustis Directorate

Langley IJjrecw,ale
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his resources within a prescribed average
grade and numerica I guidance, based on funds.
USAAMRDL bas prepared its second edition of the Army Aviation RDT&E Plan,
which addresses objectives for the period
FY 1974-95, with particular emphasis on the
FY 74-00 time frame.
This plan groups laboratory activities
according to the 13 scientific disciplines that
make up the air vehicle technology-aero·
dynamics; structures and materials; propul·
sion and drive trains; dynamics; control;
human factoro; reliability and maintain·
ability; safety and survivability; aircraft
subsystems; mission subsystems; mission subsystems; avionics; ground support; and manufacturing methods and technology.
Distribution of the RDT&E USAAMRDL
funding does not include monies allotted for
avionics and weapons R&D programs, which
are the responsibilities of the U.S. Army
Electronics Command, the Annament Com·

mand, and the Aircraft Weaponization Management Office at HQ U.S. Army Aviation
Systems Command, respectively.
The USAAMRDL had 346 active Army contracts at the conclusion of FY 1973, with a
total value exceeding .$102 million and 100
active contracts administered by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

with a total value of about $13 million.
Funding is derived by USAAMRDL through
"non-AMC customers" such as the Naval Air
Propulsion Test Center, the Naval Weapons
Center, the Naval Air Systems Command and
the Marine Corps. These four sources accounted for $326,000 in FY 1973 in supporting
work of special interest.
Involvement of the Isboratory in the highpriority Army Heavy Lift Helicopter development program is extensive, including the
Advanced Technology Components activities.
Similarly, the laboratory has made major
contributions in providing technical support
to the UTTAS (Utility Tactical Transport
Aircraft System), the Light Observation
Helicopter (LOH) developmental effnrt and
the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH).
An indication of the USAAMRDL technical effort was the publication of 136 techni·
cal reports in FY 1973. Seventy-five papers
were authored all or in part by laboratory
personnel and 61 published under contrscts.
Professional personnel have been recognized by numerous honorary awards the
highest one going to USAAMRDL Director
Paul F. Ysggy in Msy 1973 when he was
presented the Dr. Alexander Klernin Award
of the American Helicopter Society.
The society's highest sward citation states:
" ... for notable achievement in the advancement of rotary-wing aircraft ... his outstanding contribution to helicopter technology and
his leadership of the U.S. Army Air Mobility
Research and Development Laboratory. His
foresight and dedication set the standards for
the future of our industry."
j

Watervliet Employes Issued Patents
Patents for improvements on a mortar control system and a gun testing process were
issued recently to Gary M. Woods and Bruce
B. Brown, recognizing inventions as U.S.
Anmy employes at Watervliet (NY) Arsenal.
Physicist Woods' invention is titled "Automatic Elevation Recovery System for Cannons." This control system uses 8 fluidic
sensor and amplifier to return a mortar tube
to its original position after firing.
MARCH-APRIL 1974

New Device May Improve Shipping Container Transport Operations

Sarer and more productive shipping container transport operations are anticipated by using a
new top-lifting device tested with a pecially equipped helicopter at the U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory (USAAMRDL), Fort Eustis, VA.
Lift, transport and release of a 20-foot Mil-Van container by an Anmy CH-54 helicopter was
accomplished without need of any ground crew assistance. Developed by the Boeing.Vertol Co.,
under contract with the USAAMRDL, the unit will be adaptable for Use with the CH-47 helicopter and Heavy Lift Helicopter now under development.
Designed specifically for the transport of 8-foot by 8-foot by 20-foot commercial shipping containers weighing up to 57,000 pounds, the device is controlled automatically by instrumentation
within the aircraft.
Capabilities of the system include direct pick up of containers from cells of a ship, tractortrailer unit, a stacked position on the ground or a loading platform. Featured also are quick
hook.up snd release operations.

Aircrew Performance Conferees

Examine Behavioral Science Research Applications
The vital role of behavioral science research in the future of Army avistion was
the theme of the 3-day Conference on Air-

BG James H. Merryman, director of Army
Aviation, Office of the Assistant Chief of
Staff for Force Development (OACSFOR),

crew Performance in Army Aviation spon-

keynoted the conference goals-to infonn be·

sored by the Office of the Chief of Research
and Development (OCRD) st the home of
the Army Aviation Center and School, Fort
Rucker, AL
Key informstion provided by confereesti
f
. Ar
'd d I
representa ves rom sgenCles my-Wl e ea 109 Wlth Army aVIatIOn-has recently been
Res
h I ' te
bUshed b th Ar
pu
y. e
my. earc
nstitu
for the BehaVIoral and SOCIal SCiences (ARI)
10 an Executive Summs:ry snd 10 the pro-

havioral scientists of the Army's aviation
needs; to recommend to the Army an integrated research program aimed at solving
aircrew performance problems.
D A Lo . Medin
. ta t dir to Er. .
UlS
,1lSSlS n
ec r, n
vironmental and Life Sciences, Office of Dif D •
R
h dE'
.
rector 0
e.ense esearc an
ngmeenng,
emphasized the human role in new subsysterns. He discussed, by way of example, how
navigation subsystems place critical depen-

ceedmgs of the conference.. .

dence on the pilot's senses and learned ability.

Conference host MG WLlliam J. Maddox
Jr., AAC commander, set the stage for discussions. In any future war, he explained,
the helicopter must cope with sophisticated

Conference chairman Dr. J. E. Uhlaner,
chief psych~logJst of the U.S. A~y and ARI
tech.rucal director, summ8';zed It~ pu;pose:

antiaircraft offensive measures such as elec-

To Identlfy. on an ArmY-Wlde baSts, a1.J"Crew

tronically controlled heat-seeking missiles.
One of the best countermeasures, he said, is
nap-of.the.earth (NOE) Bight, an effective

performance research problems,. assess their
lmpoltance, and delineate reqwrements for
research and development to solve them.

tactic using ground cover and concealment;

The objective, he said, is a well-balanced

NOE demands complex training and all the
support behavioral science can provide.
MG Charles D. Daniels Jr., Director of
Research and Advanced Sy~tems, emphasized
similarly, in the sponsor's charge, that the
dema nds on the s viator will be met partly
by new hardware, but pnmanly by tImely

integrated research program, correlated to
assist in developing combat concepts and
doctrine, training, operations, and materiel
development required for effective airtrew
performance in Army aviation.
Aspects of Army aircrew performance
examined in detail in four areas were:

human perfonnance research that IS responSlve

to the user's specific needs.

Brown's invention, "Multi·Ring Hydraulic
Seal for Irregular Bore Surfaces," enables
extremely high hydraulic fluid pressure testing to be performed on a gun tube without
lesksge even though the tube may hsve irregular bore surfaces due to erosion and heat
checking dsmage.

Operational and Equipment Factors, Session I-Chairman, COL Robert O. Vitema,
chief, Behavioral Sciences Office, OCRD; discussion leader, Clarence A. Fry, Army Human Engineering Laborstory. Major participants included MAJ Matthew R. Kambrod,
OACSFOR; Stephen Moreland, Army Aviation Systems Command; and Marvin W. Buss,
(Continaed on page 26)
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*
*-------SPEAKING ON
(Continued from page 15)
ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF GEN Creighton W. Abrams' presentation to the Holtse Committee on Armed Services was directed priman:ly to the international environment as it pertains
to the combat readiness of Army forces to respond rapidly wtd. effectively to changing situations
affecting interests of the United States and its Free World Allies.
"It is not easy to e"plain how the interna tional environment affects the Army /' he

said, "because that environment itself is
not easy to understand. At least I lind it
ve:ry, very complex. But tbere can be no
doubt that the world situation, and our
Nation's place in it, complicates our efforts
to provide for the country's security. There
are two sides to the picture-and both pose
problems for the Army. First is the real, or
actual, situation; second is the perceived
environment.

1973. The underlying question was not national
survival, but whelher or not American freedom of aclion was seriously enough threatened
to warrant the use of militaty force.
"Over the years we have emphasized our
war-fighting ability, which, when all is said
and done, is our primary purpose for being.
But we also have the peacelime mission of
supporting natiooal goals and implementing
national policy.
"For instance, in today's world two of the
more pressing aims of national strategy are
to deter war and to preserve our freedom
of action. Both, by definition, are peacetime
reles. Putting the war-fighting and peacekeeping missions together, the Army sees
itself with three distinct yet related functions:

Creighton W. Abrams
Army Cllkf of Staff

"Perhaps the:re are more dangers in the
Establishment is at war or standing ready
perceived world than in tbe real one. Detente
for war, we cannot fail in our responsibility
may last-but, on tbe other hand, it can fade
to pass on to the next generation of Ameriovernight. It can easily lull us into a false
cans a professional and able Anny.
sense of security. American strength made
"Therefore, we must continue to attract
detente attainable, and it is hard to see it the prevention, control, and tennination of
good people who will develop in to the leaders
continuing unless we maintain that strengtb. conflict.
"In tJle first rele, we seek to keep the peace of the future. We must continue to operate
"No one needs to emphasize to this Committee the nature of the threat we face. You without the direct use of military force. our educationa] system; and we must conhave heard witnesses hefore me give a clear This function is based on the principles of tinue to invest resources into research and
development activities And we must conand sobering assessment of Soviet capabil- deterring enemies and assuring our friend.
ities, and you are aware that it is a global
"Deterrence is the perception Jilat a po- tinue to do these things even though they
threat which is more tban just tanks and tential adversary derives from the smn of will have no immediate pay-off if we are
ships or planes sod missiles-though our many things-strategic arms, theater and called upon to tight today. This· futureteJative strength in such an accounting gives tactical nuclear systems, conventional forces, oriented part of the Army is also all tail.
economic power, statesmanship, and national
little cause for satisfactiolL
"Summing all of that up, we need forces
"It includes the momentum of growing will. Assurance is a complementary dimension ready to do whatever has to be done, other
military capabilities on the other side con- of deterrence. It is aimed at convincing our forces to sustain them while they are waiting
trasted to declining military strength on Allies that we remain a strong, dependable to do it, and still others devoted to preours. It includes the will to use power, which friend.
paring for the future. In terms of teeth and
both sides have displayed in the past, but
"In the event we are unable to prevent tail, the only place you will find teeth is
which some statesmen around the world the outbreak of a war, we must have the in a portion of the first part, the fighting
now call into question-they wonder whether ability to control it, that is, to limit its Army.
America will honor her future commitments. size, area and intensity in order to bring it
"We must always strive to become more
"It includes the subtle array of economic, to a oegotiated settlement. Our ability to effective by removing 'fat,' but that is not
political, social and psychological pressures maintain a military balance in the Middle the same as saying the Army can be made
which the closed societies opposing us can East last October tbrough our resupply better merely by cu tting its noncombat
concentrate so powerfully. Oil, for instsnce, effort to Israel is a good case in point.
elements. The fact is, ill-considered cuts in
may be only the first of many vital re''FinaUy, if we are unable to contrel the the su pport forces a re paid fo r with the lives
sources used as trategic weapons against conOict we must help apply sufficient force of fighting men during early stages of a
us. The threat is multi-dimensional-and to end it under conditions advantageous to conflict."
very real.
the Unit.ed 8ta tes."
GEN Abrams devoted the remainder of
"THE ROLE OF THE ARMY. In this
Chief of Staff Abrams then turned to a
international arena, what is the rele of the discusaion of "Force Structure," explaining his presentation to a discussion of the orArmy? Put another way, what does the that the Anny budget proposal is based on ganizational structure of the Army and the
United States wish to achieve with its Army. 785,000 military men and women in a struc- reasons therefore, a he views them; the
In very broad terms, it
ms to me, the ture of 13 r.; divisions sod their supporting Army's po ture with respect to the current
'
and anticipated world environment in the
Army exists to serve just two ends. First echelon , and
8 Reserve Component divisions. foreseeable future; and the role of the Active
is the Defense of our Land. Tha t is an irre"In the years ahead." he said, 'Oil. is my and Reserve Component forces, the "strategic
ducible imperative. Second is the preservation
of freedom of action, which might be defined hope to gradually build up the number of reserve."
combat divisions as we tlim down in other
As Chief of Stsff, he said, his concern is
as immunity from coercion.
"Ironically, 'Defense of our Land,' this areas." He followed with an extensive dis- "to ensure that every appropriate unit in
clear-cut, unambiguous vital interest, has cussion of what is "popularly known as the the United States is usable, that we can
rarely been directly tbreatened. Instead, the teeth-to-tail ratio, that is, the ratio of com- promptly send each one wherever it is
needed, and can expect it to be able to
conflicts in which the United States has been bat to support forces."
GEN Abrams explained that "without a function effectively once it gets there.
involved have begun, for the most part, as
ustaining capability, the fighting Army would
threats against our freedom of action.
"A second concern is to achieve the op"As you well know, debates raged from rapidly wither. Yet the sustaining Army is timum balance between forces deployed over1914 until our entry into World War I, from all tail. The third part of the Arm yin at seas and those based in the United States.
1939 to Pearl Harbor, from 1950 to 1953, too often thought of, but it is a most im- That permits us to meet our overseas requirements while maintaining deployme'nt
and from the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution in portant part.
1964 to the mining of Haiphong Harbor in
"Regardless of whether today'. Military flexibility.
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---------* * *-------"In sum, the Anny's essential strategic
requirements are two: establish and support
overseas deployments wherever prescribed by
national policy; and maintain a bsse in the
United States capable of responding to uch

Army of 13113 divisions."
In concluding his statement, he addressed,
in considerable detail, the areas of Readiness;
Personnel Management; Logistics Ma nage·
menti and Modernization.

emergencies as may arise. That is how the
Army is postured in peacetime to help deter
war and to assist in retaining our freedom of

action. That is why we need the structure I
have described earlier; it is why we need an

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (R&D) Norman R. Augustine, in making hi.s first
Research, DeueiJ:Jpment, Test and Evaluation 38·page budget proposal to Congress, was fol·
lowed by Chief of R&D LTG John R. Deane Jr. After an introductory stalement, he continued:
"Two questions surface frequently in dis·
cussions of the Anny's RDT&E. Their
answers provide, I believe, the guiding
philosophy behind the Army's RDT&E
Program. Question No. I is: 'Why, when the
Soviets can field good, sturdy, effective
hattlefi Id machinery, must we develop systems which seem to be vastly more sophis·
ticated, complicated and often more costly?'
"The all$Wer in part is that, within the
constraints of almost any foreseeable budget,
on almost any conceivsble battlefield of
the future, our forces will be vastly outnumbered in manpower, firepower, airpower,
air defense snd combat vehicles. To prevail,
or indeed, to survive, we must, therefore, be
prepared to counter, destroy Or neutralize
these enemy advantages with an efficiency
that requires better than the sturdy basic
weapons which are equally available to all
our poten tial future adversaries.
uHence, we are developing systems whose
ingenuity of design will maximize the effectiveness of the forces available to us. I use
the word 'ingenuity' rather than 'sophistication' because the latter conjures images of
complicated, delicate, hard-to-use equipmenta category of equipment which I strongly
believe does not serve its user well.
"What we are striving for is the exact
opposite. The TOW missile is one case in
point. Its ingenuity of design relieves its
user of the difficult task of steering the missile in flight; he need only keep the cro""hairs
on the target to obtain a hit. This feature
makes the TOW system simpler to employ,
easier to train on and vastly more accurate
than its Soviet counterpart, the SAGGER.
"Another (ex.ample) is the use of a new
phased-array radar technology in a number
of our system. In the case of SAM-D, for
example, this technology permits a single
type of radar to replace eight different type
of radar in the predecessor J;IERCULES and
HA WK sy terns.
"The weapons we require are, unfortunately, expensive; they require years to de·
velop, and ofttimes, in attaining the required
capabilities, we run into problems developing
them. But they represent the edge that wiU
be crucial to our Army's chances of success
should war occur. I believe it is evident to
sll that there is no way we can, in the foreseeable fnture, match the Soviets tank for
tank or gun for gun.
"The other question frequently raised is:
'Why are you spending so much on RDT&E
and, in particular, on maintaining the tech·
nology base?' The answer is that we cannot
afford not to. Breakthroughs in militaryrelated techno logy are occurring at increasingly
shorter intervals.
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"Systems and counter·systems raCe neck
and neck, each gaining temporary advantages
which are then overcome by opposing technology-hut which at any particular time
can produce decisive results. Tank antitank,
aircraft antiaircraft systems and electroni
warfare are examples. We cannot lag, even
for a little while, in developing and expanding our technology or we risk severe
consequences.
"Turuing now to our budget request for
this year, we are asking for $1,986 miUion
to fWld our RDT&E programs. The chart
shows that over the past 10 years, while our
funding has increased at a rather steady
but modest pace, our actual buying power,
as a result of inflation, has alresdy declilled.
In fact, in real buying power this year's
request, if lully funded, would result in the
smallest R DT&E hudget the Army has had
in 13 yesrs.
"While the total Defense RDT&E budget
request is up by about 15 percent in current
dollars from FY 74, the Army's portion of
that increase is less than one percent. We
have tried to ask only for those things we
truly consider to be important. Similarly,
we have tried hard not to ask for those
things which would, in future years, build up
funding demands we are unlikely to be able
to sustain.
"This is not to say that I do not expect
that there are items in the budget which
will be challenged-for indeed that wiU
always be the case. But perhaps the best
over-all summary I could give is that we have
tried to tailor this budget to where the probability that additional reductions should
be made is roughly equal to the probability
thst like increases should be incorporated.
"Our FY 1975 budget request, if discounted
to the FY 74 level of purchasing power,
would be about $1,860 million, or 6 percent
less than last year's appropriation. I use
the measure of constant purchasing power
not to minimize the over· all amount of
funding we are requesting, but rather because
it.. is the true indication of how many people
we csn afford to pay in our Nation's (Army)
laboratories and how much hardware we
can afford to buy for testing.
"Some of our major programs show 8
substantial decline in requested funding
relative to last year. Antiballistic luissile
research and development, for example, is
down by about $42 million, funding for the
Big Five (weapons systems) has declined
lhis year by SilO million, and the technological base request is lower by 36.6 million.
The first pie chart shows that the Army has
requested 24 percent of the DoD FY 75
budget, and that 2 percent of the 000

Norman R. Augustine
Assistant Secretary of Anny (R&D)
hudget request is for Army RDT&E.
"The second pie chart illustrates how we
plan to use ow' FY75 appropriation. The
Big Five, which I will treat individually later
in my presentation, are generally progressing
well. In combina tion with our other tactical
development programs, they will provide us
witll the edge in combat to which I alluded
earlier. The Big Five, plus tbe other tactical
development efforts, account for 46 percent
of our FY 75 RDT&E program.
"Strategic and joint programs account for
29 percent of our funding needs. We are
fulfilling, in this area) our assigned mission
in the strategic defense of the nation. The
seesaw phenomenon of modern weapons
systems is especially ohvious in the field of
strategic offensive and defensive weapons
and tactics, and it is especially critical that
we keep pace in this area.
"A defensive cspability, either hardware
or technology, must be maintained to counter
the advances in offensive strategic weaponry.
The 'unitary' threat of the early 1960s gave
way to multiple reentry vehicles in recent
years--MRVs which are now well on their
way to being surpassed by Multiple Independently Targetable Reentry Vehicles
(MIRVs), and even this latter threat even·
tually may be replaced hy maneuverable
reen try vehicles.
"Augmenting these systems are continuing
advances in penetration techniques. Each
succeeding advance in these technologies Bnd
tactics represents a very real threat to our
strategic retaliatory capability, and hence
to our sw·viva! as a nation and to our
ability to avoid coercion by other nstions...."
ASA (R&D) Augustine at this point turned
to a discussion of Lessons Learued in the
recent Mid East War with respect to RDT&E
plalming for the future. Then he proceeded
into a discu""ion of progress in major R DT&E
programs, illcluding SAM-D first-yesr fullscale development (FY 73), which he said
was completed on schedule and within costs.
Fully guided flights are scheduled to begin
in July 1974.
(Conl"inued on page 22)
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Other weapons systems he discussed in
detail include the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH), its armament and nightvision sy terns for the pilot and copilot!gunner.
The plan, he said, is to upgrade the present
attack helicopter, the AH-1Q, by product
improvement to provide an interim capability.
Four characteristics he described as AAH
essentials that "will not be traded off without
Anny approval." These are a minimum
cruise airspeed of 145 knot-s, a minimum
armament load of 8 TOW missiles and 800
rounds of 30mm ammunitioD, a vertical
flight performance of 450 feet per minute, and
an endurance of just under two hours.
Design Oexibility and the competitive
nature of the AAH program, he said, coupled
with new technology, "will assist in achieving
an operationally acceptahle aircraft at a
cost equal to or less than the design-to-co t
goal of $1.6 million recurring Oyaway co t
expressed in constant FY 72 dollars."
After descrihing the specified operational
characteristics of the UTTAS aircraftbeing developed to replace the UH-l series
in the a&'lRult helicopter air cavalry and
aeromedical evacuation units-ASA (R&D)
Augustine said the mock-up and critical
design reviews have been completed. The
competing airframe contractors are Boeing
Co. and Vertol and Sikorsky Aircraft. Bench
testing of dynamic componenm and whirl
testing of main and tail rotors are scheduled
in FY 74.
The General Electric T-700 engine, which
will power both the AAH and the UTTAS,
will have accumulated more than 2,000
hours of testing by the close of the fiscal
year. Resulm to date are described as indicating "good
mechanical operational
characteristics and performance exceeding
specified requiremen ts by 64 shaft horsepower."

Another of the Big Five materiel items,
the MICV (Mechanized Infantry Combat
Vehicle), under development to replace the
M1l3A1 Annored Personnel Carrier, was
described as an $1l.B million program in
FY 74, with testing slated in the final two
quarters. Predicted unit procuremen t co t
is $146,500 in FY 72 dollars.
Design-to-cost techniques being used in
the XM-l Tank Program are expected to
insure that the vehicle will be "affordable
as well as militarily effective." Special
armor will make it twice as survivable on
the battlefield as the M60A3. Stabilization
and fire control will enable the new tank
to lire twice as accurately when on the move.
The contractors, Mr. Augustine said, believe
the XM-1 can be built at the design-tocost goal of $507,000 unit hardware cost in
FY 1972 base-year dollars.
In discussing a number of other "highpriority systems," Mr. Augustine devoted
four pages of his statement to ballistic
missile defense, with the emphasis on aceom·
plishments in and FY 75 programs for the
SAFEGUARD, Site Defense, and Advanced
BMD programs.
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Installa tion and test of hardware at the
Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR) and
Missile Si~ Radar (MSR) facilities were
reported as "essentially complete and ubsystem testing is well along." Ten system
tests a:re planned for FY 74; six had been
completed as of late January, with five
uccessful.
Mr. Augustine described the Site Defense
Program as a prototype demonstration of a
"hedge option to defend MINUTEMAN
against advanced threats.
"The Advanced BMD technology program,"
he said, "appears to be faced with a critical
decision this year. The effort devoted to
this area has decreased gradually over the
last six years until it, at present, is only
about 68 percent of the funds appropriated
in 1969. It is even less when measured in purchasing power.
"On the other hand, working within the
SALT I limitation the Soviets are proceeding with a very active program which
threatens to erode the lead we presently
hold in BMO technology. Even within the
strict compliance we are maintaining with
the agreements, there are continuing U.S.
requirements in the BMD area. These include the avoidance of technological surprise,
active assistance to the U.S. strategic of·
fensive technology effort, and the need to
continue exploration of new concepts hould
one day there be a need for the U.S. to develop a highly advanced BMO system."
"During the past year, Congressione.l reviews concluded that a 27 percent reduction
in the over-all funds requested for BMD
was appropriate, including a 39 percent reduction in the advanced BMD technology
portion of that effort. To accommodate the
latter reduction, the advanced technology
program was rebalanced, with a resulting
curtailment of research efforts in certain
areas, including optical sensor development,
future generation radar technology, and
mitigation of nuclear effects:'
These reductions, he explained, were taken
after careful consideration of the alternatives.
They represented a conscious effort t<l respond to the guidance of the Congress, and
to preserve within the current limited program
Army efforts to reduce still prevailing unknowns in designation and discrimination
technology. This fiscal year, four ICBM
tlights have provided the Army with important data on two reentry vehicles, four decoys, two balloons, one chaff package, a nd a
"large collection of assorted debris."
"Thus in the post-ABM Treaty environment." Mr. Augustine continued, "our
strategic defensive etforta have undergone
a significant change. The SALT agreement
has made possible a decrease in BMO total
funding from $1.4 billion in FY 72 to $440
million in the FY 75 request. The emphasis
is nO longer on deployment of an operational
system, as was the case with SAFEGUARD.
"It is now directed toward a vigorous
research and development effort with which
we will attempt to maintain for the U.S.
a strong visible competence in BMD.
Today, we stand clearly at the crossroads.
Unless we commit ourselves to a demonstration nf that competence, we must stand
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ready co forsake our technological superiority
in Ballistic Missile Defense."
SHORAD MISSILE
YSTEM. This
was described by Mr. Augustine as "a considerable departure from other Army major
systems acquisition in that leading COntenders to fill the gap in our all-weather,
short-range, air-defense system are three
foreign-developed systems which are either
in production, or about to enter production.
This is, in part, a reOection of the significant
progress being made elsewhere in the world
in the developmen t of military hardware,
and in this case offers us the opportunity to
acquire an important capability with relatively modest risk.
"We plan to produce all hardware for
this program bere in the U.S. We ha ve the
opportunity to capitalize on off-shore R&D
expenditures, with a resultant savings to the
U.S., and we have an excellent opportunity
to contribute to standardization of NATO
equipment.
"Since the Army has little experience in
foreign acquisition of this magnitude, we
are proceeding deliberately to insure that
we obtain the needed performance at the
least possible cost. Also, since we are just
now in the process of initiating this effort,
we will apply emphasis from the start in
assuring that funding commitments are
based on demonstrated system performa nce,
as opposed to rigid adherence to some particular time schedule.
"I believe the SHORAD request for proposal is one of the first ones ever to simply
list a set of sequential milestones to be met
rather than prescribe a calendar-keyed program plan.
"The $2.5 million we received in FY 74
was used to prepare Requesm for Proposals,
establish the necessary simulations required
to evaluate contractor responses, and the
actual evaluation of these responses.
"We are requesting $35 million in FY 75
to start the initial fabrication of hardware
for DT/OT If (Design Test/Operation Test)
and order initial parts for equipment to be
tested. Purchase of an operational system,
as opposed to a complete development
effort by the Army, will save approximately
$300 million."
PERSHING n. Advanced development
will begin in FY 75 on this missile system,
Mr. Augustine said, with the new start objective of modernizing the current PERSHING with a highly accurate, low-yield
capability for the future.
The Supreme Allied Commander in Europe
was reported to have "expressed a specific
need for a PERSHING II type system which
will accomplish his military objectives with
mlnimum damage to nonmilitary personnel
and facilities.
"High accuracy and low-yield make this
modular improvement to PERSHING more
politically acceptable to our NATO Allies,
and thus a better deterrent, while providing
new and additional capabilities for employment in the event of tactical nuclear
warfare. It maintains the advantages of the
original
PERSHING
surface-to-surface
system in prelaunch survivability and
penetrability."
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During the remainder of his statement,
Mr. Augustine discusaed problem areas of
the AH-IQ COBRA/TOW helicopter and
8 product improvement program, the Heavy
Lift Helicopter Program (subject of a detailed feature article in the January-February
1974 edition of the Army R&D Newsmagazine), the High-Energy Laser Technology and Application Program, and Technology Achievements.
With respect to technology advances, he
said. they are "seldom seen and often not
fully appreciated .. . in support of major
weapons systems ... (because) work is done
in literally thousands of diverse efforts, each
with a smaU annual investment. It is difficult
to assess the effort until it is concluded,
perhaps 5 to 10 years after it starts. ...
uLast year, in an effort to assess the
benefits derived from the technology base,
we identified four goals for Army Research
and Development: technical superiority,
cost sa vin lY'. improved reliability and maintainahility, and increased humall effectiveness. These goals were the basis for developing
a Corporate Report, which focused on tangible products from Army technology and
also highlighted the returns On our technology
investments in prior years.
"This ye8J·, we developed a second Corporate Report, using the previously stated
goals in explaining the over-aU objectives
of our tecl:mology base. With the continuing
emphasis on co t savin!>", as a particular
target of interest, we have found that the
Corporate Reports have done much to
assist in understanding the contributions of
the technology base, and increasing the
awareness of the laboratories that they are
being measured in terms of their 'return
on investment.'
"One of the things that tOO have observed
in our Corporate Reports is that the COBt
savings or COBt. avoidance resulting from technology base achievements Il%reed what tOO
are spending each jW;al yoor on the t.eel,·
nalogy base staff. This is in addi!i01~ of
course, to substantial payoff in !erms of
militarily applicable technology. " (llalies added.)
Four selected examples from Corporate
Report II were cited to illustrate "our
progress toward the four goals I mentioned
a moment ago."
pecificaUy, they are

* *-------.. . .

EUmination of Tetryl from Ammunitions;
Viscous Damped Mount; Vehicle Armor; and
Helicopter Seals.
Confronted with a requirement for modernization of the only tetryl production
plant in the United States because of
obsoleteness-in addition to "unacceptable
levels of air and water pollution"-at an
estimated cost of "several millions of dollars,"
he said Army R&D explosive specialists
surveyed a nwnber of alternative compositions during FY 73.
FoUowing iden tification of a practical
substitute made from other available explosives, the specialists demonstrated that
tetryl can be replaced 'without decreasing
reliability, effectiveness, availability, and
maintainability. As a result, a Tri-Service
agreement was reached, providing for elimination of tetryl from all munitions "during
the next few years." The tetryl plant will
be closed once an interim stockpile is
established.
ASA (R~D) Augustine told the Congressional commiUee that l'the minimum CQ8t
avoidance to be realized is {.boo' $6 million.
The COfIl of the research w}~ich made this
/,ossible was $180,000." (Italics added.)
Developed by the Army Human Engineering Laboratory at Aberdeen (MOl
Proving Ground, the Viscous Damped Mount
was described as increasing the accuracy of
aiming and firing antitank missiles, such as
the DRAGON, that depend upoo manual
tracking by the gunner. With this mount,
gunner tracking accuracy reportedly is improved ·'by 500 percent. ... The gunner can
now reliably track a moving target to onetenth of a miL"
Adaptable to many uses, including the
laser designator, TOW, and DRAGON, the
new mount was described as providing
"technical superiority and increased human
efTectiveness in weapon systems operation.
as well as a reduction in the number of
missiles needed for training."
I n coordination of the Department of
Defense materials program, Mr. Augustine
said the lead in materials development taken
by the Army, with close consideration of
the requirements of the Air Force and Navy,
has resulted in cost and weight reductionwithout corresponding loss in protection.

Electro·slag Remelt (ESR), a "significant
breakthrough" previously reported in two
Army R&D Newsmagazine articles as an
R&D result at the U.S. Army Materials
Mechanics Research Center, Watertown,
MA, was cited by Mr. Augustine as "producing armor steel that is botb cheaper and
better than current methods..
ESR
steel is planned for use in the Armored Reconnaissance Scout Vehicle at a cost saving
of $3,400 per vehicle."
Helicopter Seals Improvement by the
U.S. Anny Air Mobility R&D Laboratory
(see center-spread feature article, page 16,
this edition) was described by Mr_ Augustine
as a development for high-speed aircraft
transmissions.
Not only was the previous seal costing
the taxpayer $8lO,OOO a year in maintenance
costs, he said, it was causing the loss of
10 hours in flight time each time the seal
had to be replaced.
The improved technology is usable on
existing helicopter transmissions without
requiring special adaptation kits, and will
be used on the UH-I, COBRA and UTTAS
hel icopte",.
Other topics of budgetary consideration
reported by Mr. Augustine included Faceto-Face Decision Making; Delegated Management; Cost Control; Requests for Proposals; Competitive Prototyping; Technical
Risk Assessing Cost Estimate (TRACE);
Red Team (a "Devil's Advocate" method of
directing attention to potential weakness
in developing the Concept Formulation
Package for weapoo systems); Independence
in Testing; The Army Material Acquisition
Review Committee (AMARC); and Management Tougl:mess.
Secretary Augustine explained that, by
management Utoughncss," h.e meant a steadfast adherence to well-recognized and effective management principles. even when
the easier immediate solution is not to do so.
This is, of course, he said, not a new nor innovative concept; it merely emphasizes a
point that the Congress has indicated on a
number of occasions-namely, that "had we
merely adhered to our own prescribed rules,
many of the problems we encountered in the
past would not have occurred at all."

ARMY CHIEF OF R&D LTG John R. Deane Jr., in making his 49·page RDT&E budget
proposal pre$enlation before tire Senate Committee on A rmed Services, restated mallY of the
major points made by earlier DoD and Anny R&D waders. He pointed particularly to the
critical. need of providing weapon system.. superior to those of the potential enemy, ond main·
lauling a technology base adequate to cope with any future exigency.
In addressing the objective areas selected for R&D emphasis in the FY 1975 RDT&E Bud·
get Proposal, LTG Deane opened by discussing Improved Tank/Antitank Systems, stating:
''The war in the Middle East effectively
dispelled the notion that the tank is an
anachronism, a relic of past wars. Certainly
its employment was limited in Vietnam;
however, last fall, we witnessed the biggest
tank clashes since the Battle of the Bulge
(World War II). Soviet tactical thought is
heavily armor-oriented.
"Within a few weeks of mobilization, Warsaw Pact forces are capable of assembling
the largest armored force in the history of
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warfare. The Soviet antitank capability
is equally formidable, and employ the tactic
of massive use of rocket-propeUed grenades,
wire or radio-guided missiles, and tank-fired
antitank projectiles.
"To counter the annaT threat, we are
developing the XM-l, a tank with the armor,
firepower, mobility and survivability to defeat any known tank in the world today.
Our ground and heliborne-launched TOW
missile, which was phenomenally successful

against Russian-made annOT toward the end
of OUT involvement in Vietnam, is in the
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field. The DRAGON, a medium antitank
weapon, is almost ready for deployment
"We are continuing work On the Advanced
Attack Helicopter (AAH), which will be an
effective antiarmor weapon, even under
adverse weather conditions and at night Two
of the tank/antitank weapons, the AAH
and XM-l, are part of our Big Five (weapons
system), and will be dealt with in more
detail later in my presentation.
"The Warsaw PaCL ground forces facing
NATO in Europe are capable of fielding,
in addition to the mammoth tank force
previou ly mentioned, over one million men,

many of them carried in thousands of
modem light armored combat vehicles. These
staggering figures reBeet the premium that
Soviet military pianning places on high-Speed
mass armored assault on the enemy front.
UTa counter 8 juggernaut of this ize
requites the capahility to maffi rapidly and
deploy available forces and firepower to
neuttalize penetTlltions and exploit weaknesses. Four of our Big Five systems ara
designed to do precisely that. The UTIAS
and MICV will enable the commander to
rapidly shift infantry around the battlefield
while the XM-! and AAH will provide
highly mobile heavy firepower. All, of course,
must be supported hy artillery, close air
support and air-defense weapons.
"Improved Air Defense. The Army's air
defense systems must he capable of coping
with the threat posed by the numerical
superiority of combat aircraft possessed by
the Soviet Bloc, especially in Europe. The
Warsaw Pact nations are capable of assembling, within a short period of time, a
force of several thouaand combat aircraft
with advanced electronic

countermeasures

(ECM) capability.
"In order to protect and provide freedom
of action for our ground forces and hellcopters, and free OUT Air Force for offensive
missiOM,

we

are

developing

SAM·D.

a

medium-to-high-altitude antiaircraft missile
aystem with multiple engagement capabilities
and high resista nce to EC M.
"1'0 fiji the exiating void in all-weather,
low-altitude air defense, we plan to develop
a mobile Short-Range Air Defense (SHORAD)
missile system. STINGER, a highly reliable
man-portable successor to the Redeye
(missile), will complement SAM-D and deal
with low-Bying tactical aircraft and helicopters.
"Finally, a comprehensive, multifaceted
effort is under way to denne the best approach to upgTllde our air-defense gun
capabilities.
"The Middle Eaat War demonstrated the
ability of air defense to provide a relatively
high degree of protection for ground units,
even in the absence of friendly air cover,
and established air defense as an integral
component of offensive land forces. The
salient factor in this success was the heer
volnme of missiles fired, noL just their
quality."
LTG Deane summarized succinctly at thi
point some of the information submitted
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earlier by ASA (R&D) Norman R. Augustine_
Then be turned to a considera tion of artillery

"directed toward coping with the numerical

and range superiority of Soviet and Warsaw
Pact artillery.
OlWe are continuing work on the XM.198,

XM-204 and MllOE2 howitzers, which will
have improved range and reliability. We are
also investigating both rocket-affiisted projectiles and low.drag, unassisted projectiles
to further enhance our range capabilities.
"Since the Soviets are reportedly developing extended-range rounds with similar techoology, continued intense effort on our
part in this area i clearly required to gain
and maintain range superiority, especially
in view of the 3-1 advantage in the number
of artillery tubes available to them in
Europe.
"Test firings of the 155mm CannonLaunched Guided Projectiles are proceeding.
This concept will provide our artillery with
the capability of ingle-round neutralization
of stationary or moving targets by employing
terminally guided projectiles.
"Work on binary chemical munitions and
improved conventional munitions is con·
tinning. Artillery delivered antitank/antipersonnel mines, currently undergoing development, are designed to slow an enemy
advance. After a selected period of time,
they will neutralize themselves, allowing
movement of friendly forces through the
area and reducing the po!!Sibility of civilian
casualties after ho tilities have ceased.
"As a counter to the fonnidabLe Soviet
artillery threat, work is continuing on the
development of reliable automatic radar
systems for detection and location of enemy
mortars and artillery. A high percentage
of Warsaw Pact (nations) exercises are
conducted at night, and Soviet-equipped
AIab armies demonstrated this capability
during the October war.
"We possess strong night-viaion technology
and are proceeding with development of a
variety of infrared detection and nightvision and sighting devices, which are heing
integrated into existing systems including
TOW and DRAGON."
FY 75 BUDGET. LTG Deane said the
FY 75 request for $1,985.9 million is a
smaller figure than last year's request, but
slightly larger than the amount received
( ! ,970.5 million)_ Category differences, with
the FY 75 request shown last, are:
Military Sciences, S1l6.6 and S111.5 million; Aireraft, 296.0 and 270.0 million;
Missiles, $821.3 and 706.4 million; Military
Astronautics, $17.5 and 15.a million; Ordnance, S255.0 and $263.9 million; Other
Equipment, $401.6 and $562.5 million; Management and Support, $62.5 and $55.8
.nillion.
A further budget breakout shows a comparison of FY 74 and proposed FY 75 funding
(FY 75 la t): AAH, $49.3 and 60.8 million;
UTIAS, 102.7 and $54.1 million; SAM-D,
194.4 and 1l1.2 million; MlCV, 11.8 and
7.8 million; XM-l Tank, $54.0 and $68.8
million;
ite Defense,
110.1 and $160_0
million.
The Military Sciences budget activity,
LTG Deane explained, is a technology-
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oriented effort, with 65 percent of funds under
the Technology Coordinating Paper (TCP)
concept of the Department of Defense. An
additional 15 percent is concerned with
weapons tecl"jnology and doctrinal studies
not covered by the current TCP atructure.
Twenty percent is concerned, he said, Hwith
what may be referred to as General Military
Sciences ... aa relevant as possible to future
A:rmy technology-base goals and objectives."
About 40 percent of the Military Sciences
budget, he explained, is used for such Applied Technologies as explosives, gun propellants, materials, rotary-wing aerodynamics,
aircraft atructure and propulsion, nightvision devices, military electronics, and ballistics research. Each of these technologies is
H focused
on 60ple firm, timely. impac~
producing goa1."
Objectives include cbeaper exp]o ive filJ ;
reduced gun tube temperatures and erosion;
decreaaed airnraft fuel consumption; reduced
cost and ;ncressed effectiveness of nightvision and electronics devices. Investigations
in nuclear technology are directed toward
better atability in nuclear effects. He said

o whole range of advancements in new
electronic devices and microminiaturizatiel1
h8.'l opened the dopr to new technologies in
electroluc warfare."
LTG Deane devoted the remainder of his
statement to a further explanation of the
breakout of the FY 75 budget proposal for:
Soldier Support; General Military ciences
(which funds, among other things, the A:rmy
In-House Laboratory Independent Research
and the Information Science Programs);
Environment; Doctrine and Studies; Aircraft (UTIAS, HLH, AAH, Aerial Scout);
Missiles (PERSHING n, BMO, STINGER,
LOFAADS, SAM-D); Laser Designators;
Cannon-Launched Guided Projectile (CLGP);
Ordnance, Combat Vehicles and Related
Equipment.
Other materiel items he detailed with
respect to operational specifications and
established performance characteristics, or
staLe of developmental progress, included
the new famiiy pf how;tzers, the Lighweight
Company Mortpf System; MICV; A:rmored
Reconnaissanp'~
cout Vehicle, XM-I Tank:
and Olber Eq4ipment.
Program-wide Management and Support
FY 75 funding is proposed at a level of
$55.8 million. Iq fummary, he concluded:
"My presentation has been designed to
U

provide you with a description of the p}"o-

grams we will pursue in FY 75, and the reasons why we consider these programs necessary to the effectiveness of the A:rmy.
"Throughout my presentation, I have
made frequent reference to Soviet capabilities
and the threat they pose. My intention, in
this regard, is not to employ 'scare' tactics.
I intend only to depict, as accurately and
graphically as I can tell. the mass of annaPlent and manpower our A:rmy will face in
tbe event of a future conflict I believe the
war in the Middle East is a warning we
cannot ignore.
"Our RDT&E effort takes cognizance of
this warning. It is designed to provide the
American Soldier the tools he needs to meet
the threat. .. ."
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Secretary of Defense and Army Staff Chiefs Brief ASAP
Secretary of Defense James R. Schlesinger,
Secretary of the Anny Howard H. Callaway,
and Anny Chief of Staff GEN Creigbton W.
Abrams addressed the Anny Scientific Advisory Panel (ASAP) winter meeting at the
Pentagon.
Programed to acquaint ASAP members
with key officials and operations at Defense,
Anny Secretariat, and General Staff levels,
the 2-day meeting brought togetber the most
impr....ive gathering of Department of Defense and Army dignitaries in the panel's history. ASAP was established in 1954 as the
Army staff senior scientific advisory group.
Secretary Schlesinger spoke mainly on the
role of the Army cientific Advisory Board,
the return on investment in the Department
of Defense, the Army laboratory tmcture,
the research, development and materiel acquisition requirements process, and a planned
Anny staff reorganiza tion.
On the role of advisory boards, he stressed
criteria for critical assessments of Army
needs, a hard-beaded evaluation of ongoing
programs, and an injection of industry and
university viewpoints to assist in refining
R&D policy and procurement mechanisms to
produce top-value materiel at an affordable
coat through design-to-cost policies.
Secretary Callaway discussed the current
image of the Volunteer Army as viewed by
Congress, the public, educational institutions,
and industry. Anny Chief of Staff GEN
Abrams compared U.S. and Soviet equipment
and systems, including buman factors problems in training the soldier to ell'ectively use
improved and new equipment. Army Vice
Chief of tall' GE Fred C. Weyand attended
this session but was not a speaker.
Deputy Und.er Secretary of the Army for
Operations Research Dr. Wilbur B. Payne
spoke on the techniques of reviewing and
evaluating proposals for new military hardware. He was followed by Assistant Vice
Chief of Staff LTG J. G. Kalergis, who slso
discussed tbe need for cost-effective policies

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE James R. Scblesinger, flanked by Secretary of tbe Army
Howard H. Callaway and Anny Scientific Advisory Panel (ASAP) Cbairman Dr. Lawrence H. O'Neill, addressed tbe ASAP during its winter meeting. In the background is
LTC Aubra N. Bone, ASAP executive secretary, credited with a major role in arranging
the program that brought together top-level Defense Department and Army R&D leaders.
sistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence;
MG Hsrold R. Aaron, Assistant Chief of
Stalf for I ntelligence; Arthur I. Mendolia,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for I nstallations snd Logistics (I&L); LTG Fred Kornet
Jr., Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics; and
MG ThomM H. Tackaberry, Chief of Legislative Liaison.
In addition to panel members, dignitaries in
attendance included Dr. Solomon J. Buchsbaum, Chairman of the Defense Science
Board; Gordon Moe, National Security COUllci!; Walter B. LaBerge, Assistant Secretary
of the Air Force (R&D); and BG Herbert L.
Wilkerson, Deputy Chief of Staff (Research,
Development and Studies), Marine Corps.
The ASAP consi ts of members from in-

dustry, academic, and institutional sources,
and works primarily through ad hoc groups
(15 currently in operation). Aress of special
study efforts and the chairmen are; Modem
Volunteer Army. Prof. Williams; Equipping
the Individual Soldier, Dr. Fried; Tactical
Data Software, H. P. Gates; Behavioral and
Social Sciences R&D, Dean Clark; and
Battlefield Effects, Dr. Gustavson; Foreign
Systems, W. M. Hawkins; Non-Cooperative
IFF, B. P. Brown; Product Improvement,
Dr. Renier; Technical Readiness, Dr. Montgomery; AM-D ECCM. Dr. 0' eill; AM-D
Communications. Dr. Yaru; Remotely Piloted
Vehicles, C. W. Ellis: InteUigence, B. P.
Brown; Logistics R&D, Dean Fadum; and
Environmental Quality Research, Dr. Beaudet.

in the materiel acquisition proCE9i.

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development LTG E. H. Almquist detailed the ROC
(Required Operational Capability) Program,
stressing the need for specifications to include
environmental as well as operational testing.
Assistant Chief of Staff (CommunicationsElectronics) MG T. M. Rienzi discussed the
Army's oew combat net radio program.
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D)
Norman R. Augustine spoke on cha nges in the
Army Materiel Acquisition Process and reviewed the current status of the "Big 5" and
other major R&D programs. Chief of R&D
LTG J. R. Deane Jr. followed with a discussion on OCRD relationships with otber major
commands io processing ROCs, from approval
through the research, development, test and
evaluation cycle to production.
Other principal briefings were presented by
Or. Howard L. Yudkin, Deputy Director (Sy terns), Office of the Director, Telecommunications and Command/Control Systems
(OSD); Dr. Robert N. Parker, Principal Deputy
to the Director of Defense Researcb and Engineering (DDR&E); Dr. Albert C. Hall, AsMARCH-APRIL 1974

Computer Systems Command Marks 5th Anniversary
Without much more fanfare to break the
Card Proce I' ysrem (PERMACAP), and
normal work routine than a dinner dance
the Automated Frequency and Call Sign
sponsored by Commander (BG) Paul T. and
Assignment System/Signal Operating InstrucMrs. Smith. the U.S. Army Computer Systems
lions (AFAC/SOI). Also, the Direct Support
Command. Fort Belvoir. VA, marked it
UnillG neral Support Unit Sy tern (0 U/
fifth anniversary Mar. 31.
aSU). the Corp upport Command ManageUSACSC projects currently include the
ment y tern (CO COM, and the Standard
Army Tactical Data Systems (AHTAD)
Army Ammunition System (SAAS).
to support the Army Fire Direction System
Overseas Systems pI'ojects of the com(TACFIRE), lhe Tactical Operations SysIlland include Terminal Operations and
tem (TOS), lhe Guided Missile Air Defense
Movements Management System (TOM MS),
System (AN/TSQ-73), and the Air Traffic
TA8COM Headquarters System (also the
Msnsgement System (ATMS).
Support District System), Theater Anny
Other projects are Management Data
Support Command (Supply System known
Systems such as Standard Army lnteras TASCOM(S), lhe U. . Army Europe
mediate Level upply (SAILS) System, the
Standard Depot System, the Slandard
Standard Installation/Division Personnel
Supply System (38), and the Theater Army
System (SIDPERS), and the Vertical Army
Support Command Transportation System
Authorization Document System (VTAADS).
(TRANSCOM).
Army ill the Field COncernS of tbe U ACSC
Other command efforts are designed to
include the Combat Service SuppOrt System
serve the Army in Garrison, add-ons to Base
(CS3). the Division Logistics System (DLOGSl,
Operations (BASOPS-Il), and the Reserve
the Personnel Management and Accounting
and National Guard.
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Aircrew Performance Conferees

Examine Behavioral Science Research Applications
(Continued from page 19)
Army Materiel Command. Session II-Chairman, Dr. Vincent S. Haneman Jr., dean of
Engineering, Auburn University; MAJ James
A. Burke, Army Air Mobility R&D Laboratory; and Clarence A. Fry.
Enu;ronnumlal and Safety Faclors, Session I-Chairman, COL Richard A. Rooth,
commander, ARI; COL Lee M. Hand, Army
Avionics Laboratory; Karl Stich and David
Helm, Alroy Night Vision Laboratory; and
CPT Richard G. Johnson, Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center.
ESF, Session II-Chairman, Dr. Joseph
Zeidner, director, Organizations and Systems
Research Laboratory, ARI; discussion leade.r,
MAJ Lawrence L. Grabhom, Army Agency
for Aviation Safety; COL Robert W. Bailey,
Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory; and
Darwin S. Ricketson, Army Agency for Aviation Safety.
Trnining and Simulation-Chairma n, LTC
Donald E. Youngpeter, chief, Army Aviation
Human Research Unit; discussion leader, Dr.
Paul W. Caro, HumRRO; MAJ Carl A.
Weaver Jr. and MAJ Donald I. Saathoff,
Aviation School (AAS); Dr. Wallace W.
Prophet, HumRRO; and Dr. W. Guy Matheny,
Life Sciences, Inc.

cussion leader, COL Billy L. Odneal, Army
Combat Developments Experimentation Command; Dr. John P. Farrell, ARl; and MAJ
William E. Whitworth, Army Combat Development. Experimentation Command.
PRA, Session II-Chairman, LTC Richard
D. Kavanaugh, Army Human Engineering
Laboratory; John W. Senders, University of
Toronto; Dr. Dora Dougherty SI.rother, Bell
Helicopter Co.; Donald Vreuls, Canyon Research Group, Inc.; Richard W. Obermayer,
Manned System Sciences, Inc.; and Ronald
E. F. Lewis, Defence and Civil Institute of
Environmental Medicine, Canada.
Conclusions of the conference, paraphrased
from the Executive Sununary, are:
1. A nap-of-the-earth capability is broadly
recognized as a firm requirement of Army
aviation in light of the projected antiaircraft
weapon threat in any future conflict and is
the basic justification for an intensified pro·
gram of research on aircrew performance.

2. The research program should focus on
nap-of-the-earth training to define and improve instructional content, procedures and
devices.

3. The primary problem area in navigation
-how to improve navigation training, equipment, maps and displays.

4. Nap-of-the-earth performance impacts
heavily on crew workload, requiring methods
to measure it and techniques to reduce it.
5. The need to reduce aircrew workloads
leads directly to aircrew communication and
teamwork, integrated cockpit design/layout,
and control augmentation.

6. Nap-of-the-earth performance requirements are most demanding at night or with
limited visibility, calling for improved nightvision devices and operational methods.
7. Flight test data continue to be required
for quantitative assessment of basic capabilities of nap-of-the-earth crews.
8. Special skills needed in nap-of-the-earth
Hight warrant new studies of student/pilot
seJection procedures, and high-fidelity visual
simulation techniques for training.
9. More specific statements of operational
requirements are needed to provide direction
for the research and a basis for interpreting
the results; detailed task analysis data are
needed for better structuring of aircrew performance requirements. Long-term interdisciplinary communication is necessary.

10. An interagency committee shol<ld be
constituted and charged with integrating and
coordinating the research of the various agencies concerned with future Army aviation.

Perforl1U11lce Requirements and Asse sment, Session I-Chairman, Dr. Charles O.
Hopkins, assistant director, Aviation Psychology Laboratory, University of Illinois; dis-

Mathematicians Weigh Theories
Of Finite Numerical Solutions
Mathematici.ans involved in development
of 8 theory explaining recent successes (and
occasional failures) of finite elements in the
numerical solution of partial differential
equations convened Apr. 1-3 at the Mathematics Research Center (MRC), University
of Wisconsin.
Session chainnen for the Symposium on

Mathematical Aspects of Finite Elements in
Partial Differential Equations included Garrett BirkhotT, Harvard University; H. Rachford, Rice University; A. Schatz, Cornell University; R. S. Varga, Kent State University;
and R Wendroff, Los Alamos Scientific Lab-

FY 75 Environmental Test Program Plans Reviewed
Environmental test program planning for
FY 1975 was considered at a U.S. Army Test
and Evaluation Command 3-day conference
la te in February a t Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, attended by ahout 75 participants
Some of the major items and systems recommended for testing in the natural environments in the fiscal year beginning July 1 included the Armored Reconnaissance Scout
Vehicle, Dragon Guided Missile System, CrewServed Weapons Night Sight AN/TVS-5,
Lightweight Company Mortar System and
the Mechanized Infantry Com hat Vehicle.
Representatives of the U.S. Army environmental test centers, Army Materiel Conunand
and its subordinate commodity commands,
in- house laboratories, project managers, and
other military services and agencies with en-

vlronmental testing requirementa joined In
the discussion of test programs.
COL LoweU H. Landre, HQ U.S. Army
Alaska, was a featured speaker on test prob-.
lems in the Auroral Environment. Briefings
were given by representatives of the test
centers and lists of materiel requirements for
each proposed test were compiled. When approved, the lists wiU constitute the TECOM
FY 1975 Environmental Test Program.
Chairmen of the ad hoc committees through
which the conference functioned were COL

David J. Schumacher, commander, U.S. Army
Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely, AK; COL
Arnold M. Sargeant, conunander, U.S. Army
Tropic Test Center in Panama; and William
W. Snider, representing Yuma Proving Ground,
.A2, where a desert. test center is maintained.

oratory.

Among the guest speakers were Ivo Babuska, University of Maryiand; G. Baker, Harvard University; J. Bramble, CorneU University; P. Ciarlet, Universite de Paris VI; J.
Douglas Jr., MHC and University of Chicago;
T. Dupont, University of Chicago; and
H. O. Kreiss, MRC and University of UppsaJa; J. Nitsche, MHC and Universitat Freiburg; P. A. Raviart, Universite de Paris VI;
R. Scott, University of Chicago; B. Schwartz,
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory; V. Thomee,
Chalmers University of Technology (Sweden);
L. Wahlhin, University of Chicago; M. Wheeler, Rice University.
The speakers discussed such topics as the
correctness, consistency, stability. convergence

and convergence behavior of the discretizations of partial ditTerential equations obtained
through new methods; also, the rnlationship
of these new methods to the long-established
finite difference methods.
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COMMlTI'EE CHAIRMEN (left) COL Arnold M. Sargeant, COL David J. Schumacher,
and William W. Snider (far right) meet with TECOM Commander MG Charles P. Brown
(second from right) during Environmental Test Planning Conference at Aherdeen PG.
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Herman R. Staudt

William P. Clements Jr.

Malcolm R. Currie

Under Secretary of Army

Deputy Secretary of Defense

DirecW,. of [)(-fense R&E

Norman R. Augustine
Ass't Secretary

0/ Army (R&D)

LTG John R. Deane Jr.
Army Chit!{ of R&D

AMC Proiect Managers Annual Meeting Draws VIPs Array
Recognized importsnce of 39 Army
Materiel Command Project Managers in the
critical role of developing and procuring
major weapon ystems and equipment waS
atte ted by Department of Defense and
Army top leaders who participated in the
fourth annual PM Conference, Feb. 12-13,
in Alexandria, VA.
Deputy Secretary of Defense WiLLiam P.
Clements Jr. gave the opening address after
an introduction by AMC Commander GEN
Henry A. Miley Jr.. who also tressed the
Hhard work

and overtime role of PMs"

in his welcoming remarks. Under Secretary of
the Army Herman R. Staudt was the opening
speaker on the second day.
Luncheon speakers were Director of Defense Research and Engineering Dr. Malcolm
R. Currie and Assistant Secretary of the
Army (R&D) Norman R. Augustine. Army
Chief of Staff GEN Creighton W. Abrams
was the guest speaker at the formal dinner.

AMC Deputy Commander LTG Woodrow
W. Vaughan introduced Dr. Currie and
ASA (R&D) Augustine. AMC Deputy Commander for Materiel Acquisition MG George
Sammet Jr. moderated a panel discussion on
"Current Trends in Materiel Acquisition."
Panel members were Chief of R&D LTG
John R. Deane Jr., Assistant Chief of Staff
for Force Development LTG E. H. Almqui t
Jr. and MG Peter G. Olenchuk, director of
Materiel Acquisition, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics.
Speakers included MG Robert C. McAlister,
deputy chief of staff for Combat Developments, Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC), "Materiel Development Current Trends Doctrine"; BG Leo D. Turner.

PM for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS), "Tracking Design
to Unit Production Cost"; and MG E. R.
Ochs, commander, U.S. Army Operations,
Test and Evaluation Agency, "Operational

~c

PROJECT MANAGERS shown her-e, reprel!lentatlve of a total of 39, ~re O. La r.}
LTC Joeeph O. Lax, PM fOT the 1"'-000 truck; COL James H. SriU, HE'r (Heavy
EquJpme.nt: T ...anAporler); COL Robert W. Noee. VRFWS (Vehicle ft.apld Fire Weapon
System); and COL FTank P. Ragano. 2.759[nch Roeltet 5y.tern. Respon8ibimie.1I of
PM. involve AMC high-priority weapon. lIystems. materiel and equipment acquisi.
tion p'rograms.

SAM·D PM DO Charles Meau reo,pond. to a question during the
recent fourth annual Army Materiel
Contmand Projecl Manager. Con.
(erence. SAM-D is one orthe Army's
top developmentiLl projects-one or
Lbe "Bill Five" ma.terlel Ilystems.
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Testing Current Trends/Doctrine."
"Contract Administration" was the topic
of MG C. C. McKeen Jr., AMC director
of Requirements and Procurement. COL
Tenho R. Hukkla, commander, Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center,
Fort Belvoir, VA, discussed "Camouflage."
DISCUSSION GROUP LEADERS and the
topics included: Design to Unit Production
Cost, John D. Blanchard, Office of the AMC
Deputy Cnmmander for Materiel Acquisition;
Cost Analysis, BG L. R. SeaTS, AMC Compo
trolleri Procurement Strategy, Dr. Thomas

J. Keenan, Army Aviation Systems Command; and Cost System Control Systems
Criteria, LTC L. Marrella, AMC Requirements and Procurement Directorate.
Army Materiel Command commodity command leaders in attendance included MG
Charles Brown, Test and Evaluation Com·
mand; MG Frank Hinrichs, Aviation Systems
(Continued on page 28)

PLACE ONE CHARMING WOMAN ill 8 formal receptionl
e., set 01 0 more
t.han 60 U.s. Army officers 8fl8igned to high-level re:flponl1bilities and you can be asaured. she wUl be In full {oeW!. Ml!i Sally Clemente. t.be Army Materiel Com.mand·1I
first womAn to iain 08-16 rank t and currently 8Mimed to command IUOUP duties
with AMC Deputy for Material Acqu.i8ltion MG George sammet Jr.. 18 .hown with
Army Cbief of Staff' GEN C:reiehton W. Abraml, AMC O"puty Commander LTG W. W.
Vaughan (een.ter) .nd AMC Commande.r GRN Henry A. Miley Jr.

OJ
_
PANEL DISCUSSION rnoderator MG George Sammet Jr. presides over eonwlderaLion
in Mpt,ericl AcquiJJition." Seated (I. to r.) Rrf! LTO E. H. A.lmquiat
J,... ASBistant Chief of' Staff (or Force Development: Chief of ~D LTG John R. Deane
Jr.; and MG Peter G. Olo'l'nchuk, direclor, Materiel Acquisition, Office of the Deput)'
Chief of StaW for Logistics.

or "Cu,rnml Trends

THE KEY QUESTlON confronting

AMe project managen for major
materiel acquisition prO.lJ.ram.s is
depicted here. and was wscUBsed
ntenslYely It the PM Conference.
Shown 1\lso is WiUiam Blanchard,
special D8sllltant 10 MG Sammet.
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Army Science Conference Slated at Military Academy
Quality of Army in-house laboratory reo
search, development, test and evaluation
programs will be evidenced by 96 technical
papers presented at the biennial U.S. Army
Science Conference at the U.S. Military
Academy, June 18-21.
Before an anticipated audience of about 500
invited participants. representative of high·
level Department of Defense scientific leaders,
foreign countries including the United King.
dam. Canada and Australia, and U.S. Army
laboratories, authors and coauthors of the
papers will be competing for honorary and
monetary a wards.
Tbe most coveted will be the Dr. Paul
A. Siple Memorial Medallion cast in ilver.
which has been awarded at the conference
since 1970 as the most prestigious recognition
the Army can give to one of its in·house
scien tists.
The medal honors the distinguished cold
regions explorer and scientific adviser who
died in 1968 while selVing with the Director
of Army Research. His career began as a
Boy Scout selected in a nationwide competition to accompany Adm Byrd on h.is first
Antarctic Expedition.
The U.S. Army Incentive Awards Program
usually makes possible the presentation of
$3,500 to $4.000 ($3.700 at the 1972 ASC) to
the authors and coauthors of 10 to 15 papers
selected hy a panel of senior Army scientists.
In addition to the 96 papers programed
for presentatinn. 24 papers have been selected
as supplemental. meaning that they will be
considered for presentation should any of
the other papers be withdrawn. All 120
papers will be judged for awards.
Twenty-two authors of 8 papers in 1972
were presented with Army Research Office
Crest Medallions cast in bronze and Certifi·
cates of Achievements signed by the Assistant
Secretary of the Anny (R&D) and the Chief
of R&D.
Except for a decision from 8 top-level
R&D leader invited to be the guest speaker
at the banquet, and the toastmast.er for that
affair. arrangements for the conference were
complete as this edition went to press.
Army Chief of R&D LTG John R. Deane
Jr. is scbeduled to give the keynote address
and ASA (R&D) Norman R. Augustine will
present the awards. LTG Bernard W. Rogers,
deputy chief of staff for Personnel. will
chair a panel discussion on ''The Volunteer
Army's Investment for the Future." Members will be representative of the Department of Defense. industry. academic institutions and other agencies.
Instead of the normal five concurrent
sessions for presentation of papers in major
disciplinary areas, four sessions, each divided

into six subsessions. are programed this year.

ession chairmen 'are Dr. Craig M. Crenshaw, chief scieneist, Army Materiel Command; Robert F. Jackson. Office of Research
and Development, Army Chief of Engineers;
COL Francis C. Cadigan Jr., director of
Research, U.S. Army Medical R&D Com·
Oland; and Dr. Herman R. Robl, chief scien·
tist, Army Research Office, OCRD.
Subsession chainnen. all directors or higblevel scientific leaders in Army lahs. are:
A.l, Dr. Alvin E. Gorum; A-IT. John
Johnson; A-III, Dr. David C. Hanlison;
A.IV. Dr. Robert J. Eichelberger; A-V. Billy

M. Horton; A-Vl. COL Lee M. Sherman.
B-1, Dr. Louis R. Shaffer; B-ll, COL E.
Lyle Bowman; B-III, Dr. Dean R. Freitag;
B.IV, Paul F. Yaggy; B-V. Clyde D. Hardin;
B- VI, Lawrence A. Gamhino.
C·I, COL Josepb F. Metzger; C-ll, COL
Tenho R. Hukkala; C-lII. COL John E.
Canham; C·IV, Dr. BenjaIllin L. Hams;
C·V. Dr. Ernest N. Petrick; C-VI, COL W.
L. Sheet. D·I. Dr. Eugene G. Sharkolf; D-II,
Benjamin S. Goodwin; D.IIl. Dr. Jacob B.
Gilstein; D-rV. Dr. John P. Hallowes; D· V,
COL Richard A. Rooth; D-VI, Dr. Vitalij
Garber.

Expanded National JSH Symposium Scheduled

at MIT

Climaxing a year during which the 12.year.
old U.S. Army Junior Science and Humani·
ties Program was expanded to 36 regional stu·
dent science fairs throughout the U.S., the
National JSHS will be held May 15-18 at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
One student representative of each of the
36 regional fairs will evidence outstanding
scientific research achievements by presenting
technical papers on their experimentation. A
significant change this year is that they will
be judged by civilian and mWtary scientists.
instead of by their fellow students.
Five winners will be selected' for what has
proved in recent years a highly rewarding experience for other National JSHS winnersthe opportunity to paTticipate in the London
International Youth Science Fortnight, July
31 to Aug. 14. under Army and industry joint
sponsorship of the JSHS Program.
-··
ding spea kers h a d accepted
TL
,<=: outaLan
. ..
ddress th M I T '
mVlLabons to a
e
symposIUm at
press time and acceptance by a fourth was
awalted. Dr. Edward. Te~er, one of the na·
tion's top nuclear sc.entlSts and a keynote
spe"!'er at the first National JSHS who has

glucose products. such as sugar, syrup and
even a clean.buming fuel (methane, ethanol).
One of the recent applications of this technology, involving the fine pelletizing of paper
as a preliminary step, is now of growing interest as a potentially higbly efficient method
of removing major polluting oil spiLls fTom
ocean drilling or from oil tankers. (A feature
aTticle, page 10 in tbe September 1972 edition
of the Army R&D Newsmagazine. reported on
this technology.)
Twelvepaneldiscussionshavebeenscheduled
for the MIT symposium and the chairmen of
many of them will be those selected to serve
as judges of the student papers. Only .four
top.cs had ~n announ<:e<i. at press tim~:
Foo~ Preservation by Rad.atJon; Taste M~fication of Food (as preserved. by vanous
methods for long-term. ~bility);. Str~
Psychology; and Frontiers In Englneenng
Technology.
p_--"
ts' the
.
will ha
~ "clpan
In
sympoSIum
ve a
choice of visiting one or more of 15 MIT lab.
oratories as well as the Natick Laboratories,
Raytheon Co. lab Polaroid lab and the
B
.
'.
.
~~~ emek-Newman Acoustlcal Engmeenng

conSIStently supp0.rted tJ:'e program, was unable to ~ccept an mVltation.
Defirutely programed as guest lecturers are
Dr. Robert OgllVle. MIT .!'rofessor of metal.
lurgy. who Wlll speak on Understanding the
..
f M teo .
Thro h M tall
..
Ongm 0
e ntes
ug
e
urgy;
B
f
Mi
U
S
th
H any J 0 h nson 0 f e ureau 0
DeBt··
'
up toty
Oil
Depart men,t 0 f th e I ntenor,
ro
pe
Shale LeaSlllg Program of the Department of
the Interio~"; and Dr. M~~ ~8ndell .of the
Army
at.ck Laboratones mternationally
renowned husband-\\'ife scientinc team
.
.
Dr. Mandell will speak on what has been
ul
I'
.
f th
ti"
te r me<!-pal~
..lc ar y. in Vlew 0
• e os on S

Other attractions scheduled for them during their stay in the Boston area include a
Boston Pops Concert conducted by Arthur
Fiedler. a tour along the "Freedom TraiJ" of
..
-.
h B
Amencan history, and VlSlts to t easton
Aquanum,
.
the M useurn 0 f FiDe Arts, M useurn
0 fS'
c.ence, an d the P ea body M useum_

resources conservation and pollution control

effort-one of the most significant achieve. . .
.
menta WIthin the history of the Natick Labs.
This is developmen t of the technology to con.
•

vert cellulose (waste paper of all types) Into

JUDGES. Dr. Sidney Magram, workinr; with N.tiollll!
JSHS coordinator Don RoIlin& in arranging the pro....m.

:dth~~l~~~~:e~~ Relected as of prea; time
They ... u.s. Army Ree",.laMAJ Pri..1wd Bu.... l.TC
Fred I{;n& LTC Demel Shimku~ CPT La")' Bnlneb, MAJ

Robert Anstey. MAJ ChriJtob Mpelku, L1'C SIlmuel Horowitl and COL David Feldman. All are from Reserve uniw
in the Bootoo ......
Other judge!! are Dr. 1... D.v1d Mmsk and Frederick Bile!.
10. ecientists with the US. Army Cold Region. Research
~d Enpneering .La~alory. ~anover:. NH; Or. Joaeph w.
Gltree and Dr. Fredenck Pa.f'B:h. Nahck Labs; MAJ Jamftll
Viek. Edgewood (MOl A.....ol; and On. Richard J. W....
and Ralph Harrioon. Army M.teriak.• cd Mecham'" ~..
8Carch Center, Wat.ertown. MA Two JUd.gag In the moolcal
field will represent Walter Reed Army [nstitute or Reltllarch.

AMC Project Managers Fourth Annual Meeting Draws VIPs Array
(Continued (rom page 27)
'II ( .
C amman d ; BG H enry.
H
actmg com·

COL Edward Browne, Advanced Scont Hell.
copter; COL Robert Cotley. Remotely Moaitored
Battlefield Sensor Sy.tem; COL Raymond

mander), Electronics Command;

Cramer, SurfAee Containers;

Munitonsj BG Robert Malley, MPBME; BG

Also. COL EarneatDeadwyler, HAWK Mi aile;
COL John DobbiDB. ATACS; COL Raymond EI.
wel~ deputy PM, DOS (Army) SCSi COL Orlando
Gonzales, COBRA Helicopter; COL Jobn Hanby,
HE~; C«;lL William Barrison, Mortar
":"tillery Loea~g .Radar; COL Robert Hunt·
ZInger, TOW Mu.i1e; COL K. E. Lockwood,
Selected Ammunitioa;
Also. COL Henry Magill, SHORAnS' COL

Samuel Cockerham, AAH; COL John M. Shea.
DRAGON; COL Elmer L. BiTk. ARSV;
Also, COL Sterling Po.l, CAWS; COL Frank
Ragano. 2.75-inch R<>eket; COL Max Sebeider,
FAMECE; C.OL St~ Sheridan. M.60. 'fank; COL
Stewart Shirey, Aircraft Survivabl~ty Eq~p:
ment; COL Samuel Skemp, PERSHING Mi.. ile.
COL David Souter. STINGER; COL Carroll
Sirider, Mobil Eteetric Power; COL Leland

and

MG

Vincent H Ellis Missile Comma.nd Numerous
."
.
AMC m-house laboratory commanders and
techn.cal directors aIso attended.
PROJECT MANAGERS who participated
in the discussion of the critical problems with
' I ded
which they are dealin g me u
:
MG Robert Baer, XM-I Tank; BG A. B. Craw-

ford Jr., ARTADS; BG Charles Means, SAM-Oj
BG George Turn.meyer, LANCE missile; COL
James Bril~ Heavy Equipment Transporteri
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Myles Mierawa, Training Device-Si COL Robert
Morriaon, proJect officer. U.S.ArmyHlgh Energy
Laser Program; COL James McCluskey, Mech.
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ani:r.ed Infantry Combat Vebicle (MICV); COL
Cbeater McDowell, NAVCON; COL Robert Noce.
VRFWS; COL A. A. Nord, Safeguard Sy.tem

Wamstad, Satellite Communication.sj BG Leo D.
Turner, Utility Tactieal Transport Aireraft Syatem; LTC Joseph Lax-IlIA-Ton Truck.
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Army Selects 8 Civilian Employes
To Attend Senior Service Schools
Eight Department of the Army civilian employes selecWd to attend
three senior service coUeges, commencing with the 1974-75 school year
in Augu~t, have a total of more than 111 years of U.S. Civil Service.
Selectees were screened by the DA Executive and Professional Development Committee, composed of Deputy Assistant Secretaries of the
Army for Manpower and Reserve Main>, R&D, Installations and Logistics, and Financial Management; also, the director of Civilian Personnel
and deputy director of Military Personnel Management.
NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE (NWC), Fort Mc air, Washington,
DC, is a graduate level interservice school for higWy selected senior military and civilian career officials and State Department personnel. It
provides training for those involved in high policy command and staff
functions and national strategy planning.
Dr. Robert J. Heaston, NWC selectee,
is serving as chief, Office, Chief of Research
and Development (OCRD). Backed by
17 years of federal service, be is responsible
for monitoring aU Army 6.1 basic resear h.
6.2 exploratory development, and 6.3 nonsystems advanced development technology
base efforta.
He has served assignments as a physical scientist, Chemical and Mat"riels
Branch, OCRD; chemist, U.S. Army R&D
Group, Frankfurt, Gennany; and physical
Dr. R. J. Heaston
science administrator, Energy Conservation Branch and Technical
Overview Team. OCRD.
Dr. Heaston has a BS degree (Cum Laude, 1952) and MS (1954)
in chemical engineering from the University of Arkansas and a PhD
from Ohio State University (1964). He is the recipient of a Meritorious
Civilian Service Award and has authored numerous tec.hnical papers.
INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE OF THE ARMED FORCES (ICAF),
Fort McNair, Washington, DC. The ICAF conducts graduate-level
courses in national security. with primary emphasis on management
of national resourres. ICAF selectees include:
Neil R. Ginnetti, chief, Research and
Methodology Brancb, Cost Analysis Di.
vision, Comptroller, HQ U.S. Army Materiel Command (AM C). He is responsible
for the development, implementation, and
staff supervision of AM C plans and programs for cost analysis research, methodology and cost estimating policy.
Ginnetti has more than 13 years of federal service with 11 years experience in the
comptroller field. His assignments have
included management, review and analysis, program/budget, and cost analysis.
Neil R. Ginnetti
He earned a B degree in education from Central Connecticut State
CoUege in 1957, an MBA degree in comptrollership from Syracuse University in 1967, and has attended the Uni·
versity of Connecticut, University of
Maryland and George Washington U.
Lawrence R. Seggel has been employed
since 1971 as chief, Systems Engineering
Division, Lance Project Manager's Office,
Redstone Arsenal, AL. His responsibilities
include teclmical managerial control over
all DA efforta and resources directed
toward development, reliability, produc.
tion, maintenance and value engineering
functions of the Lance weapon system.
He has a total of 16 years federal ser.
Lawrence R. Seggel
vice, earned a BS degree in industrial engineering from Lafayette
CoUege in 1957 and has served as a consultant 011 several key Army
R&D programs.
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Jay WiUiam JarreU is chief, Systems
and Economic Analyses Division, Office of
the Comptroller, HQ U.S. Anny Communications Command (ACCl, Fort Huachuca, AZ. He supervises systems and
analyses programa for the ACC and serves
as a principal adviser to his commander.
GraduaWd with a BA degree in economics from Washington State University
in 1960, be has studied at the University
of Richmond and the University of North
Carolina. During six years of federal service be has au thored or coauthored 11
Jay W. Jarrett
economic and cost analysis publications.
Jam.e N. Hoge, chief, Staffing Division, Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personne~ Washington, DC, bas served
his entire 14 years of federal service in the
Department of the Army civilian personnel
administration. He is currently responsible
for development of policy for hiring, place.
ment, utilization, and separation.
Hoge has a BS degree in business administration from the University of Kansas, has attended George Washington
University, and was a 1970 recipient of the
WilJiam H. Kushnick Award as the outJames N. Hoge
standing young manager in Anny civilian
personnel administration.
ARMY WAR COLLEGE (AWC), Carlisle Barracks, PA. The AWC offers a
course to prepare graduates fOT senior
command and staff positions throughout
the defense establishment, and promotes
understanding of the art and science of
land warfare. The AWC selectees are:
BiU G. Pates, who bas served since 1970
as deputy chief, Foreign cience and Technology Division, Directorate of Research,
Development and Engineering, HQ AMC,
has 19 years in federal service. He has
extensive experience in the foreign science
Bill Pales
and tecbnology field with the U.S. Army
Missile Command, the Central Intelligence
Agency, and the U.S. Air Force.
Pales obtained a BA degree in political
science (foreign affairs) from Oklahoma
A&M College in 1953, an MA degree in
public administration from Oklahoma University in 1970, and has done graduate
work in history at Trinity University.
John A. Lockerd n federal service eml

ploye for nine years, is assigned as tecbnical director, Combat and Combat Support Systems Directorate, U.S. Army
Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, KS. Prior assignments have included scientific adviser, Combined Anny
John A. Lockerd
Group and Institute of Combined Arma
and Support, Fort Leavenworth, KS.
His academic credentials include a BS
degree in business administration from
Texas Technological CoUege and an MBA
degree in engineering management/quantitative analysis from Texas Christian U.
John G. Grimes is serving as deputy
chief of staff for Plans, Operations and
Automation, ACC, Fort Huachuca, AZ.
He i the DA functional chiefs representative for the Civilian Communications
Career Program, and has 17 years service.
Grimes was deputy director, Communications Engineering Direcwrate, U.S.
John G. Grimes
Anny Communication.... Electronics Engineering Installation Agency prior to his present assignment. He bas
an AA degree in management from Cochise College and is completing
work on his BS degree in public administra tion a t the U. of Arizona.
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Women in Army Science
Career Goal Changed But 'I Like My Job'
Aerospace Engineer Finds MERDC Tasks Rewarding
While Claire Orth was working
toward a degree in aerospace engineering, supplemented by a year
of study in nuclear science, she
had her career sighta set on working in the field of nuclear· powered
spacecraft.
When she graduated in 1971
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University at
Blacksburg, VA, opportunities in
her chosen field were temporarily
at a standstill. Sbe was recruited in the Department of tbe Army
Career Intern Program and was a93igned as a mechanical engineer to
work on supply distribution vebicles and bulk transport containers.
In that area of effort, she is proving an appreciable asset as the
only female engineer in the Materials Handling Equipment Branch,
Mecbanical Equipment Division, Mechanical Technology Department, Mobility Equipment R&D Center, Fort Belvoir, Va.
Work in the branch involves developmental effort and testing of
prototype items. When the Army needs a new piece of materials
handling equipment, specifications and contract packages are prepared, Supervisors bave recognized ber ability and have entrusted
Miss Orth with ertensive contract monitorship responsibilities to ensure
that the developing companies satisfy performance specifications.
One of her assignments, for example, was that of monitoring development of the chassis adapter to transport Air Force aluminum
cargo pallets on the MILVAN Bathed transport vehicle. Her other
duties bave involved participation in OSDOC II (Off·Shore Discharge
of Containership), a joint Army·Navy series of exercises to test spe·
cial materials handling equipment and procedural technology.
Another assignment that proved well suited to her capabilities was
that of organizing and arranging for speakers at a data exchange
conference between United States and West Gennany e"perts on
materials handling technology.
Currently sbe is looking forward to working on a computer program
designed to predict the performance characteristics of heavy equipment operating in a beach environment, involving parameters such
as tire type and dimensions, inOation pressure, vehicle and load weight,
and axle loading.

•

•

•

in Montreal, Can., and received

her doctorate from Rensselaer
Polytechnic' Institute. She was a
research assistant at McGill and
with the National Research Coun·
cil of Canada, then was a research
engineer on semiconductors for
five years with Sprague Electric
Co., North Adams, MA.
Highlights of her studies at
McGill included being a classmate
Dr. Alma Marcus Gra
of Dr. John S. Foster Jr., who was
Y
later to serve 7% years as U.S. Director of Defense Research and
Engineering; working for her MS io applied mathematics I.lnder the
guidance of Prof. P. R. Wallace; s year (1953) as research assistant
to Prof. Gerhard Herzberg, a recent Nobel Laureate in chemistry; and
fellowships for two years at the University of Illinois, tudying with
Prof. F. Seitz, one of the initiators of tbe modem tbeory of solidstate physics.
Currently, she is engaged in first.principle studies of physical proper·
ties of materials, including calculations of electronic band structure
and development of sophisticated empirical models for predicting
specific and unusual properties. She also is participating in a recently
initiated program to develop new superconducting materials.
Among recent publications reporting on her research results are:
• Phy ical Raview 5B,253 (1972) "A Consistency Test for X.Ray
Form Factors"; and "Forbidden Silicon (442) Structure Factors,"
presented in 1973 at an American Physical Society meeting.
• 'Physical Review, Metallic Cu X·Ray Form Factors," scheduled
for publication in March 1974, and in collaboration with her husband,
"Band Strocture Shifts for fcc Metals under Shear by a Perturbation
Method," presented to an American Physical Society meeting,
Aside from her conservation activities in the area in which she
lives, including ber preparation and presentation to the Town Board
of a plan for preservation of open areas, as well as directing a water
quality study financed by the Ford Foundation, Mrs. Gray also enjoys skiing, hiking, swimming, the theater, music and good literature.
One of ber hikes, in November 1971, was 300 miles with bel' husband
througb tbe Himalayas to Mt. Everest, duriog a visit to Nepal.

TACOM Issues Female Employment Statistics

COl like my job,'l she conunents, very convincingly.

Venturing into new fields of endeavor for women came quite natu·
raUy for Miss Ortb at ao early age. Her father, Lawrence B. Orth, is
an electrical engineer with an industrial finn in northern Virginia. As
a young girl she waS fond of science fiction. In high school he and
another girl were the first females to enroU in an elective course in
electronics. She was president of the Science Club, took advanced
mathematics as a junior, and was n NationaJ Honor Society member.

While attending VPI she worked on the school newspaper staff
and was a member of Angel Flight, an bonorary service organization
affiliated witb the Air Force ROTC program,
Miss Ortb is an associate of the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics and the American Nuclear Society.
Mary E. Jennings

'Contented Coexistence'

Jessie Foater

Statistics on employment of women announced recently by the U.S.
rks
for
Watervliet
Physical
Scientists
Anny Tank·Automotive Command (TACOM), Warren, MI, reveal that
Wo
about 20 percent of the total of 1,928 are programed into GS·9 or
above positions, including eight who hold GS·13 ratings.
Watervliet Arsenal, NY, has numerous claims to distinction within
capabilities of its personnel resources-such as two Dr. Grays, both
Mary Archambault is a GS·13 mathematician in the Research, De·
physical scientiste, who head for home as a bappily married couple
velopment and Engineering Directorate and is concerned primarily
when work is done.
with computations relating to tank automotive design. She has au·
You might run into a problem, however, if you indulged in the
thored numerous technical papers and has an AB degree in science
American predilection for evaluating superiority in professional capaand math from Boston University.
Other GS-13s are Mary E. Jennings, supply systems analyst, Mabilities. Dr. Alma Marcus Gray, listed in "Who's Who of American
Women," and currently chainnan of the Brunswick Conservation Adteriel Directorate; Jessie Foster and Palma Galante, program anavisory Council, has a clearly established claim to distinction. But SO
lysts, Project Manager's Office; Gertrude Levine, contract specialist,
Procurement and Production Directorate; Annie Newell, operations
does Dr. Donald M. Gray, to wbom he was married in 1967, three
years after she joined the arsenal taff.
research analyst, Comptroller; Ruth A. Edwards, management ana·
Mrs. Gray, a native of the Netherlands, graduated with honors and
lyst, Comptroller; and Helen F. Cochran, labor management relations
as and MS degrees in physics and mathematics from McGill University
specialist, Civilian Personnel Office.
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'Courting the Stars ...

People In Perspective

Redstone Man Enjoys Astronomical Avocation

Self-Reliance, Not Self-Pity

Nights are never dull for Gert
Schmitz; in fact, they seem to be

DA Handicapped EOY Sets Example

growing more exciting the older

Anyone incuned to self-pity about real or imagined malevolent
manipulation by the "fickle finger of fate" can do an abrupt about
face, march right, after seeing in action the Department of the Army's
petite (4'11") Handicapped Employe of the Year.
Selected also by the U.S. Civil Service Commission as one of 10
Outstanding Handicapped Federal Employes of the Year, Miss Cheryl
Lee Maloney will be honored Apr. 3 at Department of the Army
ceremonies in the Pentagon, and the following day by White House

he gets and the more experience
be gains in pursuing his hobby,
which does not qualify him for
the Girl Watcbers Society.
Schmitz' spare-time fascination
is star-gazing, comet. watchlng
and studying the universe perhaps
as mucb as 100 mimon miles
away. This interest has tigbtened
its hold during more than 16
years of observation that has
yielded rewarding experiences.
During the daytime work schedule at Redstone Arsenal, AL,
Schmi tz is an aerospace engineer
with the Safeguard System Command; but the nights "turn him on" as a member of the Von Braun
Astronomical Society. He serves as chairman of pubucity and is a
former member of the board of directors, which quaufies him to use
the 21-inch Casagranian telescope, the largest in the southeastern
Unitad States.
While U.S. planning for the space program was still in its infancy,
Schmitz took pictures of possible moon landing sites for the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, later to become part of MICOM. Then in 1961
he became the first person in the world to photograph the hard
impact of Ranger VI on the moon.
Hesitation following that feat cost him a substantial amount of
money. When a publisher offered $5,000 per pictUl'e and $10,000 a
column for the story, Schmitz delayed a decision to take time to

representatives at federal ceremonies.

evaluate the pictures. The magazine editor tllen wiLhdrew the offer.

Courage, almost to the degree of supremely confident cockiness
about her capability to deal adequately with any adversity or any
challenge, is ingrained in Miss Maloney, who was born armless 26
years ago and harbors no regrets
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald C. Maloney of Honesdale, PA. never acted as
though they considered their daughter handicapped. Instead, they
let natural self-reliance work its wonders. Cheryl learned to do with
what The Good Lord gave her-her feet and her teeth to serve in ueu
of hand and anns. The dextarity and grace she exhibits in all her
movements are incredible to most observers.
Cheryl is a computer progrlllI1er with the U.S. Army Computer Systems Command Support Group, Fort Hood, TX, known to the Army
research and development community as the home of MASSTER
(Modern Army Selected Systems Test, Evaluation and Review).
After graduating from Rochester Business Institute (Business Administration and Data Processing), Cheryl entered federal service with
the Army's Tobyhanna (PAl Depot. She served about four years as
a computer card punch operator and as a remote site computer op-

Cooperation in some international space research projects has added
to his "memory [jank," such as participation in Operation Moon
Blink, a study of a Russian<reported reddish cloud rising from one of
the Moon craters. Results added to knowledge for the space program.
Recently, Schmitz was a member of the U.S. team that followed the
progress of Comet Kohoutek. Combining his knowledge of astronomy
and photography, he prodUCed some "outstanding pictures" of the
comet as it passed within 75 million miles of the Earth. He also has
photographed moon ecupses, the Orion Nebular, and other planets.
Now he is anticipating the early appearance of Comet Lnke. The
Comet Kohoutek venture spawned a dream, an ambition that promises
to keep him even more busily engaged in his hobby. In addition to
using electronic photograpHy to take pictures of planets and nearby
stars, he hopes to emu lata Kohoutek-to discover a comet that will
perpetuate his name. Comet Schmitz? The impossible dream? Not in
his mind!

erator, earning several awards for outstanding performance.

In May 1972, she was one of 20 selected from more than 300 appucants to enter the USACSC Automatic Data Processing Intern Class
at ila Fort Belvoir headquarters. Promoted six months later for continued outstanding work, she elected to go to Fort Hood for the final
18 months of training. Supervisors there say she has exceeded all job
requirements with ease and skill-and without assistance. Her computer technique is described as "flawless."
Coworkers say she has a most pleasant personauty and sense of
humor. She sets others at ease hy disdaining assistance they might
Daturally expect to give a young lady without arms. For example, don't
try to light her cigaret, open a door for her, or perform amenities.
When the time came to travel from Washington, DC, to Fort Hood,
Cheryl decided to drive her 1972 Chevrolet Impala convertible. It has
ARMY AVIATORS LTC Daniel C. Dugan (right) and MAJ James A.
a floor disc steering mecbanism and "3 on the floor" racing shift, both
Burke supported the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) by participating in high-altitude scientific flights observing
of which she controls as easily with her feet and toes as other drivers.
Comet Koboutek from an advantage position over the NASA-Ames
Sbe can flip the top down or up as easily as a male with hands might.
Friends say Cheryl moves witb the grace of the born a thlete at.
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA. The pilots were flying astronomers
whataver she tries-and that. includes bowung (ball drilled for her
in NASA's Lear Jet (shown above), a 6OO-mph researcb aircraft equipped
toes), skiing, swimming, miniature golf, and when she is home in
with a 12-inch infrared telescope to make astronomical observations
Pennsylvania, zooming around in her own snowmobile.
above 45,000 feet. This flight assignment is all outgrowth of NASAArmy activities in which personnel ag;igned to the U.S. Army Air
Traveling to "See America First" is one of her bobbies and she
prides hen;elf on getting around to many tates, including a trip to
Mobility R&D Laboratory (USA AMRDL), located at the Ames ReHawaii.
earch Center, are invited to participate in its research-support. missions.
MARCH-APRIL 1974
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ISEF Winners Return from Japan Science Awards, Nobel Prize Ceremonies
Participation in the 17th Japan Student Science Awards (JSSA) in Tokyo, and Nobel
Prize award ceremonies in Stockholm, Sweden,
enriched the experience of five young American scientists as winners of top awards at the
24th International Science and Engineering
Fair (ISEF) at San Diego, CA.
Administered by Science Service, a nonprofit organization supported by major professional scientific societies, U.S. Government
agencies and industrial organizations, tbe
ISEF is designed to popularize science in higb
schools and to timulate gifted students to
decide on scientific research careers. More
than 400 winners in state, regional and other
competitive science fairs qualify for ISEF
each year.
Termed "Operation Cherry Blossom," the
Japan trip waS initiated in 1963 under the
auspices· of the Army, Navy and Air Force.
Presently, the U.S. Army and General Motors
Corp. (GMC) sponsor one student each for
the trip. The Army, Navy and Air Force have
joined since 1972 in sending one student representative each to the annual Nobel Prize
ceremonies in Stockholm.
This year's Operation Cherry Blossom winners, June Anne Vayo (Army) and John C.
MacGuire (GM), were greeted by Their Imperial Highnesses Prince and Princess Hitachi
at the JSSA commendation ceremonies. The
JSSA portion of the trip is sponsored by the
Yomiuri SlUm bun, one of Japan's leading

OPERATION CHERRY BLOSSOM (OCB) winners and eBcorta during visit to Camp
Zama. From left are Mrs. Dorothy Schriver, John MacGuire, June Anne Vayo, Mrs. Bertha
Cory, and BG Ross R. Condit Jr., chief of staff, for the UnHed States Army Japan.

THEIR IMPERIAL HIGHNESSES Prince and Princess Hitachi and Mitsuo
Mutai, president of the
Ycnniuri S'limlmn newspaper

greeted Japan Student cienceAwards,OCBwinners.

newspapers.

The American students also met with Hiromi
Onomura and Takayuki Nagashima, JSSA
winners who will represent Japan at the 25th
ISEF scheduled for May 1974 at Notre Dame
University, South Bend, IN.
June Anne had an opportunity to visit
Sagamihara City, her birthplace, about 40
miles from Tokyo, where her father was stationed while serving with the U.S. Navy.
MacGui!" was able to visit the Sugamo Prison
site where his father had been held as a Prisoner of War in 1945.
Army officials attending the JSSA ceremonies included BG Ross R. Condit Jr., chief
of staff, U.S. Anny Japan, and COL John D.
Marshall Jr., commander of the U.S. Army
R&D Group, Far East. Escorting the students
on both trips was Mrs. Dorothy Schriver, assistant director of Science Service. Mrs. Bertha
H. Cory, U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Office of the

Chief of R&D (OCRD), was the Army escort
lor ~ trip to Japan.
The itinerary included visits with Scientific
Attoche Myron Kratzer and members of his
stafT at the American Embassy in Tokyo.
and a trip to Camp Zama where they met
with COL Elwood adorn, commander of the
U.S. Army HospitaL They also toured the
Fuchu Plaht of the Nippon Electric Co., the
Yomiuri NeWspaper Plant, and. by special

arrangement, visited the Katsura Detached
Palace, nOlmally not open to the public.
June AWle, now a freshman at Harvard

University, was selected for the trip as are·
sult of her ISEF research project, "Mental
Retardation and Eidetic Imagery: A Correlative Study." MacGuire was selected for
"Slats as High-Lift Devices." (See July-

WINNER of trip to Sweden for Nobel Prize award ceremonies (from left), Glen.n Greene,
Marvin Slepian and Robert Silverman, during visit to Brannkyrka GyDlJlosium. Escort
Arleen Plecenik, assistant public information officer, Office of Naval Research, is at right.
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August 1973 i ue of Army R&D Newsmagazine, p, 24, for further information on the
24th fSEF.)
Nobel Prize a ard ceremonies in Stockholm, Sweden, were viewed this year by Robert Silverman (Army), Marvin Slepian (Navy),
and Glenn Greene (AFl. On their way to
Stockholm, the students and escorts stopped
in London to tour Westminster Abhey, the
British Museum of Art. and Buckingham
Palace where they saw the Changing of the
Guard.
The visitors held a panel discu ion with
scientists from U.S. Army, Navy, and Air
Force Branches of the U.S. Research Office
in London, and also visited the American
Embassy. Students had an opportunity to
take independent trips to ientitic institutes
engaged in their specific fields of interest.
In Stockholm, the ISEF winners met wilh
American Nobel laureates Prof. Ivir Giaever
and DI·. Leo Esllki, who shalw a prize in
physics with a British scientist, and attended
a press confel"nce of Prof. Wassily Leontif,
economics prize winner.
They also met with Dr. Uno Holmgren of
Brannkyrka Gymnasium, visited the Carotinska Institute, and were escorted on walking
tours by Swedish students including Ulf
Thornberg, the Swedish science fair winner
they had met at the 24th rSEF.
Silverman represented the Army in Stockholm for his exhibit "The Biochemical Process
of Genetic Change," which depicts how
cluomosomal genetic aberrations are induced
by irradiation. Slepian's award-wihning exhibit was titled, "Bacteriophage T5 Pseudovirions;' and Greene's display \V3S "Fusion
Containment Using Plasma Shock Waves."
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Army Plans CY 1974 Final In-Process Review
Of Portable Landing Light System Prototype
By Alvm E. Gate.
Formal In·Process Review (IPR) of a new Portable Landing Light
System (PLLS), tested at Modem Army Selectee System Test Evaluation and Review (MASSTER) with excellent results, is scheduled oon.
Developed in response to a Project ENSURE (Expedited, onStandard Urgent Requirement for Equipment), received by the U.S.
Army Land Warfare Laboratoty fTom American Forces in Vietnam,
the PLLS prototype was produced by ELCO Corp. on contract.
In the combat zone the prototype system performed well enough to
warrant recommendation for type cl8ssLRcation "Standard A" with
modifications to increase its versatility and visibility capabilities. Following these refinements, the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research
and Development Center, Fort Belvoir, VA, conducted extensive operational testing, including extreme environmental conditions.
MERDC personnel determined that the improved I'LL offered
great potential for combat aircraft requirements, and arranged for deIivety of the system to MASSTER in late 1972 for User Evaluation
Tests. Pending final IPR acceptance, the PLLS is tentatively scheduled for delivery to field units during FY 74-75.
The PLLS consists of high· intensity lIashing lights (landing lights),
relatively low.intensity steady-glow lights (marker lights), a remote
control unit, a cencral power unit. mounting stakes, color filters. and
cable and reel assemblies. Marker and landing lights can be interconnected by the cable assemblies and the system can be remotely controlled.. The single remote control unit looks like a gBrden·variety
flaahlight and uses four "D" cell batteries (6 volts)
Each light is powered by an internal 6-volt battery (BA-200). However, for AC operation, a central power unit allows a string of connected
marker lights to operate without internal batteries. This permits use in
extreme cold weather without performance degradation (6-volt batteries are severely limited in power at temperatures below zero C).
The battery-powered landing lights provide a high-intensity flash of
approximately 12,000 candJepower visible from 5 to i miles.
Each landing light is equipped with a can trol knob to provide independent, sequential or simultaneous lIashing. Landing lights set in

ALVIN E. GATES JR. is employed as an electrical engineer with
the Electrotechn%gy Departmellt.
Pou'er EngiJ,eering Division, U.S.
Army Mobility Equipmellt Research
and Developmellt Celller (MERDC),
Fort Belvoir, VA. He eamed a BS
degree ill physic from West Virginw
Wesleyan College and has done
graduate work at A merican Unif..~er·
sily ill Washington, DC.
Gales has published MERDC
Report 2064 on Improved Airfield Runway Light Set, Operational Area,
Aircraft: I'f, kw, alld a U.S. Naval Weapolls Laboralory Reporl all
Investigations of Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards to the Improved
TARTAR Missile. Mark 15 Mod I, on board the Dupeti Thours.
the simultaneous mode flash simultaneously with the preceding light;
those in the sequence mode lIash 0.2 seconds after the flash of the
preceding light. Because of these features, many types of aircraft
landing patterns are available.
Tests at MASSTER were conducted to "determine the extent to
which the PLLS provides an improved capability over currently
authorized equipment to establish and operate temporary or semi·
permanent tactical landing zones in darkness and reduced visibility:'
The portable landing light sy tem in current use is commonly called
the "bean hag" light set because each light sits on a ballast bag. The
set contains 12 lights, each self-contained, battery-operated, and
manually switched for steady or flashing light.
MASSTER re ults showed that the PLLS is much more effective
than the present system. In addition, MASSTER reported that the
PLLS bas major advantages over the presently authorized 11'1 KW
Airfield Runway Light Set. In fact, the PLLS offers operational and
cost advantages over eKisting Army aircraft light sets.
As a result of the MASSTER determinations, the Army Materiel
Command is proposing that the PLLS undergo DT II I (Initial Production Testing) and, if successful, that a Special In-Process Review be
conducted to type classify the PLLS "Standard A."

SY~TE)I API'L1CATIO:\S: Below a ..... two typical integrated sy tern. utilizing .trobe landing lights and incandescent marker lights.
Strobe light. in PItOGRESSIVE SLAVE mode fluh 0.2 'econds after the lIuh of the preceding light, or can lin. h simultaneou Iy.
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For helicopters, provides
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For fixed·wlng elrcraft,
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range and effective hori·
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